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THE FOUNDATION

The Rockefeller Foundation is a philanthropic organization endowed by John D.
Rockefeller and chartered in 1913 for the well-being of people throughout the
world. It is one of America's oldest private foundations and one of the few with
strong international interests. From its beginning, the Foundation has sought to
identify, and address at their source, the causes of human suffering and need.
Foundation programs are organized around eight core strategies. Together,
these strategies constitute the Foundation's commitment to help define and
pursue a path toward environmentally sustainable development consistent with
individual rights and a more equitable sharing of the world's resources.
The Foundation's work is divided among the following program areas: the arts
and humanities, equal opportunity, agricultural sciences, health sciences,
population sciences, global environment, and special African initiatives
including female education. While concentrating its efforts in these areas, the
Foundation adjusts its course to reflect needs as they arise.
The balance of the Foundation's grant and fellowship programs supports work
in building democracy, international security, international philanthropy, and
other special interests and initiatives. The Foundation maintains the Bellagio
Study and Conference Center in northern Italy for conferences of international
scope and for residencies for artists, scholars and policymakers, and other
professionals from around the world.
The Foundation is administered by its president through a staff drawn from
scholarly, scientific and professional disciplines. An independent board of
trustees, which meets four times a year, sets program guidelines and financial
policy, and approves all appropriations.

Chart depicts by program area the grants and fellowships totaling$103,960,068 appropriated from the 1997
budget.
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Core program strategies
The following are the eight core strategies around which Foundation program
work is organized, along with corresponding appropriations from the 1997
budget.
Expenditure
Core Program

AFRICAN INITIATIVES

$5,389,940

STRATEGY: Build human and institutional
infrastructure in Africa with an emphasis on
closing the gender gap in school enrollment
and achievement.

AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES

$17,181,330

ARTS AND HUMANITIES

$12,547,500

EQUAL OPPORTUNITY

$18,495,365

STRATEGY: Increase crop yields of
smallholder farmers in developing countries
profitably and without degrading natural
resources.

STRATEGY: Understand and engage
difference across changing societies through
the arts and humanities.

STRATEGY: Support vibrant and diverse
urban communities, assisting them to gain
access to the fundamental elements of
opportunity including employment, good
schools, freedom from discrimination and full
participation in the democratic process.

GLOBAL ENVIRONMENT
STRATEGY: Build international leadership
capable of initiating and carrying out
innovative approaches to sustainable
development.
STRATEGY: Facilitate the transition to a new
energy paradigm based on sustainability,
renewable resources, efficient use, economic
viability and equity in access.

HEALTH SCIENCES

$12,630,000
$6,380,000

$6,250,000

$11,659,020

STRATEGY: Build human capacity for
population-based health care in developing
nations.

POPULATION SCIENCES

$16,888,65

STRATEGY: Mobilize resources to satisfy
unmet demand for family planning and
reproductive health services.
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THE PRESIDENT’S LETTER
Some would expect the parting annual message of an outgoing foundation
president to be a glowing recital of progress achieved under his tenure.
I'm going to come at this one a little differently.
Foundations are uniquely dependent for their effectiveness on internally
generated discipline and passion. Foundations lack the three chastising
disciplines of American life: the market test, which punishes or rewards
financial performance; the ballot box, through which the numbskulls can be
voted out of office; and the ministrations of an irreverent press biting at your
heels every day. And so in the philanthropic world, recognition and celebration
are best left to others. What is needed is bracing self-examination, and the
balance, rigor and nerve to face one's own shortcomings and requirements.
Where do we at the Rockefeller Foundation fall short, and what are the lessons
going forward? The directions and suggestions I outline in this letter should be
important for any institution that aims to be world class going into the next
century. The primary responsibility for not initiating these steps at this
Foundation is mine. I lay them out here in order to maximize the chances that
the measure of my own shortcomings may serve instructively for the future.
First, we have not moved decisively enough to integrate our program activities.
Few of the major problems facing the world in the 21st century will yield to a
"unilever" approach. They are a broad tangle of unfamiliar elements, requiring
multidisciplinary, multi-angled approaches. Many of the challenges become
"problems" precisely because they defy the traditional categories of the
existing institutional landscape. Over the past decade we built upon the
divisional structure of the foundation and concentrated primarily on
strengthening program content. It may be time now to rearrange the
strengthened program components in an approach that is much more problemoriented. For example: should the Foundation have an Agricultural Sciences
division, or a Health Sciences division or a Global Environment division-or
should it have a multidisciplinary task force working on the problems of water,
cropland, and how to feed the world's population, without destroying the
environment?
2] The Foundation should engage directly in the job of building the new
transnational institutions that the world will need in the next century. Most of
the present architecture in the international arena was erected in the years
following World War II, and was designed to address a distinct set of
challenges: providing collective security arrangements; rebuilding war-torn
Europe; ordering a world trade and currency system dominated by the
industrial democracies; and assisting agricultural and industrial development in
former colonies. These institutions were not designed, and are poorly
equipped, for dealing with global narcotics traffic and criminal activity;
confronting terrorism and the international arms trade; dealing with
intracountry militarization and genocide; modifying the direction of
industrialization worldwide so that the environment is protected; or coping with
worldwide flows of people, private capital and diseases. Governments usually
react to crises, philanthropy has the capacity to anticipate them. To deal with
today's ultimata we are required to plan for the development of new
institutions and the adaptation of old ones. The Foundation has not identified
this task as a central objective during the past decade. I believe it is time to
place it high on the agenda going forward.
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3] By the accounts of both the American public and many of its most
thoughtful observers, American democracy is in deep trouble. Regenerating a
process of robust, open, nondestructive deliberation in this country is an
indispensable step toward substantive progress on both domestic and
international issues. The Foundation has supported projects that address parts
of this problem. But the deterioration in our public life is now too advanced and
the penalty for continued failure too steep for anything less than a full-scale,
serious engagement with the challenge of renewing American democracy. This
will necessarily include the issues of campaign finance and how television is
used in both public affairs and electoral campaigns. This is a broad, expensive
and controversial task that should be undertaken in partnership with other
foundations.
4] The Foundation should rethink entirely its approach to China. The
Rockefeller Foundation's international programs are organized by theme and
subject area, not by geography. But the question of China would challenge
either organizing principle. It is hard to see how China can be categorized as a
developing country. In terms of wealth, growth and human talent it ranks
among the most handsomely endowed of nations. China is a significant
exporter of everything from advanced manufacturing goods and trained
scientists to sophisticated weapons. On most of the major questions that will
challenge humanity in the next half century, China will play a pivotal role. How
will the world feed itself? Can we limit destructive pressure on the
environment' Can we forestall proliferation of weapons of mass destruction?
There is almost no equation in the formulas for sustainable development and
peace in which China will not be an important factor. The world has entered a
period in which China's and the planet's fates are linked, and this period
promises to be long and dangerous. This is precisely the sort of area in which
thoughtful, far-seeing action by foundations can be most valuable. The
Foundation's long-standing engagement with China needs to be refashioned to
take these realities into account.
5] In terms of the Foundation's internal operations and culture, the need for
one dramatic innovation is preeminent.
To work for a major foundation is to operate with an astonishing measure of
professional latitude and privilege. It is not realistic to expect that over time all
program officers will remain impervious to the temptations for self-indulgence
and mental or moral complacency that present themselves.
At one point I favored a "term limits" arrangement whereby most program
staff would be expected to leave after seven to 10 years. We also discussed
the possibility of requiring or encouraging some staff members to take a leave
during which they would work in the field with a grantee, or with an
organization raising rather than dispensing funds. I have come to the
conclusion that the problems of "foundationitis" and isolation are very real and
require a more disciplined remedy along the following lines: that program staff
members who hire on understand that if they stay over five years, they will be
required to take a six-to-12-month posting with a nonprofit organization that is
not a grantee of the Foundation. This would be clear upon initial employment,
and be buttressed by suitable financial incentives and penalties.
Such a measure would be an antidote to loss of perspective and to the
enormous and often arbitrary power to fund or not to fund that foundation
officers (and presidents) wield; would offset comfortable insulation from the
pressure and anxiety of financial uncertainty that is a basic condition of
existence for many nonprofits; would stiffen the spine against creeping
psychological accommodation to the torrent of syrupy flattery, seduction and
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intellectual ennoblement to which officers are subjected; and would shore up
as well the occasional wobbling in standards of professional behavior and
personal interaction that in some cases accompany the forgoing phenomena.
The fact that foundations must rely disproportionately upon inner discipline and
self-direction is at once the source of their immense value and contributions,
and the cause of their enduring struggle to remain bold and wise. Foundations
have a critical role to play in the human adventure, and in the years ahead
their independence and innovativeness will be needed as rarely before. The
Foundation I have been privileged to lead will make such contributions if it can
assess history and new challenges soberly; bring discipline, imagination,
tenacity and passion to its agenda; and combine a keen appreciation of
present opportunity with a healthy sense of humor.
—Peter C. Goldmark Jr
Peter Goldmark was president of the Foundation from 1988 through 1997. He
left at year-end, at his own request, to pursue other passions.
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The Rockefeller Foundation was created in 1913 and endowed, in several
installments totaling about $250 million, by John D. Rockefeller. Since that
time, this original endowment and the investment returns it has generated
have provided funds for the Foundation's grantmaking programs and operating
expenses. The value of the endowment today is $3.1 billion.
A key objective of the Foundation's board of trustees is to maintain the
purchasing power of the endowment over the long term, after inflation and
grantmaking, while maximizing funds available for current program needs and
administrative support. Achieving this objective will ensure that future
grantmaking programs can continue at current levels after adjusting for
inflation. The Foundation is required by law to spend at least 5 percent of the
market value of its investment portfolio each year on grant programs and
supporting activities. Thus, investment returns must be sufficient to offset
grantmaking of at least 5 percent per year plus the rate of inflation. The goal
of achieving returns in excess of spending and inflation has been readily
accomplished over the last 15 years due to unprecedented strength in the
financial markets. Longer term, it is a much more difficult challenge to design
and implement an investment program that can achieve the required results.
Over the Foundation's history the real value of its endowment has undergone
periods of growth and periods of erosion depending on the relative impact of
investment earnings, spending and inflation. The graph below shows that
during the history of the Foundation, the goal of maintaining purchasing power
has been achieved.

The Foundation's board of trustees is responsible for adopting spending and
investment policies that can be expected to achieve the long-term goals of
maintaining purchasing power and supporting the Foundation's programs. The
current guidelines call for an annual budget of 5.8 percent of the market value
of the endowment. Strong financial markets in the 1980s and 1990s have
enabled the Foundation to increase its annual budget for grants and
administrative expenses from $48 million in 1979 to $135 million in 1997 as
shown in the following chart. The spending policy provides for a strong
relationship between investment results and spending and has allowed the
budget to increase as endowment levels have risen. An averaging technique is
employed to avoid sharp year-to-year fluctuations in spending.
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Since asset allocation is a primary determinant of investment performance, the
finance committee of the board periodically reviews the portfolio's commitment
to each category of investment and establishes a policy portfolio with target
percentages for each asset class. The Foundation does not make frequent
tactical shifts in asset allocation, but does make adjustments within prescribed
ranges around target levels when there appears to be a persistent strategic
shift in market valuations. Long-term asset allocation targets are updated only
when there is a change in the Foundation's assessment of the relative longterm risk associated with asset classes. Currently, the asset allocation targets
are as follows:
Percent
Policy
Target

U.S. Equity

35

Foreign Equity

25

Bonds

20

Real Estate

10

Private Sector

10
100

Day-to-day investment of the Foundation's portfolio is handled by a number of
outside investment management firms with experienced personnel, strong
historical track records and effective operational controls. Each firm is hired to
address a particular asset class; some focus on specialized market niches
within asset classes. The internal investments staff, led by the treasurer,
develops overall investment strategy, recommends selection of investment
managers and oversees the activities of and allocations to outside managers to
ensure adherence to strategy and guidelines and to monitor and control
portfolio risks.
Marketable equity and fixed income securities-stocks and bonds traded and
priced daily in public markets throughout the world-are invested both in index
funds, which track the performance of a market sector, and in actively
managed portfolios, whose managers are expected to add value or enhance
performance by making informed judgments about which securities to hold.
The Foundation also makes investments in private markets such as venture
capital and real estate. These areas offer the institutional investor with a long
time horizon greater opportunities to add value in selecting, structuring and
managing investments.
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The need to monitor portfolio risk has become increasingly important in recent
years, and the process of managing risk has become more complex. The global
markets are now characterized by more sophisticated technology and
communications along with the rapid emergence of new securities and
investment strategies, including derivative securities. Understanding and
controlling portfolio risk involves every participant in the investment process:
internal staff, finance committee of the board, outside investment managers,
auditors and bank custodians. The Foundation strives to be a leader in applying
analytic and management tools which, together with investment judgment, are
important to this task. The Foundation is also concerned about the impact of
investment expenses on overall results and thus is committed to using staff
and outside resources efficiently.
In 1997 the remarkably robust U.S. equity market continued for the third
straight year to generate high returns based on favorable U.S. economic
indicators and strong corporate earnings. The S&P 500 gained 33.2 percent for
the year, producing a three-year average annual S&P 500 return of 31.1
percent, the best in this century. A narrow group of large, blue chip stocks
continued to dominate the U.S. market in 1997, outperforming most active
equity managers and small cap stocks. The Russell 2000 index, an indicator of
small stock results, was up 22.4 percent.
International equity markets recorded widely disparate results in 1997. Many
European stock markets had strong gains with Europe as a whole up 38.0
percent in local currency, although the strengthening U.S. dollar eroded a
portion of these returns. In contrast, the Japanese market was down 14.5
percent in local currency and down 23.7 percent to dollar investors, as the
yen's weakening amplified losses. In the second half of the year, severe
currency and stock market devaluations in most Southeast Asian countries
resulted in significant market declines. These widely diverse international
results led to a total return of only 1.8 percent for the MSCI EAFE index and a
decline of 11.6 percent in the emerging markets index.
The Foundation's total investment return in 1997 was 19.3 percent. Total
return was in excess of the policy portfolio return of 18.2 percent. The
Foundation's performance for each asset class is measured against a
benchmark or market index return for that class. In 1997 the Foundation's U.S.
equity portfolio returned 28.9 percent compared to 31.8 percent for the Russell
3000 index. International equities, which are partially hedged for currency
fluctuations, returned 10.0 percent compared to 8.2 percent for a 50 percent
currency hedged EAFE benchmark. Bonds returned 10.5 percent compared to
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9.6 percent for the Salomon Broad index. U.S. real estate and private equity
markets also had strong returns in 1997, and the Foundation's portfolio
outperformed benchmarks in both asset classes.
During the past year, the Treasurer's Office strengthened the investment
manager group in the U.S. equity and fixed income sectors, capitalized on
resurgent real estate markets to sell a number of long-term holdings, and
further improved risk-management procedures across the portfolio. There has
been a flood of new commitments by institutions to the private equity markets
in recent years. While this trend calls for caution, the Foundation continues to
make selective commitments to high-quality, private equity partnerships.
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REPORT OF INDEPENDENT AUDITORS
The Board of Trustees
The Rockefeller Foundation
We have audited the accompanying statements of financial position of the Rockefeller Foundation as of
December 31, 1997 and 1996, and the related statements of activities and cash flows for the years then
ended. These financial statements are the responsibility of the Rockefeller Foundation's management.
Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial statements based on our audits.
We conducted our audits in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards. Those standards
require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial
statements are free of material misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence
supporting the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements. An audit also includes assessing the
accounting principles used and significant estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the
overall financial statement presentation. We believe that our audits provide a reasonable basis for our
opinion.
In our opinion, the financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all material respects, the
financial position of the Rockefeller Foundation at December 31, 1997 and 1996, and the changes in its
net assets and its cash flows for the years then ended in conformity with generally accepted accounting
principles.

New York, New York
February 19, 1998
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INFORMATION FOR APPLICANTS

The Rockefeller Foundation concentrates its giving around eight strategic areas
described in the Core Strategies section. The Foundation is a proactive
grantmaker - that is, the officers and staff seek out opportunities that will help
further the Foundation's long-term goals, rather than reacting to unsolicited
proposals. Specific program guidelines can be obtained by writing or calling the
foundation.
The Foundation recommends that potential applicants review the relevant
program guidelines before submitting any unsolicited proposal. Foundation
officers and staff receive more than 12,000 unsolicited proposals each year, 75
percent of which cannot be considered because their purposes fall outside the
Foundation program guidelines.
Grants
Among the factors considered in evaluating grant proposals are:
•
•
•

The project's relevance to Foundation programs and strategies;
The applicant's qualifications and record of achievement; and
The applicant's ability to secure additional funding from other sources.

Limitations
As a matter of policy the Foundation does not:
•
•
•
•

Give or lend money for personal aid to individuals;
Contribute to the establishment of local hospitals, churches, schools,
libraries or welfare agencies, or to their building and operating funds;
Support attempts to influence legislation; or
Except in rare cases, provide general institutional support or fund
endowments.

Relationship With Grantees Regarding Affirmative Action
The Foundation's Board of Trustees approved an external affirmative action
policy in March 1988 for use with grantees. This policy states:
"The Rockefeller Foundation believes that important issues of underrepresentation of
minorities and women remain unresolved in our society, and so far as possible we seek to
play a helpful and constructive part in their resolution. To that end, the Foundation
systematically invests in the professional development of minorities and women and their
promotion into leadership roles. The Foundation expects grantee organizations to engage in
similar efforts. Consequently, affirmative action questions will be raised with grantees or
applicants for support when there appear to be opportunities for constructive collaboration
with the Foundation in the interests of improving opportunities for underrepresented groups.
In such instances, as a first step, we may ask these institutions to inform the Foundation of
their efforts, supported, as appropriate, with data on the gender and minority composition of
the leadership of the institution."
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HOW TO APPLY
For relevant guidelines and applications write to:
The Rockefeller Foundation
420 Fifth Avenue
New York, New York, 10018-2702
U.S.A.
or call:
212-869-8500
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AFRICAN INITIATIVES
Strategy:
"Build human and institutional infrastructures in Africa with an emphasis on closing the
gender gap in school enrollment and achievement."

To meet the steadily intensifying development challenges facing Africa today
and in the coming century, countries must commit to investing in their most
important resource-their people. A better-educated workforce is essential to
the region's growth. Fundamental improvements in literacy and in scientific
research skills will, for example, better equip Africans to adopt new
technologies and strategies to address some of the continent's most intractable
economic and civil problems. And in Africa's food-deficit countries, more and
better schooling and enhanced science-based training is imperative for
reducing poverty and improving public health, as well as alleviating chronic
food shortages and rural unemployment.
Investment in girls' education is especially beneficial to developing countries.
Educating women correlates closely to reduced fertility and improved quality of
life. An increase in the wages that educated women can command makes
bearing children a more expensive option because it removes women from a
substantial stream of income. Better-educated women tend to delay marriage,
are more aware of their family planning options and pursue better prenatal and
neonatal care for the children they do have. As well as having fewer, healthier
children, educated women are themselves likely to have better-educated and
better-employed children.
A variety of complex, interrelated factors contribute to the distressing state of
girls' education in Africa: high population growth rates, lack of financial
resources, shortage of facilities, high dropout and repetition rates, low teacher
morale, traditional perceptions of the girl's role, and irrelevant curricula. Often
compounding the plight of girls who do enroll in school are unwelcoming
systems that may be inappropriate for their needs, hostile and, at times,
unsafe. For families and communities the costs of schooling are difficult to
justify in the face of society's priority for girls to become wives and mothers,
often deferring their life decisions to parents and husbands.
All children-and indeed all of society-will benefit when schools are made more
accessible to girls and teaching more sensitive to their needs. When parents
acknowledge the importance of their daughters' education and are involved in
supporting their schooling, girls perform better. If classes relate to girls'
background and experiences, if they are taught in local languages, and if
practical skills are included in the curriculum, girls are more likely to realize
their potential. And when schools sensitize male teachers to girls' needs and
employ female teachers who can act as role models, girls' participation is
enhanced.
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Important elements of the Rockefeller Foundation's strategy include facilitating
good quality education in reading, mathematics, language and science for
children. On the demand side, efforts are focused on public information
campaigns intended to promote the benefits of female education. Greater
community participation in education improves both the relevance and quality
of education and ensures sustainability by encouraging better resource
mobilization.
At the professional level, Africa can expand its participation in an increasingly
technology-driven global economy by providing more and better trained
natural and social scientists. To build a cadre of productive, well-trained
leaders capable of affecting and sustaining economic and social development,
the Foundation funds several initiatives to increase the relevance, quality and
utilization of doctoral training received abroad and to help new Ph.D.s build
career paths in Africa. Within Africa the Foundation also supports specialized
training and collaborative partnerships for professionals-including engineers,
economists and natural scientists-that are intended to improve the quality of
research and policy initiatives.
The African Initiatives program has created a network of trained, highly skilled
professionals whose expertise has greatly contributed to carrying out the
Rockefeller Foundation's work in family planning, public health, agriculture and
environment.
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AGRICULTURAL SCIENCE
Strategy:
"Increase crop yields of smallholder farmers in developing countries profitably and without
degrading natural resources"

Science can take much credit for substantial gains in the yields of subsistence
foods in many parts of the world over the past three decades. The so-called
Green Revolution, where research-based technologies were applied to achieve
greater crop yields from fewer acres of agricultural land, was by many
measures a success. In 1997 the Food and Agriculture Organization of the
United Nations reported that, while population in the developing world
increased by 1.5 billion people since the early 1960s, overall per capita food
availability increased by 20 percent and there are 150 million fewer hungry
people.
But some of the food available in developing countries has come from excess
capacity produced in the industrialized world which leaves them vulnerable to
conditions outside their control. There are still 800 million hungry people in the
developing world-185 million of them are seriously malnourished preschool
children.
Developing countries with strong economies will likely be able to import food in
amounts that will keep pace with domestic population growth, even if they are
not able to grow it themselves. But myriad other problems can thwart a
country's ability to feed its people. In Mexico, the high concentration of
farmland owned by relatively few skews incomes and reduces the ability of
those without resources to buy food. In south Asia, growth of income
disparities could, if food prices rise, leave the poorest without the means to
afford adequate nourishment. It is clear that improving the food supply where
it is needed requires attention to the interrelated issues of the environment,
sustainability, institutional capacity and economic development.

The Rockefeller Foundation's approach to these issues is to support research
into agricultural technologies largely in the developing world and methods of
spreading the innovations reaped from these technologies. These innovations,
when taking into account availability of labor, distribution systems, resource
preservation and cultural norms, can provide enormous contributions from
relatively small research investments.
It is critical, however, that these investments be concentrated to achieve the
greatest possible impact. Due in part to the Foundation's earlier investments, a
global research system and the ability to share new information among
countries already exists. Still necessary is a system that enables farmers and
researchers in a variety of countries to adapt new research findings to their
particular circumstances, and raising yields and achieving agricultural goals in
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developing countries will require changing institutions and changing policies, as
well as a substantial increase in new technologies for crop genetics and crop
management. The Foundation can best help address these diverse challenges
by supporting technology development and appropriate transfer of technology
within the countries in need.
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ARTS AND HUMANITIES

Strategy:
"Understand and engage difference across changing societies through the arts and
humanities."

The arts and humanities offer interpretations and ideas that are the basis for a
culture's values and vitality. Artists and humanists provide a unique window
into the essence of human life-into who we are, how we live, what moves us,
what history we share, and what are the distinctive characteristics of our
cultures. Their visions, communicated through painting, performance, text, film
and other media, can help audiences see beyond their own interests to
appreciate the commonalities, as well as differences, among peoples. The arts
and humanities also animate civil society and promote the free and creative
flow of ideas across societies.
Throughout its history, the Rockefeller Foundation's support of artists and
humanists has been linked to the ideas and issues of the day. Over time, its
work has been concerned with expanding the definition of American culture
and identity, balanced by efforts to comprehend other cultures across the
globe. In these times of transition and social upheaval, when societies are
increasingly diverse, mobile, striving and interdependent, the Foundation has
targeted efforts that foster understanding across divides of class, ethnicity,
religion and tradition-both here and abroad.

In Africa the Foundation funds cultural institutions-publishers, independent
radio, museums, festivals of the expressive arts-to strengthen the autonomous
voices of critique and pluralism necessary for civil society to flourish. In parts
of the Muslim world, support enables researchers, critics and artists to work
together within and across their own changing societies. In Latin America the
binational U.S.-Mexico Fund for Culture promotes exchange and collaboration
in the performing, visual and media arts; cultural studies; publishing; and
translation. Also addressed are such issues as the cultural implications of
immigration and how diversity is understood in both the United States and
Mexico. Within the United States, the Foundation funds cultural initiatives that
examine difference, celebrate the multiple heritages of Americans, and
advance understanding and reciprocity. This is done through, among other
programs, a production fund for the creation of new work in the performing
arts; fellowships for media artists; museum exhibitions that promote
conversations across boundaries and cultural divisions; and an initiative
supporting community partnerships that employ arts and culture in building
healthy communities. A fellowships program for humanities scholars at
selected research centers in North and South America supports the creation of
new knowledge through interdisciplinary exchange and the building of a
network of scholars and institutions.
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HEALTH SCIENCES

Strategy:
"Build human capacity for population-based health care in developing nations."

If science and education are the brain and nervous system of civilization,
health is the heart. It is the organ that pushes the vital fluid to every part of
the social organism."
Frederick Gates
Rockefeller Foundation inaugural meeting, 1913
These words set the tone for how the Rockefeller Foundation would think about
and act upon global health needs for the next nine decades. Since 1913 the
Health Sciences division has been at the heart of many of the major scientific
and humanitarian advances that have been crucial to the well-being of the
world's people: partly funding the discovery of penicillin, developing a yellow
fever vaccine, helping build many of the world's modern health institutions,
and advancing the quality of medical research and education in the United
States and around the world. Through the years the division has also focused
on eradicating infectious diseases-from hookworm to smallpox to polio-and
today is concentrating on the development of a safe and effective AIDS
vaccine.
The Health Sciences division is now evaluating its work in order to build upon
the Foundation's successes. It will create a program to secure greater equity in
health in the next century by:
1. advancing understanding of health equity
2. promoting equity-oriented health research and development
3. strengthening the capacity of health systems to reduce inequities in
health.
Articulation of the strategy will be based on an assessment of both existing and
future health challenges, which include: slowing the spread of fatal childhood
infections; tackling the rapid increase in chronic conditions associated with
changing lifestyle and aging populations; and addressing the worrisome
emergence of a third wave of health risks linked to global climate change,
violent behaviors and drug-resistant infectious diseases. In addressing these
problems, the Foundation will support the production and application of
knowledge while recognizing that its limited resources require global partners.

This year the Foundation has been a major contributor to the Global Health
Equity Initiative (GHEI), a multifaceted project with more than 100 researchers
in 15 countries. The researchers are committed to advancing understanding,
broadening awareness, and promoting equity-enhancing policies and actions,
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with particular focus on the health and well-being of disadvantaged people in
all parts of the world. Through intercountry comparisons of equity in health,
especially from nonindustrialized countries, the GHEI hopes to examine the
multiple dimensions of health equity, with a view to developing tools to inform
policy and evaluate health-system performance according to equity criteria.
With this new focus on equity in health as a programming priority, the Health
Sciences division has funded equity studies in both of the GHEI's two
complementary research efforts: conceptual groups and case studies. The
conceptual groups are developing a theoretical foundation for what equity in
health means, thus providing a basis for thinking about its determinants,
multiple expressions and consequences. In addition, 12 country case studies
are applying this conceptual work to their investigations of specific questions of
health equity. The interface of the conceptual groups with the country case
studies constitutes a central strength of the GHEI, as it allows both practical
application of the theoretical framework and field-experience impact on the
conceptual studies.
As all signs point to a more integrated and interdependent world, we must
begin to think of health problems in a truly global context. Despite the
tremendous capacity for good health due to technology and favorable social
conditions, large populations in many countries face shortened life
expectancies due to unequal opportunities in accessing these prerequisites for
health. In addition to the moral repugnance of these inequities, their enormous
costs for both the public and private sector make finding opportunities to
redress them a high priority for any country interested in reaching its full
economic and social potential.
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EQUAL OPPORTUNITY

Strategy:
"Support vibrant and diverse urban communities, assisting them to gain access to the
fundamental elements of opportunity including employment, good schools, freedom from
discrimination and full participation in the democratic process."

By most measures, the United States today is experiencing a period of
economic prosperity. Yet there are many communities, particularly in urban
settings, where people do not benefit from this wealth. There are areas of our
country that economic progress doesn't reach-where location, racism, the
departure of businesses and diminishing public resources have conspired to
propagate poverty and distress, in good times as well as bad, and where new
welfare regulations have dictated radical change in public programs that assist
the poor.
Embedded in these observations are key assumptions that form the backbone
of the Equal Opportunity division's programs: that at present in this country,
opportunity is not equally distributed; that location, race and ethnicity affect a
person's chances at economic prosperity; that education is critical to a person's
chances at a better life; and that progress will require the participation of both
public and private partners and the support of the communities involved.
The Equal Opportunity division's work assists communities in accessing the
fundamental elements of opportunity: jobs, good schools, freedom from
discrimination and participation in a democratic society. Targeting those urban
areas under the greatest duress, the work of the division involves increasing
labor force participation, improving urban school systems, fostering democratic
principles of social justice and inclusion, and helping struggling communities to
rebuild themselves.
If you were to ask 10 people to describe what is meant by the word
"community," you might get an equal number of different descriptions. But out
of these might come the common notions of home, place, friends and
neighbors, schools, businesses and commerce and places of worship. But what
if some of these things were missing from your own community? What if there
were no banks or supermarkets nearby, or affordable transportation to travel
to them? What if no one would lend you money to start a business or renovate
a home in your neighborhood? What if your neighborhood public school didn't
adequately serve the education needs of your children? What if no one you
knew could find a job-or if they did, there was no one to look after their
children while they worked?

Community-building programs engaging the National Community Development
Initiative and the National Community Building Network address the wide array
of issues in distressed communities-from proper housing and adequate
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business investment to family needs and supports-that make for sound
communities.
Critical to a thriving community is the availability of jobs for its residents. To
increase employment opportunities where they are needed most, the division
has undertaken research and launched a set of initiatives designed to improve
employment rates in distressed urban locations. All of these programs have at
their core the belief that work is a fundamental organizing principle of adult
and community life, and that without it individuals have little chance of
improving their quality of life. These programs will test strategies that address
the full spectrum of issues that impact employment in urban environments,
from the specific needs of the hardest to employ, to the community supports
that help people keep jobs and the public policies that assist them.
The Jobs-Plus program will work to increase dramatically the number of public
housing residents who are employed, and, by doing so, improve the overall
quality of life of the families who live at these sites. The Neighborhood Jobs
Initiative unites a wide variety of community members from the public, private
and nonprofit worlds to direct job opportunities to the residents of neglected
urban neighborhoods. The Connections to Work program identifies
opportunities for retooling the service delivery structure in select cities to
improve job training and placement services for welfare and low-income
people.
A good education is essential for opening doors of opportunity, and quality
teaching in an environment that supports the growth and achievement of
children is at the heart of a good education. Since 1990 the Rockefeller
Foundation has supported Dr. James P. Comer's School Development Program
(SDP), whose approach organizes the work of all the adults in a school
community around the development of their children. To spread good
educational practice and expand the reach of successful school reforms like the
SDP beyond individual schools, the Foundation has shifted its efforts to the
larger community in which a school operates and to the community dynamics
that create the educational decision-making environment.
To that end, the Foundation is funding efforts like the Learning Communities
Network to engage whole school districts in rethinking the policies and
practices that improve the quality of the teachers and other leaders responsible
for the education of our children.
Providing employment, education and housing, and forging the partnerships
that make communities work on behalf of residents, all go a long way to
improving the opportunity for a better life for people of color. But the fact
remains that direct challenges to the civil rights of racial and ethnic minorities
continue in this country. In response, the division continues its support for
national civil rights organizations and their capacity to respond to civil rights
challenges.
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GLOBAL ENVIRONMENT

Strategy:
"Facilitate the transition to a new energy paradigm based on sustainability, renewable
resources, efficient use, economic viability and equity in access."

Human activities intended to improve economic well-being have adversely
affected the biosphere. Expanding consumption and population growth are
testing the sustainable capacity of the earth. Growing waste production
continues to degrade the environment, ruin human health, impact global
climate change, destroy biodiversity, deplete the ozone layer and endanger the
world that future generations will inherit. Our current path is not sustainable.
The transition to sustainability-when humankind's relationship with the
environment does not imperil the earth's ability to sustain itself-demands
visionaries capable of thinking beyond current orthodoxies. Unless the next
generation of leaders can synthesize ideas across traditional sectors and
disciplines, think beyond national boundaries, transcend cultures and build
alliances across multiple constituencies, these leaders will not be prepared for
the challenge. Leadership for Environment and Development, known as LEAD,
was created by the Rockefeller Foundation in 1991 to help contribute to the
process of human capital development.
LEAD inspires a course of development that is environmentally responsible,
culturally acceptable, socially equitable, economically viable and politically
feasible. Using a combination of interdisciplinary methods, interactive skills
building and global networking, the LEAD program is building a cadre of
midcareer professionals in a wide range of disciplines who actively contribute
toward the sustainable management, conservation and symbiotic use of
ecosystems throughout the world. The graduates are also provided an
opportunity through post training support to put innovative ideas into practice
and establish their leadership credentials.

Among the most environmentally damaging human activities is the production
and provision of energy services. Energy is an essential constituent of
humankind's social and economic advancement, yet the dependence on fossil
fuel-based energy services is causing serious health hazards and
environmental pollution. Already the planet's ability to temper its climate and
thus ensure life in the biosphere has been cast into doubt as heat-trapping
gases released from combusted fossil fuels continue to build up in the
atmosphere. Evidence is mounting that increased climate disruption could have
pervasive adverse impacts on human health and well-being, and result in
significant loss of life and property.
All of humanity bears the burden of a deteriorating global environment caused
in part by the burning of fossil fuels, yet only a fraction of the earth's
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population ever benefits from fossil fuel-based energy services. The more than
four billion people in developing countries use only about 25 percent of the
world's primary energy and many have little or no access to modern energy
services. Both the rural and urban poor are caught in a vicious cycle: they
expend a higher proportion of their income on obtaining minimal energy
services, and they are unable to invest in the use of less costly, more efficient
energy sources and equipment.
The Global Environment division seeks to catalyze the transition to a new
energy paradigm in both developed and developing countries by reducing
dependence on fossil fuel, and replacing fossil fuel sources with renewableenergy sources and increased energy efficiency. The Foundation continues to
support the work of E&Co (created in 1994) in its pursuit of new approaches to
the production, financing and delivery of energy services in developing
countries. E&Co finances new, scientifically valid technologies that are
replicable and economically viable, and that increase equity and institutional
sustainability while establishing the basis of stronger renewable-energy
efficiency industries. In the United States the Global Environment division
supports the Energy Foundation's efforts to promote policies, practices and
technologies that help utilities to generate, and end-users to employ, energy at
the least financial and environmental cost
The Foundation conceived the Global Energy Initiative, which seeks to
demonstrate to high-level, national decision makers in developing countries the
viability of renewable-energy sources by emphasizing their equity and qualityof-life benefits. This Initiative aims to facilitate dialogue among political,
business and community leaders to catalyze selective projects designed to
demonstrate an improved quality of life for the rural and urban poor, and
simultaneously reduce the threats of pollution and global climate change. By
focusing on increasing the provision of renewable-energy systems to the rural
poor, and minimizing the impact of energy-related health problems caused by
urban air pollution and solid waste, the Foundation hopes to accelerate the
transition to a new energy paradigm.
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POPULATION SCIENCE

Strategy:
"Mobilize resources to satisfy unmet demand for family planning and reproductive health
services."

The world is on the eve of a tremendous social transformation. Couples of
childbearing age across the globe more and more often choose to have
"children by choice." Such decisions help improve the quality of life for women
in most developing nations, leading to healthier and better educated children,
increased life expectancies and more robust economies.
The continued downward trend toward population stabilization-from high birth
rates and high death rates, to low birth and death rates-is one of the world's
greatest development success stories. For more than 30 years, leading
industrialized nations, and the nonprofit sector within these countries, have
partnered with low-income nations to provide critical resources needed to slow
population growth. These efforts focus on safe and efficient delivery of
reproductive health services, including family planning, to both men and
women.

Since establishing this goal in 1992, the Rockefeller Foundation has granted
more than $75 million to research institutions and nongovernmental
organizations working to fulfill the unmet demand for contraception and
reproductive health care. Foundation grants promote policy dialogue and
research, and are helping to launch a second contraceptive technology
revolution from which new contraceptive products can be developed. These
grants also fund field research in reproductive health, especially among
adolescents in south Asia and sub-Saharan Africa.
The world cannot afford to forget, however, that human numbers are still
growing rapidly. The world's population-now at 5.8 billion-has doubled since
1957 and continues to add about 80 million people each year.
By the year 2005, 800 million teenagers will have reached childbearing age-the
largest such group of potential parents ever. This means that by the coming
century, one-seventh of the world's population will be teenagers entering their
reproductive years. The Foundation's reproductive health field research
program, operated jointly by the Health and Population Sciences divisions,
aims at finding effective ways to meet the sexual and reproductive health
needs of this largest generation of young adults in history.
The fact that so many teenagers are alive reflects a great humanitarian
achievement: dramatic reductions in infant and child mortality coupled with
declining birth rates. Such progress reflects a steadfast commitment by many
developing countries to delivering safe and effective health care including
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family planning services. Developing countries now lead the world in providing
such services to their citizens. In the early days programs were financed
largely by aid from industrialized nations, but now nearly 75 percent of such
services are paid for by the nations using them.
This does not mean that industrialized nations can afford to pull back from
providing financial and technical assistance. At the 1994 International
Conference on Population and Development (ICPD) in Cairo, Egypt, 183
nations endorsed a program of action estimated to cost $17 billion annually by
2000. The program's goals are to improve quality of care, expand the range of
family planning and other reproductive health options, encourage male
participation, and empower women. The success of the ICPD program is largely
dependent on continued financial support from nations like the United States,
members of the European Union, Canada, Australia and Japan. If the world is
to manage population growth effectively, all nations must work together.
One such example of global cooperation is Partners in Population and
Development, a 12-member intergovernmental organization formed at the
ICPD. Funded by member governments, the Rockefeller and Hewlett
Foundations, the United Nations Population Fund, and the World Bank, Partners
members share technical resources and information about successful
reproductive health and family planning efforts on a "south-to-south" basis.
They are proving that expertise in this field is just as likely to come from
developing nations as it is to be "imported" from industrialized countries.
The Foundation is also committed to support of partnerships between the
public and private sectors. An example is an initiative between university
researchers and the pharmaceutical manufacturer Schering to promote
scientific study of male contraception, research that could lead to the
development of new male contraceptives over the next decade. The Foundation
believes that committing the resources called for in the ICPD Programme of
Action is crucial to achieving both the goal of improved health for women and
their families, and the now more-attainable-than-ever prospect of population
stabilization.
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SPECIAL PROGRAM/ASSETS

&

CAPACITIES

Bellagio
Building Democracy
International Security Program
Special Interests

Bellagio
Some argue that we now live in an age that discourages opportunities for
deep thought and reflection, one where we regularly use phrases such as
"information overload" and "overstimulation" to describe aspects of our
lives. Advanced technologies such as fax machines, cellular phones,
beepers and e-mail distract us and require time, leaving less for what
should be priorities-creative thinking, scholarly discussion and serious
contemplation.
The Rockefeller Foundation first began to consider these issues some 40
years ago when an unprecedented opportunity arose in Bellagio, Italy.
When American expatriate Ella Holbrook Walker bequeathed the Villa
Serbelloni to the Foundation in 1959, the first order of business was
determining how to fulfill her wish that the Villa be used for the
promotion of international understanding. The result was the Bellagio
Study and Conference Center.
Nestled on Lake Como in the foothills of the Italian Alps, the Center
comprises 17th- to 19th-century buildings on 50 acres of gardens and
park-an ideal environment for solitude and contemplation suitable for
writing, thinking, creating and coming to consensus. Three participatory
opportunities are offered at the Center: month long individual
residencies, team residencies averaging seven-to-10 days, and weeklong
international conferences. All allow for exploration of a variety of
important areas, some expanding the Foundation's current work, others
extending far beyond it. Widely recognized as an important meeting
place for scholars and practitioners from every region of the world, the
Center is a testament to the Foundation's commitment to promoting
innovative thinking on the global level.
The spirit of the Bellagio Center is captured by comments from recent participants:
"Never before have I been in a setting that allowed such concentrated work,
though pleasantly punctuated by stimulating conversations with persons
whose perspectives and backgrounds provided new prisms for looking at my
work."
"Some of the team members had never met each other, let alone worked
together. We used the time to argue, resolve differences, teach each other
and, above all, create half of a new work in what, to some of us, is a foreign
language and a foreign culture."
"The exquisite facilities and breathtaking beauty of Bellagio ensured that the
full and frank conference sessions did not result in acrimony."
Applications are reviewed by Foundation professional staff and a group of
consultants. Decisions are based on the quality of the individual or team
project or conference proposed, the importance of the proposed work to
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development and innovation in its field and discipline, the competence of
the applicant(s), and the suitability of the Center for the proposed
activity. During the past 38 years, the Center has served as a meeting
place for more than 3,200 residents and 18,000 conferees from 120
countries.

Building Democracy
As the nation's democratic ideals and institutions come under increasing
scrutiny, Rockefeller Foundation officers have begun to ask the question,
how do we reinvigorate democratic principles, processes and institutions?
In response, the Foundation is developing an innovative three-pronged
exploration that focuses on community building, leadership development
and race relations. Through a collaboration with community organizations
and development professionals, the Building Democracy program
identifies examples of effective community-building projects-selfrenewing efforts by residents and professionals-that will strengthen the
principles that serve as the foundation for our democracy.
Another part of this exploration concerns the widening gap between
institutions and individuals, those with and without power, and the
deepening breach of our social fabric. Issues such as race and ethnicity,
the impact of immigration and demographic changes in America,
globalization, and the influence of the media and information technology
are illustrative of the next millennium's complex nature. In 1997 the
Foundation launched a trial of the Next Generation Leadership (NGL)
program, a two-year fellowship designed to increase participants'
understanding of the challenges facing democracy in the 21st century.
Through this program, the Foundation hopes to create a new corps of
leaders who have the skills to rebuild a society based on democratic
principles.

Intrinsic to discussions of democracy in this country, however, is an
understanding of the nature of a diverse society such as ours. Toward
this end, the Foundation has started its own work on a National
Conversation on Race. The subject of race relations is one that continues
to permeate the conscience of America, and despite ongoing efforts to
address this problem, its resolution remains elusive. We're working with
a number of grantees, researchers, other foundations and community
leaders to better understand the root causes of inequity. Through this,
the Foundation will identify creative approaches to bridge racial and
ethnic divides and bring new concepts of race relations to a wider
audience.
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International Security Program
The annihilation of a country's inhabitants and poisoning of its
environment is a morally reprehensible and militarily indefensible policy.
Yet the weapons of mass destruction-nuclear, chemical and biologicalthat are designed to inflict massive damage continue to proliferate. The
deterrence rationale for their existence has evaporated in the aftermath
of the Cold War. Their continued existence poses unacceptable risk to
humankind, whether from accident, theft, or simple human
miscalculation and irrationality. When weapons of mass destruction
remain in even a few countries' arsenals, they act as a powerful and
constant stimulus to other states and groups to acquire them. The only
complete defense against these weapons' monstrous effects is their
elimination and assurance that they will never be used.
The International Security program engages a diverse network of
scholars, foundations, nongovernmental organizations, communicators,
military experts, scientists, past and present government officials, and
others to explore ways to refrain from using, building or deploying
weapons of mass destruction. By funding initiatives to facilitate
information exchange, increase transparency, coordinate research, build
confidence and generate public awareness, the Rockefeller Foundation's
strategy is to overcome the institutional rigidity, misunderstanding and
misinformation that often lead to heightened tension between countries
possessing weapons of mass destruction.
Specific interventions are aimed at facilitating cooperative solutions to
acute national security problems that stimulate proliferation in North
Korea, south Asia and Iran. A strategy of supporting pragmatic
nongovernmental leaders within and outside of these countries has
helped to encourage dialogues on fundamental issues of national security
and to infuse less orthodox thinking into exhausted public and private
deliberations.

Special Interests
There are programs funded by the Rockefeller Foundation that may not
fall within the Foundation's program guidelines, but whose focus
complements its work, or deals with issues that the Foundation is
beginning to explore. The Special Interests fund supports a variety of
important and worthy projects in a wide array of professional fields that
do not otherwise qualify for assistance based on program guidelines. The
Foundation also encourages the development of philanthropy through
grants to such organizations as the Council on Foundations, the
Independent Sector, the International Institute for the Advancement of
Philanthropy and other organizations specializing in the nonprofit sector.
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University of Ouagadougou,
Ouagadougou, Burkina Faso$49,500 to enable its research and
traimng unit in demography to
continue to assess the health and
demographic impact of a commumty based distribution project m
a rural area of Burkina Faso
Policy Dialogue and Research
1997 appropriation of$5,550,000
• jf-L to
.previousfunding
c. j- efor
inaddition
allocationbytheofficerstosupport
policydialogueandresearchactivitiesthatwillmobilvetheresources
neededto satisfyunmademand
forfamily planning and reproductive health services in developing
countrtcs.
Asian Forum of Parliamentarians on Population and Development, Bangkok, Thailand
$120,170 for a visit by parhamentanans from Australia and New
Zealand to reproductive health
and family planning programs in
Thailand and Vietnam organized
in collaboration with the Ministry
of Health of Thailand and the
National Committee of Vietnam
Parliamentarians on Population
and Development
from

POPULATION SCIENCES
Promoting Policy Dialogue
and Research
U. S. International Population
Assistance
1997 appropriation of$500,000
in addition to previous funding
for allocation by the officers to
educate the United States public
aboutinternationalpopulation
issues and the current level at
which the foreign aid program
supportsimplementationofthe
"Cairo Programme ofAction.
Alan Guttmacher Institute,
New York, New York. $ 125,000 to
continue a public education program in the United States about
government support for family
planmng,andhowitavertsunwanted pregnancies and abortions.
Foundation-administered
project $ 10,000foradministrative costs of the program
National Audubon Society,
New York, New York $150,000to
continue a public education program in the United States in support of international population
and family planning programs
National Family Planning
and Reproductive Health
Association, Washington, D C
$100,000 to continue a public education and constituency-building

effort in the United States in support of international population
and family planning programs
...
Policy Research m SubSaharan Africa
1997 appropriation of$2 725,000
in addttion to previous funding
for allocation by the officers to
support population research m
Af"ca desl«"ed to ""P/^pohcymakers'understanding of the
unmet demand forfamily plannmgana reproductive health
services and provide them wtth
information on how to design
services that improve women's
health and reduce fertility.
Banza Baya, Ouagadougou,
Burkina Faso- $48,700 for a study
in collaboration with the University of Montreal on the effects of
child mortality on fertility preferences and behavior in rural
Burkina Faso.
Ministry of Health, Ghana,
Accra, Ghana $276,320 toward
the costs of the demographic surveillance system of the Navrongo
Health Research Centre, and
related training and dissemination
activities
UnionforAfrican Population
Studies, Dakar, Senegal $100,000
for its small grants program

Australian National University,
Canberra, Australia: $18,000 m
continued support of the first
phase of a collaborative study with
the International Centre for Diarrhoeal Disease Research, Bangladesh, concerning the onset of
fertility decline in Bangladesh.
'
v
Australian National University,
Canberra, Australia: $118,000
toward the costs of John C Caldwell's research on a unified theory
of fertility decline.
CenterforCultural and Technical Interchange between East and
West,Honolulu,Hawau $35,000
toward the costs of a forum on
macroeconomics and population
momentum organized in collaboration with the World Bank
College of William & Mary,
Williamsburg, Virginia $48,030
for a multicountry analysis in collaboration with the University of
Minnesota, concerning the impact
of family size on child health
Cornell University, Ithaca, New
York $155,810 for a study to be
conducted in collaboration with
the Population Council and the
University of Southampton, on
cultural theories of fertility decline
in Bangladesh and West Bengal,
India
Danish Family Planning Association, Copenhagen, Denmark
$117,120 for an educational initiative on international reproductive
health and family planning issues
for foreign assistance pohcymakers and parliamentarians

Equilibrium and Population,
Paris, France $ 139,510 to produce a
monthly newsletter related to population and reproductive health
_
, . ... ,
Foundation-administered
P^Jf* $1 ^'56°t
*e ^utures <f°UPtO documen!
the history of the elimination of
family planning targets in India
„ . . ... ,
Foundation-administered
. „_ ___„, . ,
project: $617,250 for policy dial°gue conjunctions activities
and projects related to South-South
cooperation
Foundation-administered
project: $183,300 for admmistra(jve expenses in connection with
the program
Foundation-administered
project: $65,000 for an evaluatjOn of tne Population Sciences
division's overall commumcatlons effort
Foundation-administered
project: $79,970 to commission
the Futures Group to conduct nine
case studies of the demographic
transition that track the movement
high to low fertility
German FoundationforWorld
Population, Hannover, Germany$132,000 to provide the German
public and policymakers with informatton on global population issues
¥
.
,
International Centre for
£iarrhoealDisease Research,
Bangladesh, Dhaka, Bangladesh
$28,000 for work in collaboration
with the Partners in Population
and Development in facilitating
South-South exchange
T
._
International
Council.. on
Management of Population
Programmes, Kuala Lumpur,
Malaysia $150,000fora collaborative project with Population Concern designed to strengthen the
management of developing-country nongovernmental organizationsforthe implementation of
effective South-South partnerships
International Planned Parenthood Federation, London, England. $55,000 toward the costs of
its educational initiative on international reproductive health and famjy planning issuesforEuropean
parliamentarians, civil servants, the
media, and others
Marie Stopes International,
London, England $180,650 to
expand a fundraismg training
program for developmg-country
population agencies, such as the
Partners in Population and Development
Ministry of Health, Ghana,
Accra, Ghana $49,120 for use by
the Navrongo Health Research
Centre to facilitate South-South
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exchange between Ghanaand
Bangladesh on population and
reproductive health issues
Planned Parenthood Federation
of Canada, Ottawa, Canada
$ 100,000 toward the costs of planning for the creation of a new
nongovernmental organization
that will promote Canadian support for the Cairo Programme of
Action and educate the public
about the effects of population
growth on development

of the Programme of Action
adopted at the 1994 International
Conference on Population and
Development
United Nations Population
Fund, New York, New York
$897,100 to continue support for
the Partners in Population and
Development initiative
University of Hawaii atManoa,
Honolulu, Hawau $50,000 for the
dissemination of the results of a
study on the relationships between
population dynamics and econoraic growth in east Asia

Population Action
International, Washington, D C
$250,000 toward the costs of publications and media activities that
Vaestoliitto, The Family Federaare designed to advance impletion
of Finland>Helsmkl'Fmland
mentation of the Cairo Pro$128,150 for an educational initiagramme of Action
tive
on international reproductive
health and family planning issues
Population Concern, London,
for parliamentarians, government
England $350,000 for a project in
officials, and the media
collaboration with 1COMP and
the Secretariat of the Partners in
World Population Foundation,
Population and Development to Netherlands, Hilversum, Netherstrengthen the management of
lands $75'000 to contmue a Pr°Asian NGOs providing reproduc>ea to strengthen European
tive health services, and help them
nongovernmental organizations
obtain funding for South-South
and ™Prove medja awareness of
initiatives
population issues
Population Council, New York,
New York $296,090 for the third
year of a study concerning the
relationships between high fertility
in developing countries and edu
cational investments by parents

Re-Entry Awards
1993 appropriation of$600,000
m addition to previous funding
/or ^location by the officers for
research supportfor population
scientists returning to their home „
countries at the completion of
their fellow/ships.

Population Council, New York,
New York $338,480 for the third
year of a study of the nature and
National Committee for Populacauses of unmet need for family tion md Family pb™™& of
planning in Egypt, Ghana, PakVietnam, Hanoi, Vietnam
istan and Zambia
$16'650 to broaden &e sc°Pe of
a study designed to evaluate the
Population Reference Bureau,
quality of family planning and
Washington, D C. $248,980 for
reproductive health services in
case studies in Brazil, India,
rural areas of Vietnam and assess
Morocco and Uganda concerning
its impact on the fertility transition
implementation of the recom
mendationsofthel994Interna- ° GRANTS IN AID
tional Conference on Population
Family aae International,
and Development
New Yorki N£W York $29;880 for
Rand Corporanon, Santa Monme ^"^ Portlon of a Pr°Ject
ica, California $125,000 for a
concerning implementation of the
study concerning how socioeco1594 C3110 Programme of Action
nomic conditions and policy
mat ^ be undertaken in collabomterventions affect fertility and
rat!on wth me Partners m P°PUthe education of children in
latlon and Development
Cameroon, conducted in collaboFoundation-administered
ration with the University of
project. $31j460 tofec]]ltatecol
Dschang and IFORD
laboration among United States
Tropical Diseases Research
funders of international populaCenter.Ndola, Zambia $54,150 tion, reproductive health, and
for a study to be conducted in colreproductive rights programs
laboration with the Population
Foundation-administered
Council on the nature and causes
project. $g0j000 to be|n ^
of unmet needforfamily planning
proc£ss of ensurmg ^ partlcl.
in Zambia
pams a{ mternatlonai meetings
United Nations Population
hdd m 1999—five years after the
Fund, New York, New York
most recem United Nations
$220,000 toward the costs of activiInternational Conference on Popties related to South-South collabu130011 and Development—have
oration under the "Cairo +5"
rehable
information about impleinitiative to track implementation
mentation of the Cairo Programme of Action

Michael P. Fox, Dhaka,
Bangladesh $35,000 to assess the
current and potential roles of the
private sector m South-South
reproductive health initiatives

Medical Research Council
Reproductive Biology Unit,
Edinburgh, Scotland $137,640 for
a study concerning oxidative stress
in the epididymis

New York University, New York,
NewYork $49,040 for use by its
Center on International Coopera
tion for a series of studies on the
key policy and financial issues
concerning implementation of the
Programme of Action of the 1994
International Conference on Population and Development

Mount Sinai School of Medicine,
New York, New York $126,230for
a study of mammalian egg and
sperm adhesion molecules, leading
to the design of hgands that bind to
free-swimming sperm and prevent
fertilization

Peking University, Beijing, „
China $32,770 to enable the Institute of Population Research to
continue its collaboration with the
Chinese State Family Planning
Commissjon on a project concern
ing the advantages of an enhanced
rural family planning system that
integrates improved methods of
contraception with better training
of family planning personnel
Planned Parenthood Federation
of America, New York, New
York $132,000 for the planning
phase of a new global partnership
and leadership program to
encourage affiliates to collaborate
with their counterparts m developing countries
Fred T. Sai, Accra, Ghana
$ 19,850 to study how Ghanaians
of different religious beliefs and
ethnic backgrounds view the
ethics of reproductive health and
family life issues
Launching a Second
Contraceptive Revolution
Second Contraceptive
Technology Revolution
1996 appropnatlon of$9,000,000
in addition to previousfundingfor
allocation by the officers to mobilize resources for launching a secand contraceptive technology
revolution that will lift the whole
field ofcontraceptive research and
development,
"
Albert Szent-Gyorgyi Medical
University, Szeged, Hungary
$3,213 for a symposium organized
in collaboration with Gedeon
RichterLtd on post-coital and
post ovulatory contraception,
held in Budapest m March 1997
Catholic University of Chile,
Santiago, Chile $40,290 for the
purchase of equipment for its
training and research program
in reproductive biology
5
Concept Foundation, Bangkok,
Thailand $1,868,900 for a collaborative research and development
project with the World Health
Organization and Chinese institutions concerning the post-ovulatory use of mifepnstone as
a means of reducing unwanted
pregnancies and the recourse
to abortion
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University of Turku, Turku, Finland $113,560 for use by its Institute of Biomedicme to develop
immortalized cell lines of epididymal cells
University of Virginia, CharlottesvJle, Virginia $259,620 for
a studr of epididymal-specific
transcription factors and secreted
Protems as tarBets for the development of a male contraceptive
Westphalian Wilhelms
University, Munster, Germany
$ 114'470fora study designed to
devel°P a male contraceptive by
tar8etlnS sPerm metabolism
Rockefeller Foundation Biotechnology Career Fellowships
m3 appropnatlon Of$j,14o,000
(jgmt ^ Aft AS> m md SJ)
'" addttio" to previous funding
for °U°<*tion ty *«* °ffi<*™ to
assist excellent young scientists
based'"the nird Wor1d to
become leaders'"the devel°P- <>
ment and application ofbiotechnology that offers promise for
improving the living conditions
ofpoor people.
University of Connecticut,
Storrs> Connectlcut $400)000 to
support the China Bridges
internatlonal fellowship programs
Re-Entry Awards
1993 appropriation of$600,000
in addition to previous funding
for allocation by the officers for
research support for population
scientists returning to their home
countries at the completion of
theirfellowships.
Shanghai Second Medical University, Shanghai, China $30,000
for use by its Shanghai Institute of
Endocrinology for studies on the
relationship between leptin levels
md reproductive function.
GRANTS IN AID
Man Guttmacher Institute,
New York, New York $100,000
toward the costs of a survey to
assess women's potential interest
in using vaginal rmcrobicides, contracepbves that also protect against
sexually transmitted disease *
M India Institute of Medical
Sciences, New Delhi, India
$59'830 for srudles on *e

endocrinology and paracnnology
of implantation in the primate as
new strategies for post-ovulatory
and post-coital contraception
Concept Foundation, Bangkok,
Thailand. $ 13,643 for a publicand private-sector collaborative
project to make emergency contracepnon products available to
women in developmg countries
Concept Foundation, Bangkok,
Thailand $ 132,860 for a market
ing research project m collaboration with the Consortium for
Emergency Contraception and
Gedeon Richter Ltd concerning
the introduction of emergency
contraceptive pills in selected
developing countries
Concept Foundation, Bangkok,
Thailand: $12,373 to assess the
interest and capability of pharmaceutical companies m China and
India in developing mifepnstone
for post-ovulatory emergency
contraception designed to
decrease the need for abortion and
improve women's health in developmg countries
Family Health International,
Research Triangle Park, North
Carolina $25,000 toward the costs
of a study to determine whether
the prophylactic administration of
meclizine will prevent the nausea
associated with the Yuzpe regimen
of emergency contraceptive pills
Foundation-administered project: $75,000 for administrative
expenses m connection with a Bellagio meeting to be held in 1998 on
pnvate-sector contraceptive pricing 1Ssues in developing countries
=
Institute of Experimental Biology and Medicine, Buenos Aires,
Argentina $35,000 to continue a
study of the potential contraceplive use of an epididymal protein
that participates in fertilization
International Planned Parenthood Federation, London, England. $50,000 toward the costs of
the production and distribution of
its Medical Bulletin in 1998
Population Council, New York,
New York $50,000forresearch on
the biology of testm in restructuring tissues of the seminiferous epithelium during spermatogenesis
Population Council, New York,
New York $35,000 for the plannmg phase of an effort to expand
the search for potential vaginal
microbicides by forming a network of biomedical researchers to
carry out the fundamental
research necessary for product
development

Research to Improve
Reproductive Health Care
Improving Reproductive Health
Service Delivery
1997 appropriation of$6,000,000
(joint with HS) in addition to previousfundingfor allocation by the
officers to support research in
selected developing countries to
identify sustainable models to
improve the reach and quality of
reproductive health services, espedallyfor neglected populations
an(j semcesCommitteeforStudies on
Women, Family and Environment in Africa, Dakar, Senegal
$88,500 for a study of intergenera
tional communication in Senegal
on reproductive health issues
Foundation-administered project: $50,000 for administrative
expenses
. . .
Foundation-administered pro,ect: $50,000 for administrative
costs associated with implementm§ me reproductive health ser**» research Pr°gram
Public Health Institute, Berke
^ Cal'fornia $299'570 to enable
lts Paclfic Instltute for Women s
Health to c8ntlnue to PT™de
techmca! ^stance to African
nongovernmental organizations
conducting research in the field
of adolescent reproductive health
Public Health Institute, Berke
its Pacific Institute for Women's
Health to conduct a communitybased study of the SOC1° cultural
context of abortion in Kenya m
collaboration with the Center for
the Study of Adolescence m
Nairobi
Sahel Inftute>Bamako'Mah
$72>190fora studyto be conducted b?lts Center for APPbed
Research on Population and
Development in collaboration
with the University of Ouagadougou's Research and Training Unit
m Demography and the London
School of Hygiene and Tropical
Medicine to link adolescent sexu^ to reproductive health and
fert]]ltv outcornes m Mah md
Burkina Faso
University of Ouagadougou,
Ouagadougou, Burkina Faso
$77)800fora study t(;be con.
ducted bylts Research ^d
Training Unit m Demography
m elaboration with the Institut
du Sahel>s CenterforApplied
Research on Population and
Development and the London
School of Hygiene and Tropical
Medicine to link adolescent sexuality to reproductive health and
fertility outcomes in Mah and
Burkina Faso

Public Health Schools
WithoutWalls
1997 appropriation of$1,300,000
(joint with HS) in addition to prenous fundingfor allocation by
the officers to continue support
forfield-based,graduate-degree
trainingfor public health officers
mZimbabwe, Uganda, Ghana
andVietna^aswellasexploratory activities m other countries.
Foundation-administered
project: $50,000 for operational
expenses of the Public Health
Schools Without Walls Initiative
Foundation-administered
project: $175,000 for collaborative
network activities among the
Public Health Schools Without
Walls sites
Hanoi School of Public Health,
Hanoi, Vietnam $297,000 in support of its Public Health School
Without Walls Program Activities
Makerere University, Kampala,
Uganda $300,000 for use by its
Institute of Public Health for its
Master's in Public Health program
Makerere University, Kampala,
Uganda $13,229 for use by its
Institute of Public Health for further support of George Pariyo's
doctoral study in management at
Johns Hopkins University
Tanzania Public Health Association, Arusha, Tanzania $25,000 in
support ofthe Eighth International
Congress, held October 12-17,1997
University of Ghana, Accra,
Ghana $142,000forusebyits
School of Pubhc Health for its
public health schools without
walls program
University of Zimbabwe, Harare,
Zimbabwe $166,614 m support of
its Master's in Public Health trammg program
HIV in the Developmg World
1997appropriation of$2,000,000
(joint with HS) in addition to previous fundingfor allocation by
the officers to support the search
for an HIV (human immunodeficiency virus) vaccine and to help
developing countries improve
their capabilitiesfor reducing the
spread ofHIV and other sexually
transmitted diseases and mitigate
the consequences of current HIV
infection.
American Foundation for AIDS
Research, New York, New York.
$15,000 in support of developingcountry participation in the conference "Global Strategies for the
Prevention of HIV Transmission
from Mothers to Infants," held
September 3-6,1997, in Crystal
City, Virginia

Chiang Mai University, Chiang
Mai,Thailand $41,130foruseby
its Research Institute for Health
Sciences in support of an
HIV/AIDS intervention for adolescents, "The Life Skills Training
for Youth Project"
.,„,_,..
Institute of Tropical Medicine,
Antwerp,Belgium $130,500in
SUPP°? of ^ bl°med'ca] c°mfnent or a multicenter study on ractors determining the differential
spread of HIV in African towns
International AIDS Vaccine
Initiative, New York, New York
$230,000 for continued funding of
its activities to ensure development of safe, effective, preventive
HIV vaccines for use throughout
the world
Kenya Medical Research Institute, Nairobi, Kenya $100,000 m
support of a cohort study, "Outpatient clinical management of
HlV-infected adults m Nairobi"
0
Network of AIDS Researchers
of Eastern and Southern Africa,
Nairobi, Kenya $48,705 in sup
port of a workshop on resistance
to HIV.i, and a symposium to
identify interventions to prevent
mother-to-child transmission
Of j-jjy
Southern African Network of
AIDS Service Organizations,
Harare, Zimbabwe $10,000
toward me costs of lts conference
"AIDS and Sexuality "
University of Manitoba,
WinmpegXanada $300,000 for a
collaborative research project with
me University of Nairobi and the
University of Ghent to evaluate
the impact of regular routine
chemoprophylaxis to reduce the
'ncidence of sexually transmitted
dlseases and HI7 mfecQon araon§
women sex workers m Kenya
GRANTS IN AID
(als°llsted u"der Health Saences)
Bangladesh Rural Advancement
Committee, Dhaka, Bangladesh
$ 10;000 for a workshop entitled,
"Women's HealuVin the Commumty Qperationahzing the Cairo
and Beijing Agendas in Bangladesh," held m December 1997
Campinas Center for Research
and Control of Maternal and
Infant Mortality, Campinas,
Brazil $16,110 for a session on
adolescent reproductive health at
mefourthlnternational conference
on maternal and neonatal health,
held1 in Brazil in November 1997
Harvard University.Cambndge,
Massachusetts $50,000 for a study
on men's fertility and reproduclive strategies in rural Gambia to
be conducted m collaboration
with the Gambian Central Statis-
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tics Office and Farafenni Health
Centre, and the United Kingdom
Medical Research Council.
International Planned Parenthood Federation, Western
Heniisphere Region, New York,
New York: $50,000 to conduct a
project in collaboration with the
IPPF Africa Regional Office to
assist African Family Planning
Associations with integrating
HIV/STI prevention in family
planning programs for women,
men and adolescents using a gender-oriented sexual and reproduclive health approach.
Kenya Medical Women sAssoelation, Nairobi, Kenya: $40,000
in support of an international
congress in November 1998,
'Investing in the Health of
Women and Girls."

Social Science and Medicine
Africa Network, Nairobi, Kenya;
$10,000 toward the costs of the
Third Social Sciences and Health
international Conference being
organized in collaboration with the
^^ Qn Heahh Research for
Development and WHO's Health
s^£ms Res£arch Program.
Tides Center, San Francisco, California: $24,750 to enable its
International Reproductive Rights
Research Action Group to distribute 1,000 free copies of a book
entitled "Negotiating Women's
Rights: Women's Perspectives
Across Countries and Cultures" in
Francophone and Anglophone
Sub-Saharan Africa, south and
Southeast Asia, and designated
countriesfa^^ ^^ and
the Caribbean.

Youth Alive Club, Kampala,
National Institute of Allergy and
Uganda. $9>m tQ plan modifica.
Infectious Diseases, Bethesda, tion of its Hrv/AIDS programs
Maryland: $10,000 to complete a
and activities -m response to me
monograph concerning research
g^ of an extemal evaluation>
on sexually transmitted diseases
and to conduct a feasibility study
and adolescents.
concerning the expansion ofserParivar Seva Sanstha, New
^to&ls and to ""^ areasDelhi, India: $44,610 for a community-based study to learn why
many women resort to illegal
abortion in India where the procedure has been legal for more than
20 years.
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Deborah Kasente, Uganda
$11,000 for her research project
to analyze the progress of five
projects designed to improve the
socioeconomic status of women in
-j ,
Herman Kiggundu, Uganda$10,185 for his research project on
the influence of different media in
instruction and performance in
distance education at the secondarylevelm Uganda
Kodjo Kotokou, Togo $10,910
for his research project to identify
the factors causing the low rate of
girls' schooling in Togo
Aka Kouame, Ivory Coast
$13,510forhisresearchprojecton
the development and deployment
of female labor in the Ivory Coast
with a focus on Abidjan
Materi Girls' Centre, Meru,
Kenya $10,000 for the costs of a
computer-training course for the
Centre's staff and students

AFRICAN INITIATIVES

.

____

1

Female Participation in
initiatives to promote the particAfrican Education
ipabon and performance of girls
1997appropriation of$3,300,000
in mathematics and science in
in addition to previous funding
primary and secondary schools
for allocation by the officers to
in Africa
help sub-Saharan African counForum for African Women
tries design and test policies to
promote girls' schooling, while
Educationalists, Nairobi, Kenya
raising enrollments and the qual$566>000 for 8eneral suPPort
ity ofschoolingfor all children.
Forum for African Women
Peter Baguma, Uganda $11,995
Educationalists, Nairobi, Kenya
forhisresearchprojectonfactors
Education in Mathematics and
that influence the choice of science
Science in Africa
subjects by female students at the
secondary-school level in Uganda
Foundation-administered
Edith Basirika, Uganda $11,000
P*"*** S200'000 for admimstrafor her research project on the role ttve exPenses of the Female PartICthat school administration can
'Patlon m ^^ Education
play in enhancing girls' academic
program
performance at the secondaryvictor Gbessemehlan, Benin
school level in central Uganda
$20j0oo for his research project on
MartialDembele, Burkina Faso
me ™Pact on fIs' ^"dance in
$15,330 for his research project
P™"8^ sch°o1 educational polwith a group of exemplary pn1CX reforms ln Benm suPPort'ng
mary school teachers in Burkina
prepnmary education.
Faso to further their professional
International Council of Sciendevelopment, particularly in
ti&c
Uluons, Pans> France
regard to the development of gen$35j000 for use by Jts project> me
der sensitive teaching practices
International Network for the
Forum for African Women EduAvailability of Scientific Pubhcacationalists, Nairobi, Kenya
^^ toward ^ <;osts of work$100,000 for its project FEMSA's
shof "> mree Afrl?" countrles
special fund to support small-scale
on developing gender-sensitive
popular reading material

female students in introductory
technology courses in Nigeria
, , ,,
hshed by the Banks Economic
Development Institute to finance
the Partnership for Strategic
Resource Planning in Africa, a
joint initiative by several funding
agencies targeting girls' education
in Africa
Felix O. Yanogo, Burkma Faso
$11,025 to identify strategies to
enable the informal sector to serve
as an alternative source of employrnent for educated girls in Ouagadougou, Burkina Faso
VidaYeboah,Ghana $28,171 for
her research project on the mfluence of sociocultural factors on
girls' enrollment in science courses
at the secondary school level
ln Ghana
African Science-Based Development: Professional Preparation
1997appropriation of $1,500,000
,„ addition to previous funding
for allocation by the officers to
enhance the relevance and quality ofdoctoral training in the
Foundation's key international
developmentfieldsfor African
students enrolled in North Americon universities.
AFRICAN DISSERTATION
INTERNSHIP AWARDS
Josephine A. Adomako, Ghana

Mazingira Institute, Nairobi,
Kenya $5,000 for the projectpreparation phase of a comic book
senes for its Minds Across Africa
School Clubs
JustinaMbugua, Kenya- $11,772
, ,her research
, project' on stratefor
, . ,,by rural
.women in
gies adopted
Kenya to obtain access to educanonal resources
Augustine psunde, Nigeria
$ 11,000forhis research project on
the influence of different cognitive
styles of learning on female stuGhana on the topic, "Gender
dents' academic achievement in
inequalities, power in unions and
integrated science at the junior
reproductive decision-making in
secondary-school level in Nigeria
Ghana " University of Ghana,
IT
... JXT
.• .-M--IJ
Legon,
Umted
Nations
Children>s
6 Ghana-$2,500 for
, admm,
Fund, New York, New York
'stratf cofj asso"ated wth
$350,000 for its trust fundforthe
J^^e Adomak° S dlssertauon
Alliance for Community Action
on Female Education
Zelalem Assefa, Ethiopia $22,563
United Nations Educational,
to ^"*ble.h™ tOT ">nduct research
Scientific and Cultural Organiat Addis Ababa University,
..
„
_
«.non^r
Ethiopia,
on
topic, c.Investieazation,
Pans,
France
$98,000
for
•;raunal
' the
i remains
j
,
,
..
tion
ot
frommiduse
by
its
International
Institute
„
,„.
, Educational
...
.Planning
„,
die, stone-aee
Ethiopia
for
to,sup.5 (Melka
„sites or
,r ,and
, activities
,the
, AssociaGarba III
Konture)
port rthe
of
„
„_,
.
,,,
..
_
,
.
,
Pore-epic
National
Museum
otr
tion
for
the
Development
of
_,.
.
...
,
,
,
_,
,,
Ethiopia,
Education in Africa
._ „;. Addis
. Ababa, Ethiopia
r
$2,500 for administrative costs
University of Cape Town, Ronassociated with Zelalem Assefa's
debosch, South Africa $450,000 for
dissertation research
the
implementation
phase of its
_
T1 . . Boston,
.,
„
,
,
Boston
University,
African Gender Institute
„
.
»,,-,„ in conjuncMassachusetts $3,170
University of Malawi, Zomba,
tion with the African Dissertation
Malawi $34,050 for its research
Internship Award to Tumelo
project, "School dropout among
Tsikoane to allow his supervisor at
boys and girls m primary schools
the Natio nal University of Lesotho
in Malawi Causes and solutions "
to attend his dissertation defense
Raymond Uwameiye, Nigeria
$20,000 for his research project on
the effect of socioeconomic background, gender and type of school
attended on the achievement of

Paulin Coulibaly, Burkina Faso
$25,160 to enable him to conduct
his research at the University of
Ouagadougou on the topic, "Evaluation of the impact of human
activities on water resources in the
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Gondo Plain, Burkina Faso, West
Africa " University of Ouagadougou, Ouagadougou, Burkina
Faso $2,500 for administrative
costs associated with Paulm
Couhbaly's dissertation research

Moses Imo, Kenya $25,010 to
enable him to conduct his research
at Moi University, Kenya, on the
topic "A graphical approach to
evaluate tree-crop interactions in
agroforestry " Moi University,
Eldoret, Kenya $2,500foradminlstrat]ye CQSts assoc,ated mm
Moses Imo's dissertation research

Alba C. D'Souza, Kenya $21,580
to enable her to conduct research
at the University of Nairobi,
Kenya, on the topic, "Financing
Indiana University, Bloommgof university education in sub
ton, Indiana $4,450 in conjuncSaharan Africa A case study of tion with the African Dissertation
Structural adjustment m Kenya "
1 Internship Award to Margaret
University of Nairobi, Nairobi,
Mbilizi to allow her supervisor at
Kenya $2,500 for administrative
the University of Malawi to attend
costs associated with Alba
her dissertation defense
D'Souza's dissertation research
Benjamin W. Kankpeyang,
Anene Ejikeme, Nigeria $24,752
Ghana $25,500 to enable him to
to enable her to conduct research at
conduct research at the Ghana
the University of Ibadan, Nigeria,
Museums and Monuments Board
on the topic, "Religion, education
on the topic, "The archaeology of
and militancy Catholic women in
Kpalewogu A case study of culOnitsha, 1885-1960 " University
tural continuity and change in
of Ibadan, Ibadan, Nigeria $2,500
northern Ghana " Ghana Musefor administrative costs associated
urns and Monuments Board,
with Anene Ejikeme's dissertation
Accra, Ghana $2,500 for admmisresearch
trative costs associated with
Benjamin W Kankpeyang's
AmdHassanFadlalla, Sudan
dissertation research
$22,843 to enable her to conduct
research at the University of KharBocary Kaya, Mali $18, 100 to
toum, Sudan, on the topic, "Hadat,
enable him to conduct research at
give us good health and good sons
the Institute of Rural Economy,
Women's strategies and rituals of
Mali, on the topic, "Soil fertility
fertility among the Hadendowa of
regeneration through improved
Eastern Sudan " University of
fallow systems in Mali " Institute
Khartoum, Khartoum, Sudan
of Rural Economy, Bamako,
$2,500 for administrative costs
Mali $2,500 for administrative
associated with Amal Hassan
costs associated with Bocary Kaya's
Fadlalla's dissertation research
dissertation research
Foundation-administered
project $50,000 for costs associated with implementing the
African Dissertation Internship
Awards program
. . ,
,
Foundabon-aonurustered
project: $500,000 for expenses
associated with the design and
implementation of a North Amerlean chain of dissertation workshops for African doctoral
students at United States and
Canadian universities
David Gordon, South Africa
...him -to conduct
- $20,950 to enable
researchattheUmversityofZambia on the topic, "The big men of
CentialAfrica Rural elites and
their following in the Mwense dis
tnet of Zambia and the Kasenga
zone of Zair^ 1947-1978 Umversity of Zambia, Lusaka, Zambia$2,500 for administrative costs
associated with David Gordon's
dissertation research

Yusufu Qwaray Lawi, Tanzania
$24,280 to enable him to conduct
research at the University of Dar
es Salaam on the topic "Environmental beliefs and the political
economy of forest use on the
Mbu]u p]ateau north.central
.
Tanzania, 1900-1985 "University
of Dar M Sakam Dar es Salaanlj
Tanzama $2>500foradmlmstra_
hye CQSts asgoasited ^ Yusum
Q
^^ dlssertat]On
research

^3hR«™^ ^herl"tn
Leone
$25,325
to enable
himUn].
to
conduct
hjs research
at me
versity of Sierra Leone's Fourah
„ cu
A
«s fi_
Jce of non-timberforestproducts m the conservatlon and
development of a west Africa forest reserve" University of Sierra
^^ Freetown>
i Slerra j^
$2>500 for adrmmstratlve costs
associated with Aiah Randolph
Lebbie's dissertation research
Graduate School and University
Godfrey G.Maina, Kenya $25,050
CenterofTheC,tyUmvers,tyof
to enable him to conduct research
New York, New York, New York
at Mol Unrverslty, Kenya, on the
$2,891 in conjunction w,th the
..^ effect of habltat frag.
African Dissertation Internship
mentatlon On bird communities in
Award to Adam Habib to allow his
Kakamega Forest, Kenya " Moi
supervisor at the University of
University, Eldoret, Kenya $2,500
Durban-Westvdle, South Africa to for adlmmstomve costs assoclated
attend his dissertation defense
with Godfrey Mama's research

Mutsa Masinyandima, Ivory
Sarah Ossiya, Niger $24,300 to
Coast $25,050 to enable her to
enable her to conduct research at
conduct research at the West
the International Livestock
Africa Race Development Associa
Research Institute, Ethiopia, on
tion, Ivory Coast, on the topic,
the topic, "Development of a
"The impact of land use change on
nutritional profiling system for
recharge and water resources in free-ranging livestock in major
west Africa " West Africa Rice
agro-ecological zones of subDevelopment Association,
Saharan Africa " International
Bouake, Ivory Coast $2,500 for
Livestock Research Institute,
administrative costs associated
Addis Ababa, Ethiopia' $2,500
with Mutsa Masmyandima's
for administrative costs associated
research
with Sarah Ossiya's dissertation
research
Monday Ochu Mhila, Nigeria
$25,120 to enable him to conduct
Charles E. Owubah, Ghana
research at the University of Nige$24,283 to enable him to conduct
na on the topic, "The distribution
research at the University of Sciand movement of heavy metals in
ence & Technology, Ghana, on
sewage-sludge amended Nigerian
the topic, "Structure and perforsoil" University of Nigeria,
mance of forest tenure systems in
Nsukka, Nigeria $2,500 for
Ghana" University of Science &
administrative costs associated
Technology, Kumasi, Ghana
with Monday Ochu Mbila's dis$2,500 for administrative costs
sertation research
associated with Charles Owubah's
dissertation research
FridahMugo, Kenya $23,760
to enable her to conduct research
Elaine Salo, South Africa $24,170
at the International Centre for
to enable her to conduct research
Research in Agroforestry, Kenya,
at the University of Western Cape,
on the topic, "The impact of land
South Africa, on the topic, "Negoand tree tenur£i land slze and
,jatmg adoiescence and sexua]lty
land-use policy on tree planting,
in Khayelitsha, South Africa "
harvesting and fuelwood availabilUniversity of Western Cape,
ity in rural Kenya " International
Bellville, South Africa $2,500 for
Centre for Research in Agroadministrative costs associated
forestry, Nairobi, Kenya $2,500
with Elaine Sale's dissertation „
for administrative costs associated
research
with Fridah Mugo's dissertation
research
Pnscilla M. Shilaro, Kenya
$23,194 to enable her to conduct
Wilson Mwanja, Uganda $23,635
research at Maseno University Colto enable him to conduct his
lege, Kenya, on the topic "British
research at the Fisheries Research
trusteeship, African land rights and
Institute, Uganda, on the topic,
the Kakamega gold rush, 1930"Population genetic structure, eco1953 " Maseno University Collogical, and evolutionary genetics
lege, Maseno, Kenya $2,500 for
of the Tilapime and Labeine species
administrative costs associated with
of Lake Kyoga and Lake Victoria
PnsciUa Shilaro's research
basins Evolution, conservation
and management implications"
J68" Miaxukp° Sogbedji,Togo
Fisheries Research Institute,
$25>480 to enable hlm to conduct
Jinja, Uganda $2,500 for admimshis research at me University of
trative costs associated with Wilson
Benm on me toPlc' "Nltrate leachMwanja's dissertation research
mg Potential as influenced by
nitrogen management practices
Sylvester Ogbechie, Nigeria
under corn production m south$16,496 to enable him to conduct ° ern Togo "University of Benin,
research at the University of NigeLome, Togo $2,500 for admims
na on the topic, "The ideology of
trative costs associated with Jean
form in 20th-century Nigerian
Mianikpo Sogbedji's dissertation
art Benedict Enwonwu and the
research
problem of the modern " University of Nigeria, Nsukka, Nigeria
A™13 Andrew Temu, Tanzania
$2,500 for administrative costs
$17,175 to enable her to conduct
associated with Sylvester
research at the Sokome University
Ogbechie's research
of Agriculture, Tanzama, on the
topic, "Empirical evidence of
William Olupot, Uganda
changes in agncultural commodity
$25,020 to enable him to conduct
markets after liberalization A case
his research at Makerere Umver
of Arusha Region, Northern Tansity, Uganda, on the topic, "Pnzama " Sokoine University of
mate dispersal and conservation m
Agriculture, Morogoro, TanzaKibale National Park, Uganda "
ma $2,500 for administrative costs
Makerere University, Kampala,
associated with Anna Temu's disUganda $2,500 for administrative
sertation research
costs associated with William
Olupot's dissertation research
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Jean-Philippe Tre, Ivory Coast
$24,528 to enable him to conduct
research at the International Institute ofTropical Agriculture on the
topic, "Ex-ante economic analysis
of alternative biomass management systems for perennial plan- <t
tain in southeast Nigeria "
International Institute of
Tropical Agriculture, Yaounde,
Cameroon $2,500 for administrative costs associated with
Jean Philippe Tre's research
AFRICAN CAREER AWARDS
.,,.,,„,.„,
o
AbduAbdelkadir,Eth,0p,a °
$3J ,450 to enable him to conduct
postdoctoral research at the Alemaya University of Agriculture,
Ethiopia, on intercropping and
runoff agroforestry systems for the
marginal and lowland dry areas of
Ethiopia
*
Clement Ahiadeke, Ghana
$32,000toenable him to conduct
postdoctoral research at the University of Ghana, on the topic,
"Health-seeking behavior of
mothers An investigation into the
nature, causes and consequences
of maternal morbidity in Ghana "

Ngonidzashe Moyo, Zimbabwe
$32,000 to enable him to conduct
postdoctoral research at the Umversity of Zimbabwe on the topic,
"The biological control of snail
intermediate hosts of schistosormasis by Sargochromis codrmgtom
in Zimbabwe "
Bellah MP°fa> Zimbabwe
$32>000 to enable her to conduct
postdoctoral research at the
Agronomy Institute of the Mmo istry of Agriculture, Zimbabwe,
on the topic, "The role of some
pathogens and Neochetina spp
as components of an integrated
control of wat£r h mth m
Zimbabwe "
Trinto Mugangu, Democratic
Republic of Congo $32,000 to
enable hun to conduct postdoctoral research in the Virunga
National Park, Democratic
Republic of Congo, on the topic,
«Two ^^^^^ splrrts
involving local communities in
gonlla conservatjon m Mount
Tshiaberimu, Democratic Repub-

Pierre Ngom, Ghana $31,981 to
enable him to conduct postdocTaddesse Berisso, Ethiopia
tora, research at me Navrongo
$32,000 to enable him to conduct
Health Research ^^ Ghan3j
postdoctoral research at the InstiQn the toplC) «The impact of com.
tute for Ethiopian Studies, Unimumty-based health and family
versity of Addis Ababa, on the
^ S£mces on matemal
topic, "Ethiopia's agricultural
mortality August 6,1997 the
policy analysis'' _
Navrongo basehne study »
Alpha O. Camara, Guinea
Muntubani Nzuna, Zimbabwe
$27,300 to enable him to conduct
$32j000 ,0 enabk him to conduct
postdoctoral research at the Unipostdoctora] research at the
versity of Conakry, Guinea, on the
Nahonal Hortlcultural Research
topic, "Health status of children m
InsMutej Zlmbabwe> on me devel.
a rural community of Guinea,
opment of a true potato.seed tech.
Africa Effectiveness of control
no]ogy for potato producnon by
measures for soil-transmitted
smallholder farmers in Zimbabwe
helmmthiasis "
»
David Obura, Kenya $32,000 to
YanviK-Djamba, Zaire $31,937
enable him to conduct postdoctoral
to enable him to conduct postdocresearch at ^ WM& Conserva
toral research at the University of fton Soaety>s ^^ Reef ConservaKmshasa, Zaire, on the topic "Km- ton Pro)ect m Mombasaj Kenya,
ship system and fertility behavior
on me topl(. ..^^ reef research
m rural Zaire An ethno-demoand conservation in Kenya Coral
graphic inquiry
o
biogeography, coral bleaching and
AdipalaEkwamu, Uganda «
conservation activities"
$32,000 to enable him to conduct
Georg£ Ombakho, Kenya
postdoctoral research at Makerere
$32i000 to £nable mm to conduct
University, Uganda, on the topic,
postdoctoral research at the
"Identification of farmer-friendly
Kenya Agncultural Research
management practices against late
mstltute on the toplc> «Respons£
blight of potato in Uganda "
toU ^^ of selectlori) and
Peter J. Esele, Uganda $31,950
development of inbred lines and
to enable him to conduct postdoc
hybrlds from ^^ Synthetic II
toral research at Serere Agricultural
and E™ador 573 maize populaand Animal Production Research
tlons m Kem/a " 9
Institute, Uganda, on the topic, "A
Aondover Tarhule, Nigena
study of the variability in blast dis
$3 j >950 to £nable mm to conduct
ease fungus Pyncularia gnsea, and
postdoctoral research at the Ummode of inheritance of resistance
verslty of Jos> NlgeM> on me
to the disease by finger millet"
toplc> «Groundwater recharge
from a seasonal stream m semiarid Nigena "<»

African Forum for Children's Literacy in Science and Technology
1996 appropriation of$950,000
m addition to previous funding
for allocation by the officers to
generatepopularunderstandmg
inAfncaarnongchMrenand
youngadultsofthepnnciplesand
praclcalapplicatiLofLence
and technology.
*
Community Development and
Environmental Conservation in
Zanzibar, Zanzibar, Tanzania
$15,050 toward the costs of developing an mnovative self-sustainmg science education center ,n
j° b
University of Cape Coast, Cape
Coast, Ghana $71,460 for phase
two of its pVt, Science and
Technology in Action m Ghana
University of Durban-Wesrville,
Durban, South Africa $950,000
toward the costs of its program, the
African Forum for Children's Lit
eracy m Science and Technology
University of Durban-Wesrville,
Durban, South Africa $38,500 for
the transition of the Foundation's
program, the African Forum for
Children's Literacy in Science and
Technology, to the University
University of Malawi, Zomba,
Malawi $85,850 for use by its
Chancellor College for the costs of
a workshop to demonstrate and
dominate materials from the
Harare Generator, an mternauonal conference
to promote
innovative work, in science and,
technology
University of Swaziland,
Kwalusem, Swaziland $10,320 for
its project linking science education in schools with local industry
and indigenous technology in
Swaziland

Family Planning Private Sector,
Nairobi, Kenya _$22,730 toward
the cost of its 1998 calendar on
family equity issues
Foundation-administered
project: $5,000 toward the costs
"*'""*,,„ ™, \»,
UNICEF entitled «A Glotfal D,a'^f on ^ultable ,^cess to
Quality Education, held at the
Bellagio Study and Conference
Center, November 1997
Global Fund for Women,
Palo Alto, California $15,000 for
a surv£y on me needs and con'
cerns of women in different
regions of Africa
f3™1 "jde>Slerra ^
$15'°°° for aPro'ect on *e
exPanslon °f educational opportumties in sub-Saharan Africa
Institute of International Education, New York, New York
f 0>°u00 toward me c°sts of lts
^ou*ern ^frlcan l"f°™*™
Exchange s initiative to strengthen
local philanthropy in southern
Africa and to assist the United
States donor community in its
philanthropy in the region
Institute of International Education, New York, New York
$20,000 toward the costs of a conference on the role of United
States higher education in global
human capacity development
Makefr* University, Kampala,
Ufnda
$71;100 t0ward
*e costs
of
its research
- rproject
' on the
nature of sexual harassment and
abuse in educational institutions
in several African countries
Massachusetts Institute of Techsetts $11,500 for a "Conference
on African Renewal"

GRANTS IN AID
African Medical and Research
Foundation, Nairobi, Kenya
$25,000 toward the costs of a collaborative research project on
domestic water use and environmental health in east Africa

National Museums of Kenya,
Nairobi, Kenya $25,000 for a joint
workshop to consider the establishment of a scientific collaboration between its Institute of
Primate Research and the Umversidad del Valle's Institute of
Immunology in Colombia

American Academy of Arts and
Sciences, Cambridge, Massachusetts $25,000 toward the costs of a
study that will allow Daedalus, the
Academy's journal, to publish a
special issue in 1999 on South
Africa
American Assembly, New York,
New York $ 11,000 for the cost of
an evaluation of its conference,
"Africa and United States National
Interests "

New School for Social Research,
New York, New York $10,000
toward the costs of its school-toschool program to assist primary
and secondary schools in subSaharan Africa
New York Academy of Sciences,
New York, New York $35,000
toward the costs of African participants at an Africa-wide conference entitled, "Science and
Technology for African Development Partnerships in a Global
Economy," held in Harare, Zimbabwe, in March 1998

Data Center, Oakland, California
$5,000 toward the costs of its project, "Africa world press guide to
educational resources from and
about Africa "
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Salzburg Seminar in American
Studies, Middlebury, Vermont:
$10,000 toward the costs of the participation of two African women
leaders in its special session entitled,
"Global Women's Leadership:
Lessons from Success and Best
Practices"
TAP Company limited, Nairobi,
Kenya: $10,000 toward the start-up
costs of its project, Wiznet, aimed
at creating an educational, entertaining and safe site on the Internet
for children to learn skills in electronic communication.
Turkana Women Conference
Centre, Lodwar, Kenya: $27,500
toward the costs of a leadership
course for Turkana women group
leaders and for meetings to
encourage cooperation between
the women's groups and Kenya's
Department of Social Services.

University of Tennessee,
Knoxville, Tennessee: $23,390
toward the costs of a conference
comparing the historical experiences of African and AfricanAmerican women.
University of Wisconsin,
Madison, Madison, Wisconsin:
$13,920 toward the costs of a conference entitled, "The Breakdown
of States in Africa and Eurasia."

»

University of Cape Town, Rondebosch, South Africa: $150,000
toward the costs of its collaborative
program to foster the development
of partnerships in university science, the humanities and engineering throughout Africa.
University of Swaziland,
Kwaluseni, Swaziland: $38,800 to
strengthen its Women in Science
and Technology in Africa Network.
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Harvard University, Cambridge,
Massachusetts $36,200 to support
an international conference
for
social scientists and practitioners on
urban poverty and social exclusion
Massachusetts Institute ofTechnology, Cambridge, Massachusetts
$150,000 to support the creation
and operation of a Task Force on
the reconstructing of America's
labor market institutions
Princeton University, Princeton,
New Jersey $ 135,542 to study the
effects of corporate downsizing on
employment inequality and corporate profitability.
Steel Valley Authority,
Duquesne, Pennsylvania
$150,000 to commission a set of
workmg papers examining the
legal and institutional constraints
on the use of pension funds for
targeted community investments,
and to assess the potential of conducting a targeted investment
strategy in six regional economic
markets

EQUAL OPPORTUNITY
Increasing Employment
Opportunities
CorporationforSupportive Housing, New York New York
1997appropriation of$1,615,000
in addition to previous funding to
fund the third year ofa three-year
employment tmtiative m Chicago,
New York City and San Francisco
to increase employment opportunitiesfor residents ofsupportive
housing and to disseminate the
lessons from the initiative to other
neighborhood-based employment
programs servinghardest-toemploy populations.
Center on Budget and Policy
Priorities, Washington, D.C.
1997 appropriation of$250,000
in addition to previous funding to
continue general supportfor its
policy analysis ofgovernment
budgets and policy innovations.
Engaging the Private Sector
1997 appropriation of$500,000
for allocation by the officers to
explore activities that encourage
private-sectorfirms to employ
greater numbers ofcentral-city
residents, become public allies in
the drive for inclusive regional
economic development, and
invest in central-city business and
trainingprograms to meet their
labor needs.

Consensus Organizing Institute,
Boston, Massachusetts. $109,050
to explore possible links between
^ £Conomlc development
^ commumty development ln
fivelocat]ons
National Alliance of Business,
Washington, D C: $150,000 to
support its efforts to increase the
number of welfare recipients that
American businesses hire
The Future of Work
1997appropriation of$500,000
inaddition to previous funding
for allocation by the officers to
build up knowledge about the
causes and consequences of rising
joblessness and falling earnings
among the least skilled; foster an
intellectual climate supportive of
a wider range of innovative policy
options; and develop and promote
public policies that will improve
employment opportunities for the
Foundation-administered
project: $75,000 toward admmistrative costs
Harvard University, Cambridge,
Massachusetts $66,000 to cornPlete a Stud7 and ^M™ rePort on
me ™Paa of competitive econoralc pressures on firm hiring
decisions.

University of Michigan, Ann
Arbor, Michigan $45,511 toward
the costs of a research project entitied, "Why work disappears The
role of race, space, and skills in
,
,relocation
,
j
,,
employers
decisions
v '
University of Wisconsin, Madison, Madison, Wisconsin
$144,765 toward the costs of a
, i » (ITT.
researchi project,entitled,
The
effects of the deterioration of the
low-wage labor market on the
lives and living conditions of
young, low-skilled workers "
NYC Neighborhood Entrepreneurs Employment Project
1996 appropriation of$500,000
for allocation by the officers to
fundthethirdandfinalyearofa
joint initiative by the New York
City Department ofHousing
Preservation and Development
and the NYC Partnership, a business advocacy organization, to
place residents of distressed areas
in private-sector jobs.
Community Partnership
Development Corporation,
New York, New York. $500,000
toward the costs of the third year
of a joint initiative with the New
York City Department of Housing
Preservation and Development for
placing residents of distressed
areas in private-sector jobs
Initiative to Increase Employmentfor Inner-City Residents
1996 appropriation of$6,000,000
for allocation by the officers to
support the pilot phase of
demonstrations testing a combination ofpromisingjob-access
and job-creation strategies in
selected inner-city communities.

California Institute for Effective
Action, San Diego, California
$ 112,000 toward the costs of producing and disseminating three
research reports on economic
conditions in San Diego, and consu]ting mih local stakeholders on
economic development issues
Corporation for Supportive
Housing, New York, New York
$170,620 to support a benefit-cost
analysis of adding employment
services to supportive housing,
anj to support me costs of a
national policy symposium on
mefindingsof Next Step Jobs
Corporation for Supportive
Housing, New York, New York'
$166,000 to research the feasibility
of ^j develop strategies to implement a neighborhood employment lmtiative
Foundation-administered
project: $18,500 toward the costs
of an analysis of venture funding
for job training and placement
organizations
Foundation-administered
project $434,000 toward costs of
public relations services for the
Initiative
, . ... ,
Foundation-administered
.
,
project $70,000 toward costs
associated with the Initiative
Manpower Demonstration
Research
New
„
. _, Corporation,
., *, _rt rtArtrtAr
York.NewYork $2,000,000 for
^
^ SUPPort °f lts Jobs-PluS
Manpower Demonstration
New York, New York $700,000 m
fPPort of lts Neighborhood Jobs
Initiative
Manpower Demonstration
Research Corporation,
New York, New York $168,959to
support lts Connections to Work
initiative.
Massachusetts Department of
Labor and Workforce Development, Boston, Massachusetts
$5]050 m support of the development of afinancialincentive system for lts One-Stop Career
Centers
Urban Economic Development
Corporation, San Francisco, Cahforma $5,000 to support a roundtable discussion of employment
and training strategies for the San
Francisco Bayview-Hunters Point
district
Urban Institute, Washington,
DC $199,534 to support development of neighborhood data
profiles and indicators in six sites
during the planning phase of the
Neighborhood Jobs Initiative
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New Hope Project
1995 appropriation of $1,000,000
for release by the officers to
complete support for tts test of
whether a work-based system
that includes community service
jobs enablespeople to move out
ofpoverty and into privatesector employment.
New Hope Project, Milwaukee,
Wisconsin $500,000
GRANTS IN AID
Conference Board, Inc., New
York.NewYork $41,000tosupport the start-up phase of its Asia11
Business Initiative
Economic Policy Institute,
Washington, D C $119,280 to
support the production of two
reports one that will develop mdi
cators for the condition of the
low-wage labor market in states
and selected cities for particular
demographic groups, and one that
will analyse the impact of the
recent increase in the minimum
wage on low-skilled workers

University of North Carolina at
Chapel Hill, Chapel Hill, North
Carolina- $10,800 toward the costs
of a one-day workshop on "Competitive Advantage and Metropohtan Economic Development"

Foundation-administered
project: $38,760 toward costs
associated with the development
of a concept paper regarding how
to bring the voice and insights of
commumty-building practitioners to the policy arena

Building Community

Foundation-administered
project: $25,000 toward costs of
a meeting on public policy and
community building

Community Building Policy
Center
1997 appropriation of$1,000,000
f°r a»ocati°" tythe officers to
support the planning and launching ofa community building
policy center.
Center for Community Change,
Washington, D.C.
1997 appropriation of$150,000
in addition to previous funding to
support the Center's efforts to '
build up the public-policy capacity oflow-income communities.

Building Community
1997appropriation of$1,600,000
(joint with BD) for allocation by
the °fficers to suftort a set °f
interrelated activities directed
toward (a) strengthening the
Harvard University, Cambridge,
National Community Building
Massachusetts. $52,750 toward
Network and expanding its memAc costs of a research associate
bership; (b) developingan evaluaposition for the National Comtion methodology that enables
munity Development Policy
both the community-building field
Analysis Network.
as a whole and local initiatives to
monitor and document progress;
Manpower Demonstration
and (c) estal,ming a more ^
Research Corporation, New
tive
community.buiidmg presence
York,NewYork $39,264 for s.te
in national research and policy
activities of its Neighborhood Jobs
debate$ „„ urban resgurce aUoca,
Initiative and its Jobs-Plus and
Hon andotherissues affecting the
Connections to Work initiatives
inner-city poor.
National Council of La Raza,
American Land Institute, PortWashmgton,DC $250,000 to
land, Oregon-$40,000 to support
support its efforts to build a
the socloeconomic mappmg of ft,,
strong foundation of individual
Los A ,£S metropohtan area by
constituents through a directlts Metropohtan ^ Program
mail marketing and membership
campaign
Aspen Institute, Washington,
,.„ , , , „
DC $100,000 to support its
Neighborhood Funders Group,
Roundtable on Comprehensive
McLean, V,rgima $20,000 to supCommunity Initiatives
port the development of a too! kit
of information on jobs/employBrookings Institution, Washmgment strategies, and public policy
ton, D.C $200,000 to support the
publications for member organiproject, "Forging metropolitan
zations and practitioners
solutions to urban and regional
problems "
Public/Private Ventures,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Center for Neighborhood Tech$100,000towardthecostsoffirstnology,Chicago,Illinois $60,000
year implementation of its Bridgesin support of a series of forurns to
to-Work demonstration project
identify a range of options for federal policy to enhance cooperation
Redefining Progress, San Franwthu] metropolltan reglons
Cisco, California $90,000 toward
its Fiscal Policy Program including
Foundation-administered
commissioned research on the
project: $11,115 toward costs
economic effects of a tax-shifting
associated with the Building
policy
Democracy for the 21st Century
program
Surdna Foundation, New York,
New York $50,000 in support of
its Comprehensive Community
Revitalization Program
_°
0

Foundation-administered
project: $70,000 toward costs of
a Bellagio conference on commumty building held October 20-24,
199y
'
Urban Institute, New York, New
York- $200,000 for the implementation of the National Neighborhood Indicators Project
4
Urban Strategies Council, Oakland, California $200,000 to help
the Community Building Support
Center strengthen the capacity of
urban communities to develop
effective community-building
Strate8'es
National Community
Development Initiative
1996 appropriation of$9,000,000
for allocation by the officers to
provide (a) third and final-round
supportfor the National CommunityDevelopmentlnitiative
(NCDI) and (b) continued core
supportfortwo NCDI tntermedtanes, the Local imtiatives Support Corporation and the
Enterpnse Foundation.
Enterprise Foundation Columb,a, Maryland $635,000forthe
third round of the National Commumty Development Initiative
Enterprise Foundation, Columbia, Maryland $500,000forcontmued support of the efforts of
community development corporations in helping inner-city commumties achieve sustainable social
and economic self-sufficiency
through development of local
leadership and investment in tangible capital assets
ration, New York, New York
$615,000 for the third round of
the National Community Development Initiative.
Local InitiativesSupport Corporat,on,NewYork,NewYork.
$50WOO for continued support of
the efforts of community development corporations in helping
inner-city communities achieve
sustainable social and economic
self-sufficiency through development of local leadership and investment in tangible capital assets
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GRANTS IN AID
Brookings Institution, Washmgton-D C' $200,000 to support
Phase two of the National CommunltV Development Policy
Analysis Network.
Central Brooklyn Partnership,
Brooklyn, New York $50,000 to
suPPort implementation and documentation of its economic selfsufficiency and literacy models
Chapin Hall Center for Childr™, Chicago, Illinois $112,480
toward thefirst-yearcosts of a
two-year project to produce a volume on power and race in cornmumty-change initiatives
Chatham-Savannah Youth
Futures Authority, Savannah,
Georgia $10,000 to support a
community-building conference
Cleveland Community Building
Initiative, Cleveland, Ohio
$10'400 to suPPort a communitybuilding conference
Foundation-administered
project: $37,000 toward the
costs of follow-up activities
related to me release of the rePort>
"Storks of Renewal Community
Building and the Future of
Urban America "
Hispanics in Philanthropy,
Berkeley, Cahfornia $25,000to
support the design and plannmg
phase of its new initiative, The
Funders, Col]aboratlvc for St
LatmQ Commumties
National Center for Economic
Mternatives, Washington, D C
$50,000 to support thefirstyear
of a'national survey of alternative
economic models
National Economic Develop^ ^ ^^^ Oakland>
California $10,500 to support a
Qne_d coinmunlty.bul|ding
conference
New School for Social Research,
New York, New York $5,500
towai d the costs of a conference
focused on the release of its Community Development Research
Center's report, From Neighborhood to Community Evidence on
^ Soaa] Effec(s of Commumty
Development
NcwYork Community Trust,
New York, New York. $30,000 to
^ Nel^borhood Strate.
Project
Rheedlen Centers for Children
and Families, New York, New
York $10,250 to support a commumty-buildmg conference
San Francisco
Com.. TInitiative
... ^.Foundation
,,Funds,
, _San
munity
Francisco, California $35,660 to
support its regional, faith-based,
community-building initiative

Building Constituencies
For Change
_ ,, , ,
,
Children S Defense Fund,
Washington, D.C.
1997 appropriation of$300,000
in addition to previous funding to
help it strengthen the management and organizational infrastructure of its Back Community
CrusadeforChildren.
Children's Defense Fund,
Washington, D.C.
1997 appropnation of$500,000
to continue core support for its
efforts to improve public policies
affectmg children.
GRANTS IN AID
to
Center for Law and Social
Policy, Washington, D C
$25,000 toward the costs of a
conference, -Implementing;a
Community Jobs Program Under
Temporary Assistance for Needy
Families Legislation "

national network of diverse local
groups concerned with promoting new models of economic
development

Basic Rights
}oiM CenterforPolittcal and £co.
nomic Studies, Washington, D.C.
^appropriation of$225,000
to provide supportfor specific
projects included in its Economic
Policy Program.
Lasers'Committeefor Civil
Rights Under Law,
Wash,ngton, D.C.
1997appropriation of$1,000,000
augment the Program Reserve
Fund of the Lawyers' Committee
for
Civil Rights Under Law, to pro„ vide program support for ongoing
litigation activity, and to support
technical assistance activities.

Fremont Public Association,
Seattle, Washington $65,000 for a
public education campaign about
Washington state's Community
Jobs program
Martin Luther King Legacy
Association, Los Angeles, Califorma $75,000 to convene a group of
commumty stakeholders committed to generating job opportune
ties for residents in low-income
neighborhoods in Los Angeles,
and to produce and disseminate
two reports on job-creation strategies in Los Angeles county.
National Employment Law
Project, New York, New York
$90,000 to support its Welfare
Reform and Workforce Policy
Project's efforts to convene network members, create and mamtain a clearinghouse and ongoing
information exchange among
members, and provide technical
assistance to local groups
Public Health Institute, New
York,NewYork $50,000 to support curriculum development for
a Welfare and Work workshop,
pilot testing of the curriculum m
five or six local sites, and training
of peer facilitators to use the materials generated
.
. .
San Francisco State University,
San Francisco, California. $45,000
to support an analysis of California job trends and a conference of
economists, policymakers, and
business and community leaders
to discuss the implications of these
trends for the development of welfare-to- work policies
Sustainable America, New York,
New York $35,000 to support the
development and maintenance of
a technical-assistance bank and an
information clearinghouse for a

National Asian Pacific American
^gal Consortium,
Washington, D.C.
1 997 appropnation of$200, 000
to renew support for its litigation,
advocacy and technical assistance
activities.
GRANTS IN AID
Foundation-administered project: $11 5,000 toward costs associated mtil me program revlew and
evaluation of the Basic Rights
portfolio and the development of
a communication strategy on
raclal discourse
Foundation-administered pro.^ $55)000 toward costs assoQ.
ated TOth the implementation of
the rePort> Sustaining the Struggle
for 'ustlce A pr°grara Revlew of
the Baslc ^&ts Portfolio
Haryard Universily> Cambridge,
Massachusetts $100,000 to supme Harvard Qvil j^
p
,,. devel
nt of partner.
sh ^ natlQna] and local]
based clv]].nghts orgamzatlons
and researchers.
Poverty and Race Research
Action ^^^ Washmgton>>
D c . $50flQO towafd publlcatlon
CQSts ^ blrnonthly journaj;
po
& Race
Puerto Rican Legal Defense
and Education Fund, New York,
New York $75;000 (0 asast ^
its restructuring process
Uplift, Inc , Greensboro, North
Carolina $5,000 to support its
Greensboro Story Telling Project

Reforming Urban
School Systems
BuMmgDistrictlnfrastructures
for Professional Development
1997 appropriation of'$2,500,000
in addition to previousfundingfor
allocation by the officerstohelp
four school districts connect district-level reform policy to classroom practice by planning and
implementing comprehensive professional development systems that
improveinstruction districtwide.
Albuquerque Public Schools,
Albuquerque, New Mexico
$347,520 toward participation in
the Rockefeller Foundation initialive, Building Infrastructures for
Professional Development
Foundation-administered
project: $2,400 to inform the
community-based work of the
Building Infrastructures for Professional Development mitiative
by engagmg researchers in the
broader field of community buildmg in short-term conversations
with Foundation officers
Foundation-administered
project: $10,000 toward costs of
convening external advisers to the
Building Infrastructures for Professional Development initiative
Foundation-administered
project: $48,900 toward costs
associated with the Building Infrastructures for Professional Development initiative
LearningCommunitiesNetwork, Cleveland, Ohio $204,000
toward general support
School District, City of Flint,
Flint, Michigan $280,000 m support of its continued participation
in the Rockefeller Foundation mitiative, Building Infrastructures
for Professional Development.

Cleveland State University,
Cleveland, Ohio $170,000 for "
continued support of its Comer
Mldwest Regwnal Professional
Development Center
Community School District 13,
Brooklyn, New York. $ 125,000
toward continued support of systemic implementation of the
Comer School Development
Program
Foundation-administered project: $20,000 toward costs associated with spreading the Comer
School Development Program
and philosophy
Oakland Unified Sch°o1
District' Oakland> California.
$33,000 toward support of its participation in the Bay Area school
development program
Ravenswood City School Dis^East Pal° Alto' California
$33'000 m suPPort of lts Part'c'Patlon In ^ ^ Area schot)1 deve|°Pment Pr°8ram
San Francisco Unified School
District>San Francisc°.Callfo1ma $33'000 in suPPort of lts Pai'
ticipation m the Bay Area school
development program
Yale University, New Haven,
Connecticut. $1,950,000 for use by
me Yale Chlld Study Centcr for
continued support for spreading
the Comer Sch°o1 Development
Pr°gram and PhJ°»phy
Commission on Teacher Training
and Development
1996 appropriation of$1,000,000
for allocation by the officers to
strengthen the impact of the
report of the National Commission on Teaching and America's a
Future through support for public
outreach and implementation of
its findings.

Spreading the Comer School
Foundation-administered
Development Program andf
project: $40,000 toward expenses
Philosophy
of a Bellagio Conference Interna1997appropriation of$3,000,000
tional Teacher Preparation and
in addition to previous funding
Professional Development
for allocation by the officers to
improveleamingoutcomesfor
Teacher s College, Columb.a
disadvantage* students by deepUniversity, New York, New York.
enmg, expanding and sustaining
$416>176 to disseminate the work
implementation of the School
of the NatK)nal Commission on
Development Program in several
Teaching and America's Future,
urban school districts implementand to suPPort ^ ™P'ementaing effective classroom strategies,
tlon of itsfindmgs
and by sharing School DevelopCollaborates for Humanities
ment Program knowledge,
and Arts Teaching (CHART)
processes and lessons with
, 1993 appropriation of$1,300,000
practitioners and policymakers.
-m adattion to previous fundingfor
Board of Education of Prince
allocation by the officers to provide
George's County, Upper Marlthe I0th andfinalyear ofsupport
boro.Maryland $ 170,000m supfor the national CHART network
port of the Prince George's
of teaclier-centered projects that
County Comer School Develop?romote arts and ""^nities edument Program Regional Training
catu>"in P"blic **<** and to dis~
semmatc the lessons learned about
promising approaches to curriculum and instruction.
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Foundation-administered
project $94,845 toward costs associated with direct outgrowths of the
CHART network including final
closeout activities of Performance
Assessment Collaboratives for
Education, and assessment of the
Building Infrastructures for Professional Development initiative
GRANTS IN AID
Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Maryland $150,000 to support the scale-up of Success for All
and Roots and Wings, two programs of the University's Center
for Research on the Education of
Students Placed at Risk.

ORTUNITY

Knowledge Network for All
America's Children, McLean,
Virginia $25,000 m support of an
impact assessment of the 1976
Advanced Leadership Training
Program for 100 minority educators in California

D.
OJ

National Governors' Association Center for Best Practices,
Washington, D C $40,077 to
convene a working group of policy
and research experts, and to
develop a publication for state
policymakers on the role and
efficacy of teacher learning centers and professional develop
ment schools m state education
reform policy

New York Community Trust,
New York, New York $50,000 to
support the Donors' Education
Collaborative's efforts to promote
broad public engagement m New
York City public school-reform by
building informed constituencies

University of North Carolina at
Chapel Hill, Chapel Hill, North
Carolina $105,000 to support a
research team conducting case
studies of four schools imple
menting the Comer School Development Program

New York University, New York,
New York $40,000 to support the
Professional Development Laboratory Project, a comprehensive
program of leadership development activities for urban teachers
in New York

Waterford Institute, Sandy,
Utah $150,000 to support the
development of a literacy software
program for kindergarten through
second-grade students

Tides Center, Washington, D.C
$22,500 to support its Grantmakers for Education project which
provides information and services
about education to help grantmak
ers be more effective in their work.

Democracy Roundtables
1996 appropriation of$1,000,000
in addition to previous funding
for allocation by the officers to
support consensus-based, community problem-solving through
diverse local partnerships
addressing conflict.

University of Delaware, Newark,
Delaware $150,000 to support the
Delaware Education Research and
Development Center's efforts to
strengthen the capacities of local
school-board members through
support for development and doc
umentation of a prototype learning lab, production of nine
"Informing Packets" of research
and information1 on key issues,
and convening of a national advisory committee

OTHER

„ Access Tucson, Tucson, Arizona.
$152,800 for the youth and economic development projects of
the Community Action Network
Consensus Organizing Institute,
Boston, Massachusetts $ 1 20,000
to develop plans for neighborhood-level employment and training pilot projects m San Diego
County

Foundation-administered
project $16,000 toward the costs
of afinalconvening of Democracy
Roundtables site representatives
Foundation-administered
project $65,000 toward costs
associated with the Democracy
Roundtables initiative to promote
democratic renewal and increase
the sense of common purpose in
the United States *
La Casa del Futuro, Hillsboro,
Oregon $20,000 to support
implementation of a Democracy
Roundtables consensus action
project
Portland State University, Portland, Oregon $270,000 as core
support for its Commonway Institute and as project support for
consensus action projects chosen
by the Institute
University of California, San
Diego, San Diego, California
$225,000 toward the costs of
the Common Enterprise-San
Diego/Tijuana project to assist the
San Diego/Tijuana border community in addressing local issues
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Foundation-administered
project: $82,979 for the costs of
designing a program to facilitate
the transition to the new energy
paradigm

Leadership for Environment
and Development— Pakistan,
Islamabad, Pakistan $422,000 for
the costs of the LEAD program
in Pakistan.

Energy Foundation, "
International Energy
San Francisco, California
Project Development
1997 appropriation of$2,500,000
1992 appropriation of$650,000
in addition to previous funding to
for allocation by the officers to
continue support for its work on
document the economic and enviUnited States energy efficiency
ronmental benefits ofcogeneraand renewable energy sources. tion, end-use efficiency and
biomass-based energy systems for
Building Human Capital
developing countries and lay the
groundwork for donor andpriLeadership for Environment
vate-sector actions.
and Development (LEAD)
_
, . ...
,
1996 appropriation of$6,680,000
Foundation-admimstered
in addiLnto previous funding
pro,e«41,317towardthecostS
forallocationbytheofficersto
of designing a program to feolibuild human capital for leadertate *e tran on to ^ new
ship that will help preserve the
environment, promote fair and
Energy Initiatives
sustainable development, and
1992 appropriation of$750,000
forge international agreements to
for allocation by the officers to
accomplish these ends.
^5^ developing countries in
BnuilianAssociationforLeadidentifying and acquiring enviership Development, Sao Paulo,
ronmentalty superior energy
Braz,l $462,000 for the costs of
technologies.
the LEAD program in Brazil
Foundation-administered
CentreforResearchonEnvironproject: $16,592 for costs associment, Ecology and Developated wth "* dfS" of a P"*?"1
ment, New Delhi, India- $392,000
*° *>W*** development of
for the costs of the LEAD program
electrlc vemdes for use m devel°Pin India
ing countries.
GLOBAL ENVIRONMENT
Advance Energy Transition
E6Co,Bloomfield, New Jersey
1997 appropriation of$2,300,000
in addition to previousfunding to
continue supportfor its work to
advance theformation and growth
o of new-energy-paradigm enterprises in developing countries.
Transition to the New Energy Paradigm, Global Energy Initiative
1997 appropriation of$700,000
for allocation by the officers to convince key policymakers in selected
countries of the value ofa transi- u
tion to the new energy paradigm.
o
Compania Nacional de Fuerza
y Luz, San Jos£, Costa Rica
$200,000 toward the costs of a
demonstration project to develop
electric-bus transportation in
Costa Rio,
Foundation-administered
project: $150,000 for the costs
of consultants
Foundation-administered
project: $25,000 for the costs of a
panel on energy and sustainable
cities at the United Nations Development Programme's mternational colloquium of mayors
Foundation-administered
project $ 100,000 for a conference

on the feasibility of using plant oil
to help meet the energy needs of
rural populations.
Foundation-administered
project $55,000 to design a strategy to expand the market for efficient lighting in developing
countries
Transition to the New Energy
Paradigm, Solar Photovoltaics
1996 appropriation of$1,500,000
for allocation by the officers to
increase significantly the availability ofsolar photovoltaic (PV)
energy systems to presently
unserved rural communities in
developing countries and help
mjlieve economies ofscale in PV °
production
E&Co, Bloomfield, New Jersey$600,000 toward the costs of,
developing the business case for a
so,ar development corporation
that would increase significantly
me avaj]ablhty of soiar photovoltalc energy systems to presently
unserved rural communities in
developing countries.
Transition to the New Energy
Paradigm
l<m appropriation Of$1,300,000
for allocation by tlie officers to
facilitate the transition to the new
energy paradigm.

Development and Environment
Foundation, Moscow, Russia
$372,000forthe costs of the LEAD
program m the Commonwealth of
Independent States

feci°l Series «f**W°
Conferences
............
1989 appropriation of$525,000
for allocation by the officers to
fund a special series oflOBellagio
conferences on the environment.
Development and Environment
... ,
LeadershipforSouthernAfrica
Foundauon-admimstered proTrust, Harare, Zimbabwe
^ $I20'°°°forthe costs °f a ,
• $439,000 for the cost, of the LEAD
meetmS on the continuing develprogram m southern Africa
°Pment ^Leadership for the
Environment and Development
El Colegio de Mexico, Mexico
(LEAD) program
City, Mexico $402,000 for the
GRANTS IN AID
costs of the LEAD program in
Mexico^
Bellagio Forum for Sustainable
Foundation-administered
Development Osnabruck, Gerproject: $46,500 to explore the ttaaT- $34>500 for general SUPP0rt
feasibility of estabkshmg a LEAD
Brazilian Association for Leadprogram in Southeast Asia
ership Development, Sao Paulo,
Foundation'forEnvironmental
B™J $25,000 toward the costs
DevelopmentandEducationin
of its workshop to prepare the
Nigeria, Lagos, Nigeria: $422,000
Leadership for Environment and
for
the LEAD
Development
program....
s presentsiwi the
m*. costs
^w^oof
vmi\.
±.^m^program
KiuSiu.»
.
mN.gena
tions for thefive-year
foUow-up
meetmg (R.o+5) to the U.N.ConFoundation for Sustainable
ference on Environment and
Development, Jakarta, Indonesia
Development
$387,000 for the costs of the LEAD
Foundation-administered
program in Indonesia
project: $200,000 for an initiative
Institute of Environment and
to explore the feasibility of develDevelopment, Beijing, Chinaoping electric vehicles for use in
$382,000 for the costs of the LEAD
developing countries
program
. for
, Business
. and.
°^ in China
Foundation
Leadership for Environment
Sustainable Development,
and Development International,
Geneva, Switzerland- $ 10,000
Inc., New York, New York
toward the costs of creating a
$2,790,000 for general support.
Greenbook for the Internet, a
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project designed to Increase
understanding of environmental
issues and sustainable development among graduate students of
business and finance.
International Energy Initiative,
Bloomfield, New Jersey: $10,500
for core support.
Leadership for Environment
and Development International,
Inc., New York, New York:
$217,000 to support the institutional development of LEAD
Europe.
World Resources Institute,
Washington, D.C.: $20,000
toward the costs of the Solar Century component of its Climate
Protection Initiative.
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ARTS AND HUMANITIES
Understanding Diversity
Representing Cultures
through Festivals
1997 appropriation of$700,000 in
addition to previousfundingfor
allocation by the officers to enemaagefestivals and related performance activities in the United States
and internationally thatpromote
social/cultural understanding and
international dialogue.

mer Dance Institute and the 24
Hour Community Arts Festival
El Fideicomiso para la Cultura
Mexico/USA (U.S.-Mextco Fund
for Culture), Mexico City, Mexico
1997 appropriation of$400,000 in
addition to previous funding to
continue a program ofsupport for
collaboration, exchange and
interaction between United States
and Mexican artists and scholars.

American Dance Festival,
Rockefeller Foundation Resident
Durham, North Carolina $100,000
Fellowships m the Humanities
for implementation of its 1997
„ 1997 appropriation of$2,600,000
international project activities
in addition to previousfunding to
advance scholarship that illumiArts Alive International
^^ mternational and mterculFestival, Johannesburg, South
tunA tssues and topromote
Africa $300,000 toward the
understanding across diverse
development of the Ubuntu Pancommunities
African Festival and Exposition of
Arts and Culture, a capacity buildColumbia College Chicago,
ing movement designed to proChicago, HUnois $250,000 toward
mote cultural production within
the costs of a program of RockeAfrica and its Diaspora
feller Foundation Resident Fellowships in the Humanities at the
Asian Cultural Council, New
Q,^forBlack Music Research
York, New York. $20,000 to enable
delegates from Cambodia to attend
Columbia University, New York,
the Dance On '97 Festival in Hong
New York $250,000 toward the
Kong and the Inroads/Asia confercosts of a program of Rockefeller
ence at the University of California,
Foundation Resident Fellowships
Los Angeles, California
in the Humanities at the Program
for the Study of Gender, Sexuality,
Brooklyn Academy of Music,
Health and Human Rights in the
Brooklyn, New York. $75,000
School of pubhc Hea]m
toward the commissioning, creation and presentation of events
Columbia University, New York,
for the "1997 Next Wave Festival"
NewYork $250,000 toward the
costs of a program of Rockefeller
CityLoreTheNewYorkCenter
Foundation Resident Fellowships
for Urban Folk Culture, New
m me Humanities at the Oral HisYorkNewYork$50,OOOtoward
tory Research Office
the planning and implementation
of "The People's Poetry Gathering "
Foundation administered
project: $86,000 for administrative
JunebugProductions,New
costs of the program
Orleans, Louisiana $50,000 for
activities of the 1997 EnvironmenHarvard University, Cambridge,
tal Justice Festival
Massachusetts $250,000 toward the
costs of a program ofRockefeller
Lincoln Center for the PerformFoundation Resident Fellowships in
ingArts, New York, New York
the Humanities entitled "Repatnat$75,000 for activities of the 1997
mgAfhcarust Knowledge, AcknowlLincoln Center Festival
edging African Perspectives" atthe
L1NKFEST, Bulawayo, Zunw E B Du ^^ mstjtute for
babwe $10,000foractivities of the
African-American Research
LINKFEST '97 Arts, Drama, SemiInstitute of Economic and Social
nar and Festival
Development, Buenos Aires,
The New42nd Street, New York,
Argentina. $250,000 toward the
NewYork $50,000 for program
costs °f a program of Rockefeller
ming activities of The New Victory
Foundation Rodent Fellowships
Theater's "Tales of Victory A Sto
m the Humanities
rytelhng Festival" and "Step I
Lakdiead University, Thunder
Dance at The New Victory "
Bay> Canada $25o,ooO toward the
Spoleto Festival USA, Charleston,
costs of a ProSram °f Rockefeller
South Carolina $50,000 for activiFoundation Res.dent Fellowships
ties of the 1997 festival season
m the Humanities at the Native
Philosophy Project
University of Massachusetts,
Amherst, Massachusetts $100,000
New York University, New York,
forthe-NewWorksforaNew
NewYork. $250,000 toward the
World" festival at the New
costs of a P™^3™ of Rockefeller
WORLD Theater
Foundation Resident Fellowships
in the Humanities entitled "The
UrbanBushWomen.NewYork,
Privatization of Culture" ,n the
New York $20,000 for 1997 proAmencan Studies Program
gram activities including the Sum

Newberry Library, Chicago, Ilh
nois $250,000 toward the costs of
a program of Rockefeller Foundabon Resident Fellowships in the
Humanities at the Center for
Renaissance Studies
Smithsonian Institution, Washmgton.DC $250,000 toward the
costs of a program of Rockefeller
Foundation Resident Fellowships
in the Humanities entitled, "Latino
Cultural Research in a National
Museum Context Issues of Representation and Interpretation "
University ofHouston,
Houston, Texas
1997 appropriation of$300,000 m
addition to previous funding to
continue support for a long-term
research, preservation andpublication project to recover the Hispantcltteraryhentageofthe
United States
Multi-Arts Production Fund
1997 appropriation of$850,000 in
addition to previous fundingfor
«n«™ri™ L
a..officers
„«:' to,„sup*.„_
allocation
by the
port creative artists in theperformmgartswhoseworkreflects
the boldest explorations in intercultural and/or international
representation.
Amencan Opera Projects, New
York,NewYork $20,000 toward
thecostsofdevelopingandproducmg "Ancient Land Sacred
Whale," an opera that depictsthe
ritual year of the Inupiat Alaskan
Eskimo people
AmencanRepertory Theatre
Company, Cambridge, Massachusetts $25,000 toward the costs of
commissiomngandproducmg
"The Cabinet of Caligan," a multimedia theater performance piece
loosely based on the 1919 German
Expressiorust silent movie classic
of the same name
Ballet Hispanico of New York,
New York, New York. $20,000 '
toward the costs of commissioning and performing two new
dance pieces
Boston Dance Umbrella, Boston,
Massachusetts $20,000 toward the
costs of commissioning and producmg new works for dancers of
mixed ability for presentation at
the International Festival of
Wheelchair Dance
tion
Brooklyn Philharmonic Symphony Orchestra, Brooklyn, New
York $20,000 toward the costs of
commissioning and presenting a
new collaborative dance work enttded "Flamenco "
Bryant Park Restoration Corporation, New York, New York
$20,000 toward the costs of commissioning and producing a series
of site-specific performances entitied "Dancuig on the Net"

California Institute ofthe Arts,
Valencia, California $20,000
toward the costs of developing
"Intimate Immensity," a staged
"media poem" exploring the mdividual's potential for expanded
emotional, psychological and aesmetic realty in the new cyberspace
Climate Theatre, San Francisco,
California $20,000 toward the
costs of developing and presenting
"Mermaid Meat," a dramatic
monologue with orchestra mat
will infuse Western musical practices with elements of traditional
Japanese arts
Crosspulse, Berkeley, California
$20,000 toward die costs of developing "Perayaan/The Celebranon," an evening-length music
and dance collaboration
,
Crossroads, New Brunswick, New
Jersey $20,000 toward the costs of
producing an original dramatic
work entitled, "Wedding Dance "
,„
. .
Dance Theatre of Harlem, New
York, NewYork. $20,000 toward
*e costs of the creation and prodiction of a new ballet
Diverse Works, Houston, Texas
$20,000 toward the costs of commissomng and production of a new
theater work 1nvolvmgHiV+Latinas from the greater Houston area
Donald Byrd Dance
Foundation, Brooklyn, New
York. $25,000 toward the costs of
commissioning an d developing
"Jazz Tram," an evening-length
dan,ce workfthat w1' exPlore the
evoluUon of >az* and lts imPaCt
on Amencan culture
p^ist Bay Genter for the Performing Arts, Richmond, California
$10;000 to coramiSS10n and present «Deai>» a three-part concert
duet ^acm& me content] practices
and aesthetics of the ancient
Japanese Ta,ko and Shakuhach,
instruments
Foundation-administered
project $60,000 for administrative
costs of me P^31"
Foundation for Dance
Promotion, NewYork, NewYork
$20,000 for the development of
"The T^J Boy)» an evening-length
^^ meater wd mus,cal adaptaOf Eunpides' "The Bacchae "
Foundation for Independent
Artists, New York, New York
$ 15]000 toward the costs of com
missioning a new dance work by
choreographers Eiko and Koma
Qtake and composer Somei Satoh
Friends of the Davis Center,
New york> New York $20,000
toward production expenses
re]ated to me development of
"j^ Keturn of Ehjah, The
African," a mythic tale exploring
the human drama of the slave
trade dunng the 1780s
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Greater Trenton Symphony
Association, Trenton, New Jersey $15,000 toward the costs of
commissionmg "The Whitman
Triptych," an orchestral trilogy
based on American folk traditions
with texts by Walt Whitman
H. T. Dance Company, New
York, New York $20,000 to commission and develop "Transparent
Hinges," an evening-length dance
work that examines Asian-Americans' struggle for self-definition
Heart of the Beast Theatre, Mmneapolis, Minnesota $20,000
toward the costs of developing
"Song for a Millennium," a pup pet and mask event that will celebrate the spirit of community
Helena Presents, Helena, Mon
tana $20,000 toward the costs of
commissioning and developing a
poetry performance work about
United States-based Latino cultures
IdrisAckamoor&Cultural
Odyssey, San Francisco, California $20,000 toward the costs of
developing and producing "Deep
in the Night," a solo performance
piece about aging
Kronos Performing Arts Association, San Francisco, California
$25,000 toward the costs of developing and presenting "Altar de
Muertos," a multidisciplmary
work for string quartet and preHispanic water drums
LINES Contemporary Ballet,
San Francisco, Califorma $20,000
toward the costs of commissioning a new ballet for the company's
15th Anniversary season
Mabou Mines Development
Foundation, New York, New York
$25,000 toward the costs of commissiomng and developing a theatrical
work depicting the history of Belen,
a 17th-century house of refuge for
single women that became Mexico's most notorious prison
Miami Light Project, Miami
Beach, Florida $25,000 toward
the costs of "Drummin," a music,
dance, video work that utilizes the
distinctive drumming patterns of
ethnic communities in Miami
Musical Traditions, San FranCisco, California $25,000 toward
the costs of developing and producing "The Strange, Last Voyage
of Donald Crowhurst," a new
music-theater production based
on the true story of an English
electronics manufacturer who
unsuccessfully undertook a nonstop sail around the world
New York Foundationforthe
Arts,NewYork,NewYork.
$15,000toward the costsof developing and producing "The Realism of Simple Machines," an
interdisciplinary theater work
that explores the experience of
untimely death

New York Foundation for the
Arts, New York, New York
$25,000 toward the costs of developing "After Eros," a multimedia
performance based on the myth
of Eros and Psyche

development and production
costs of Brian Freeman's "Civil
Sex," an exploration of AfricanAmerican gay history inspired in
part by the life of the late civil
rights activist, Bayard Rustm

New York Theatre Workshop,
New York, New York $20,000
toward the costs of developing a
new production in collaboration
with the Grupo de Teatro Macunaima of Brazil
Performance Space 122, New
York, New York $25,000 toward
the costs of developing and pro
ducing "La Scarpetta," a sitespecific, community-based performance piece created for the
Arthur Avenue Retail Market
in the Bronx

Touchstone, Bethlehem, Pennsylvama $25,000 toward the costs of a
cultural exchange project between
the Mescalero-Apaches of New
Mexico and the Latino Commumty in Bethlehem, Pennsylvania

Pick-Up Performance Company,
New York, New York $25,000
toward the costs of developing
"Silent Movie," an evening-length
dance/theater work exploring the
genesis of moving pictures
Princeton Ballet Society, New
Brunswick, New Jersey $20,000
toward the costs of developing and
presenting "Los Peregnnos," a
multimedia, ethnographic dance
and ^ t e^o,.^ ^e
migfauon hlstones of the Latino
communities of New Brunswick
md central New Jersey
Reich Music Foundation, New
York, New York $25,000 toward
the costs of developing "Three
TaleS;» a music/vldeo/theater
work reflectlng on lssues Of
human aspu.atlon and me conse.
quences of technologlcal advance.
ments in the 20th century
St ^ f^^forRestoration
and ^ Azts> New York, New
York $25,000 toward the costs of
developing and producing "Slam
m the Splnt/, a muslc.theater
work Aat chronlcles the rise of
evangelist Jim Jones
San Francisco Mime Troupe,
San FranclscOi California $20,000
toward me costs Of developing and
presenting"13 Dias/13 Days," a
multimedia musical about the 1994
Zapatista uprising in Chiapas
Seven Loaves, New York, New
York_ $20)000 toward the costs
of developing and presenting "A
Portlon of Time)" a Slte-specinc
dance-theater work based on the
myth of Demeter, Persephone and
HadeS; and set m Manhattan's
Lower East Side
Theater Artaud, San Francisco,
California $20,000 toward the
costs of commissioning andpresentmg «Take Me to me Tender.
loin,Now'" an evening length
dance/theater work about Irving
m Ae Tenderloin District of
San Franclsco
Thick Description, San FranCisco, California $24,500 toward

maker shot and killed in 1967
while filming poverty scenes in
the Appalachian coalfields
Hartmut Bitomsky, Newhall,
California' $35,000 for "B-52,"
a feature-length documentary
about the B-52 aircraft and its
relationship to American culture
Debra Chasnoff, San Francisco,
California $35,000 for "Respect
for M>" mree ^deosfory°un8
audiences that address lesbian and
gay issues and prejudice

University of California, Berkeley,
Berkeley, California $20,000 toward
the costs of developing "When
Ivan Avila Duenas, Mexico City,
SorrowTurns to Joy," an evening
Mexlco *20>000 for "Vocaci6n
lengthmusicalworkexplonng
deMartrno (VocationofMartyrthe artistic, philosophical, political
dom)," a short narrative film
and social parallels between Paul
about me contemporary implica
Robeson and renowned Chinese
tlons of me Roman Cathollc and
opera singer Mei Lanfang, at its
pre-Hispamc customs and ntuals
Cal Performances.
of atonement
^
Washington Drama Society,
Gerardo LaraEscobedo, Mexico
Washington, D C $25,000
City, Mexico $20,000 for "Nuestro
toward the costs of developing
Amigo Americano (Our American
"Press and the Presidency," a the
Friend)," a documentary film
atncal exploration of the image of • about the Amencan movie directhe Amencan Presidency as eretor J°hn Huston snA *e ""P01ated by the print and electronic
tance °f Mexico in his work
media, and the effect of that image
Foundation-administered
on the American character
project: $242,750 for manageWomen's Playhouse Trust,
mentof the program and its
London, England $20,000 toward
communications initiative
the costs of commissioning and
Harvestworks, New York, New
developing a deconstructed ver
Yorlc $50]000forj ^
sion of Mother Courage
actmtes mdudmg AeMs^.ln.
World Music Institute, New
Residence and Education Programs
York, New York. $15 000 toward
"instituteforAlternative Journalthe research and development of
ism> San FranclscO] California
Giving New Life to a Dying Her$2()<m tQward ^ ^rf^
itage, a musical collaboration that
Media and Democracy Congress II
preserves and extends traditional
„
t
Ga social music
Adriene Jenik, Los Angeles,
v , ,T . . „, ,,
California $35,000for"POS
Yale University, New Haven,
World>>, an mteractlve Web Slte
Connecticut $25,000 toward the
inspired by atouristicscience
costs of developing and producing, fictlon novd S£t m Callfornla
Geography, an evening-length
work fusing postmodern formal
Ruth Leitman, Atlanta, Georgia
dance and the performance and
$35,000 for "Alma," a documendancmg of traditional Haitian and
tary about a woman's personal
west African dance and theater at
exploration into her family's histhe Yale Repertory Theatre
tory with mental illness, incest,
and domestic violence
Yara Arts Group, New York,
New York $ 10,000 toward the
Jim Mendiola, San Francisco,
costs of developing and presenting
California $35,000 for "An Amer"Virtual Sounds," a music-theater
ican Artist," a narrativefilmabout
worktiatexamines the frontiers a Chicano writer/actor on the
where high technology crosses
brink of stardom
paths with ancient knowledge.
Amir Naderi, New York, New
Understanding Diversity through
York $35,0. 00 for "Avenue A, B,
Film, Video and Multimedia
C," a narrative film about loss,
1997 appropriation of$1,000,000
searching, and discovery dunng
in addition to previousfundingfor
the course of one day in New York
allocation by the officers to enable
United States and international
Spencer Nakasako, San Franfilm, video and multimedia proClsco> California $35,000 for "The
ducers to create independent work
Donut K>n^>" a narrative feature
exploring the conflicts, connections
"^ about Southeast Asian teenand commonalities ofdiverse
aSers lmng « America
communities.
Q
National Public Radio, Washing- •
Elizabeth Barret, Whitesburg,
ton, DC $50,000 toward research
Kentucky $35,000 for "Stranger
and development of an enhanced
with a Camera," a documentary
approach to the coverage of race
film exploring the death of a film- and ethnicity
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Frances Negr6n-Muntaner,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
$35,000 for "The Splendid Little
War," a documentary about the
Spanish-American War and its
enduring impact

Historic Hudson Valley, Tarrytown, New York $50,000 toward
the exhibition "Cross Roads and
Cross Rivers Ethnic Pluralism in
18th-century New York" a reinterpretation of the Philipsburg
Manor in Tarrytown, New York

Suzan Pitt, Fountain City, Wis
consul $35,000 for "Los Otros," a
Institute of International Educashort animated film about endan- tion, New York, New York
gered species of the United States,
$35,000 for participant travel and
Canada and Mexico
administrative costs associated with
convening a conference on
Lourdes Porbllo, San Francisco,
international Exhibitions at the
California $35,000 for Selena, a
Bellagio Study and Conference
documentary about the Tex Mex
Center
singer Selena Qumtamlla
Massachusetts Institute of TechProgramforArt on Film,
nology, Cambndge, Massachu
New York, New York $50,000 to
setts $25i000 toward me
expand the current Art on Film
exhibition of Francesc Torres'*
Web site to include an Art and
.<The Repository of Absent Flesh"
Architecture on Screen Web site
at the List Visual Arts Center
and an upgraded Art on Screen
database
Mattress Factory, Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania $50,000 toward
Juan Carlos Rulfo, Mexico City,
an mstallatlon pro;ect by artlst
Mexico
$20,000 for "Los
Kiki Smith
,„,,.„,,,„
,*„"Cammos
,
de Rulfo (Rulfo s Roads) a docu- .
mentary about his rather, Mexican
McCord Museum or Canadian
writer Juan Rolfo
History, Montreal, Canada
$30,000
, towafdthe exhibition
Gustavo Vazquez, San Francisco,
«Border Crossmgs Beadwork
California $35,000 for "Tales of
Traditions in Iroquois Life "
Tijuana," a narrative video about
the residents of a Tijuana neighMillicent Rogers Museum, Taos,
borhood
New Mexico $50,000 toward the
a
exhibition "Barela- Artista Popular
Stephen Winter, New York, New
de[ pueyo »
York $35,000 for "Love & Happiness," a narrative feature rilm that
National Gallery of Art, Wash
chroniclesfiveNew Yorkers'
mgton.DC $100,000 toward the
search for romantic fulfillment
exhibition "Millennium of Glory.
and spiritual satisfaction
The Sculpture of Cambodia "
Bruce and Norman Yonemoto,
Los Angeles, California $35,000 for
"Extremism in the Defense of ," a
moving image/multimedia installation that will recontextualize the
image of the atom-bomb blast
as it exists in American media
*
Understanding Cultures
through Museums
"
1997 appropriation of$1,000,000
in addition to previousfunding
for allocation by the officers to
fostermuseumprojectsthat
exploregroup identities and
mtergroup connections

New York Foundation for the
Arts, New York, New York
$50,000 toward the Miami Arts
Project
*
Newark Museum Association,
Newark> New 'ersey $50>000
toward the exhibition "Crowning
Glory Images of the Virgin in the
Arts of Portugal"

Association of Village Council
Presidents, Bethel, Alaska
$25,000 toward the "Elders in
Museums Central Yup'ik Indigenous Knowledge Project "
The Bronx Museum of the Arts,
Bronx, New York $50,000 toward
the exhibition, "Tomie Aral Double Happiness "

Rut8ers University, New
Brunswick, New Jersey- $100,000
toward *«= exhibition "Paul Robe
son Here r Stand'" at the Paul
Robeson Cultural Center
Smithsonian Institution, Washmgton.DC $25,000 for use by the
^^ for Museum Studies to
enhance scholarship on Latino history/culture and develop a strategic
plan for a Latino Studies Center
•
South Street SeaPort Museum,
New York, New York $50,600
toward the exhibition Transat
lantic Slavery Against Human
Dignity " ,

Buffalo Bill Memorial Association, Cody, Wyoming $50,000
toward the exhibition, "Powerful
Images Portrayals of Native
America"
Corcoran Gallery of Art, Washington, D.C.: $50,000 toward the
exhibition "Rhapsodies in Black
Art of the Harlem Renaissance "

Northwestern University,
Evanston, Illinois $50,000 toward the
exhibition "Living Tradition in Africa
andthe'Amencas The Work of
Melville J andFrancesS Herskovits"

Studio Museum in Harlem, New
York> New York $50>000 toward
the exhibition "Norman Lewis
Black Paintings, 1944 1977"

University of South Florida,
Tampa, Florida $45,000 toward
the exhibition "Crossing Time
Space Movement," at its ContemporaryArtMuseum
University of Texas at Austin,
Austin, Texas $50,000 toward the
exhibition "Cantos Paralelos/Par
allel Cantos Expenmental Art
from Argentina, 1960-1995," at its
Archer M Huntmgton Art Gallery
Institute ofInternational Education, New York New York
1997 appropriation of$375,000
in addition to previous funding to
improve and increase the role of
American artists in international
visualartsexhibtttomandperformmgarts festivals throughout
the world.
Latin American Network of
Independent Producers ofContemporary Art (La Red LatinoamencanadeProdutores
Independents deArteContempordnea), Salvador, Bahia, Brazil
1997appropriation of$275,000
in addition to previous funding to
facilitate mtracontinental interaction among Latin American
artists and independent arts
organizations.
GRANTS IN AID

ence, " Yan Yan, Black Women
Writers and the Future "
„ ,, . „
,. ,
*W *°*k ""7™^ A '
NewY°rk «25,000 toward the
costs of ajoint project with the
Organization of American Histonans on "Internationalizing the
Study of American History "
Staten Island, New York $50,000
toward the costs of an initiative
to examine how best to serve the
diverse communities of Staten
Island and forge collaborations
with other performing arts
organizations
„ . . .._ , .
ymvers.ty of California Berke^ Befk^' Cahf°rnla f 3U°'000
toward the costs of a workshop on
the oral traditions of the North
Pacific Rim at the Program on
Orahty and Community
,T . . .._. ,
_,
''
g°'
u costs
ois 555,000n toward the
r"""^ ^ "
University of Connecticut,
Storrs, Connecticut $400,000 to
support the China Bridges
International Fellowship pro-

American Composers Forum,
St Paul, Minnesota $75,000
toward the creation and presentadon of new music in diverse
communities »
AmericanMuseumofNatural
History, New York, New York
$50,000 toward the conference
"Constructing Cultures Then
andNow"

lexas
costs °/^ Rec°ve™g ^ H»Pamc Uter^ Henta8e Pr°Ject
World Encyclopedia of Contemporary Theatre, Toronto,
°ntano> <*»** ,$75'00() tow"d
*e costs °\ «"»pletmg a srx-volume encyclopedm of contemporary world theater

Atlantic Center for the Arts,
New Smyrna Beach, Florida
$50,000 for year two of phase two
of the "Music in Motion" project

Uw|ng wrth DiversityBuilding Structures for the
Civil Society

Foundry Theatre, New York,
New York $50,000 toward costs
of "A Conversation on Hope," a
conference/performance event
explonng contemporary notions
of hope
GertrudeSteinRepertory
Theatre, New York, New York
$75,000 toward the costs of "The
Global Performance Lab," a digital
networking project
Grantmakers in the Arts, New
York, New York. $15,000forits
1997 activities
National Association of Latino
ArtsandCulture,SanAntomo,
,
,
Texas $50,000 toward the costs of
phase two of the research and
,,
i i iA.Historical
it! i
publication
project,
Survey and Current Assessment of
Latino Organizations m the
United States "
NewYorkUmversity, New York,
New
21000
toward the
New York
York $21,000
, toward
the
costs of an international confer

Partnerships Affirming Commumty Transformation
1997appropriation of$600,000 in
addition to previous fundingfor
allocation by the officers to identify, support and learn from
community partnerships that
'integrate arts and humanities into
^ *? b"M *?**» across
racial and ethnic difference.
Maskn Humanities Forum,
Anchorage, Alaska $50,000
toward the costs of the "Commu"lte ofMemolT" project, an oral
history initiative
Arizona Council on the Humanmes and Public Pohcy Phoenix,
^f™3 $50,000 toward the costs
of Transforming Barbed Wire, a
protect
the.history
/, that explores
r,
and '
^ °f JaPanfre^e"ca"
internment dunng World War II
Broadway Area Housing Coalition,
ion,Cleveland,
evean, Ohio
io $50 000
toward costs of its Neighborhood
^ and History Partnership
program, a community based arts
and history project
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Center for Third World Orgarazing, Oakland, California
$50,000 toward the costs of "Lead
ers in Community-Based Cultural
Work," a yearlong apprenticeship
program in arts and community
organizing for youth

Rhode Island Black Heritage
Society, Providence, Rhode Island
$17,500 toward the costs of a performing arts program representing
the Black experience in the United
States and the culture and traditions of recent immigrant groups

Role ofReligion in the
CmlSoaety
1997 appropriation of $800,000
in addition to previous funding
for allocation by the officers to
foster a set ofactivities expiring
theroleofrehgionmbmlding
civil societv
am ">***•
Foundation-administered
project: $3 5,000forproduction of
a videotape program that captures
the mission and purpose of the
World Conference on Religion

Film and TV Market Initiative, project on Modern Islamic Politics
Johannesburg, South Africa
and Thought, and four public
$ 1 00,000 toward the participation opinion polls
and training of African delegates
. .
attending the 1997 Southern
Foundation-administered
African International Film and
project: $100,000 toward meeting
TV Market, as well as for a semiand consultancy expenses in connar on the development of strate- nectlon wth the Foundation s
gies for future markets
Muslim world initiative
. .
Friends-of-the-BookFoundaFoundation-administered
tion, Nairobi, Kenya $25,000
project $300,000 toward the costs
toward the publication and reof the exhibition Modernities
printing of low-cost books on
and Memories Recent Works
topics of key importance to
from
the Islamic World held at
Kenyan development
Ae 1997 Venice Biennale
T
I T . ^ IT, i
Greater Johannesburg MetroJerusalem International Book
politan Council, Johannesburg, Fair, Jerusalem, Israel $35,000
South Africa $70,000 toward the toward the costs of bringing
participation of selected African
authors and publishers from
artists and scholars at the second
Muslim countries to the 18th
Johannesburg Biennale
biennial Book Fair in April 1997

SanFranciscoMimeTroupe,
San Franasco, California $50,000
toward the costs of the "Teen The
atre" project, a cross-cultural collaboration among young people
of diverse backgrounds

T « M v ™ *
Confnct TheRoleofRehgion
National Humanities Center,
Research Triangle Park, North
Carolina $66,500 toward the
costs of a program that examines

International Council of
Palestinian Academic Society for
Museums, Pans, France $30,000 the Study of International Affeirs,
0 toward a workshop on the protec lerusalem, Israel $52,400 toward its
tion of African heritage and a
1997 senes of round table discusregional training seminar on doc- sions on topics related to the buildumentation standards
ing of Palestinian avil soaety

S,tkaTribeofAlaska,Sitka,
Alaska $49,890 toward the costs
of the "Healing Heart Totem Pole"
project, a video and senes of related
community discussions about
alienation and cultural upheaval

Se
^ '"
^"c™"16
World Conference on Religion
and Peace, New York, New York
$500,000 toward the costs of the
Religion and Peacebuilding
program

IdrisAckamoor and Cultural
Odyssey, San Francisco, Califor
ma $50,000 toward the costs of
"The Medea Project Theater for
Incarcerated Women," an initiative
that seeks to rehabilitate female
prison inmates through the arts

University of Massachusetts,
Amherst, Massachusetts $32,000
toward the costs of a cross cultural
project engaging at-nsk youth
through the medium of theater
at its New WORLD Theater
Wing Luke Memorial Foundation, Seattle, Washington $50,000
toward the costs of "Remember-

i
arts and oral history project
YouthforSoaalChange,

ershipningimtianveforAfrican
AmencanandLatinoyouth
Culture and Community
Bu.Mm.
7
n
n
r
forallocationbytheoffilrsto
foster the role of culture in comLunitybuildingbyidentifying
anddevelopingartsandnltoral
indicators.
Fordham University, Bronx,
New York $125,000 to estabhsh a

American society at its Institute
for Innovation in Social Policy
Social Science Research Council
bocial
Science
Research
NpwYnrlc
NTpwYnrk
•RsoCouncil,
nnn
iNewiorK,i\ewiorK
wu.uuu
for two meetings that will explore
the role of arts and culture m
building and maintaining healthy
communities

The Legacy ofAbsence
1997 appropriation of $250,000
in addition to previous funding
for allocation by the officers to
foster a set ofactivities which
explore how artists and writers
assess the consequences ofwar
and conflict for their societies.

Promoting African Cml Society
through Cultural Initiatives
1997 appropriation of'$1,100,000
in addition to previous funding
for allocation by the officers to
fortify civil society in Africa
through support for cultural
sector-building activities in
m,I<:n,mcfc-.nt-«,M,A,»a
African Books Collective,
Oxford, England $88,880
rtsromSanddislribution

toward

cunv
^^^T
ties and research hbranes
AfrlcanPubhshers>Network'
Harare 7imhahwP « i s nnn
Harare, /tonbabwe $18,000
*?
C°St me^n g °n
.
held in Na,robi, March 1-8, 1997
Arts Alive International
Festival, Johannesburg, South
Africa $300,000 toward the
development of the Ubuntu PanAfriom Festival and Exposition
of Arts and Culture a capacitybmldm movernent designed to
Promoteculturalproduction
^ ItS aSP°ra
Common.ealthAssociation
of Museums Calgary, Canada
$5,000 toward the organization
of an international workshop on
museums to
,children
, ,j ininNairobi,
xTAfrican
i ^
be
held
Kenya, m
November 1997

Media for Development Trust,
Harare, Zimbabwe $150,000
toward the establishment of an
Africanfilmand television script
development fund
Panos Institute, Pans, France
$ 1 50,000 toward the costs of its
program to strengthen mdepen
dent radio in west Africa
Research and Technology
Exchange Group, Pans, France
$30,000 for the cofinancmg of the
activities of an informal network of
donors supporting African media

England $20,000 toward the costs
of the South North Travel Fund,
and ,ts electronic data program

Riwaq: CenterforArchitectural
Conservation, Ramallah, Palestinian National Authority
$100,000 toward a two-year program to expand its fieldwork from
urban to rural areas and establish
a national inventory of all historic
and culturally significant buildings
in Palestinian villages
Women Living under Muslim
Laws, Grabels, France $100,000
toward strengthening its international documentation and pubhcations program
GRANTS IN AID
ii

towa te costs o parucipato
of delegates from Mexico and

toward the costs of assistmg
Amencas," to be held m Costa
young dancers with profess.onal
Rica ,n April 1998
development
Association tor
for Cultural
Association
cultural Eouitv
equity,
Fortifying Civil Societies across
New York, New York $45,000
Muslim Regions through Thar
toward the costs of preserving and
Cultural itutions *"
makmg accessib.e n Lom
1997 appropriation of$1,000,000 field recordmgs
in addition to previous funding
for allocation by the officers to
continue fostering a set ofactivi»« '» Muslim societies where
summit on fik Ttetee m me
««« "fpluralisrn are the subject a™^™ ™** Theatre m the
of publu: and policy discussion
M Waslti Art Centre Jerusalem
Foundation-administered
tdO^dKst'f project: $44,000 toward the costs
documenta
of PalesUman art
ASHTAR for Theatre Education ter in August 1997
md Tramingi ^j ]erusa]em,
, d $30,ooo toward the costs of University of Wisconsin,
,unmHiirtionof"AhiiShalc«-^
Milwaukee,'Milwaukee,
Wisconits
production or ADUonaKers
Arfe.r"
sin $45,000foruse by '
its Center
for
Twentieth Century Studies to
j^,^forPalestme „,,!
support development activities of
Research Studies, Nablus, Israel the Consortium of Humanities
$200,000 toward the costs of a
Centers and Institutes
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Blood Transfusions and AIDS:
Global Dialogue on Equitable
Common Threat, National
AccesstoQualityPrimaryEducaResponse—Ronald Bayer,
tion—Joyce
L Moock, Rockefeller
Columbia University. (June 9 to 13)
Foundation. (November 3 to 7}
Building Civil Societies:
Investing in Foundation-Like
Organizations—Rick R. Little,
International Youth Foundation,
and Peter C. Goldmark Jr., Rockefeller Foundation. (November
1010 14)
Communications and Change:
Exploring Effective Paradigms,
Models and Methods of PrombtingDevelopment-Denise
Gray-Felder, Rockefeller Foundation. (April 21 to 25)
Community Building International—Angela Glover Blackwell,
Rockefeller Foundation. (October
...to 24)
..,
20
Cross-National Capacity Building for the 21st Century: Interventions That Work—Joyce
Moock,
Rockefeller
„
„ . _Social
.Foundation;
, _Science
.
Kenneth, Prewitt,
Research Council; and Benno
...
, African
..•. T,Economic• r,Research
i.
Ndulu,
Consortium. (July 14 to 18)
Distnist-RussellHardin,New
YorkUniversity. (October !3 to 17)
Domestic Roots of Proactivist
NonnuclearPolicy.ANew
Approach to Non-proliferationHarald Miller, Peace Research
.
• .Frankfort,
r. ic Germany.
^
Institute,
(September 29 to October 3)

BELLACIQ STUDY AMD CONFERENCE CENTER
Bellagio Innovation Fund
1997 appropriation of$125,000
in addition to previous funding
for allocation by the officers to
seek out and fund activities that
will enhance Bellagio conferences
and teams.
Crawford Fund for International Agricultural Research,
Parkville, Australia: $25,000
toward the costs of activities to
enhance a conference, "National
Support for International Agricultural Research," that will be held at
the Bellagio Study and Conference
Center from April 6 to 10,1998.
Loyola Marymount University,
Los Angeles, California: $22,450
toward the costs of activities to
enhance a conference, "Film and
Television TrainingforDeveloping Countries," that was held at
the Bellagio Study and Conference
Center from May 12 to 16,1997.
Mabou Mines Development
Foundation, New York, New
York: $6,000 toward the costs of
activities to enhance a team residency, "The Belen Project," that
was held at the Bellagio Study and
Conference Center from October
23 to November 18,1997.

Medical Women's International
Association, Cologne, Germany:
$4,300 toward the costs of activities to enhance a team residency,
"Strategic Planning for the Medical
Women's International Association," that was held at the Bellagio
Study and Conference Center
from
December 4 to 10,1996.
University of Nottingham, Nottingham, United Kingdom:
$13,700 toward the costs of activities to enhance a conference, "Biological Nitrogen Fixation: The
Global Challenge of Future
Needs," held at the Bellagio Study
andConferenceOnterfromApril
8 to 12 1997
CONFERENCES
Antibody Consortium for
Reproductive and Sexual Health
—Keven J. Whaley, Johns Hopkins
University, Jim Larrick, Palo Alto
Institute of Molecular Medicine;
and Mich Hein, Scripps Research
Institute. (February 17 to 2 ])
Biologican Nitrogen Fixation:
'The Global Challenge and
Future Needs-Edward C. Cockm§> University of Nottingham,
England, and Ivan Kennedy, University
..*of Sydney, Australia. (April

Donors to African Media—
Damien Pwono, Rockefeller
Foundation. (September 22 to 26)
Early Modern History and the
Social Sciences: Braudel's
Mediterranean Fifty Years
After—John A. Marino, University of California, San Diego. (June
_- to 971
23
27)
Environment and Global
Finance—Graciela Chichilnisky,
Columbia University, and Albert
Bineer, Rockefeller Foundation.
(November 24 to 28)
Ethnic Conflict/Ethnic DivideRadha Kumar and Lynn Szwaja,
both of the Rockefeller Foundation. (August 11 to 15)
5
Ethnic Conflict in the PostIndustrial World—John Stone,
George Mason University; Maicolm Cross, University of Utrecht;
I - 'Body-Gendrot,
K J f j . TUmTandjcSophie
•^ en • rSorbonne.
<.
/.
-i
versityofPans,
(April
28 to May 2)
Follow-up: Public/Private Sector
Collaboration
in
„
~. Contraceptive
.
\
Research,and,Development—
Mahmoud F. Fathalla Rockefeller
Foundation. (March lOto 14)

Handling Intellectual Property
Rights for Vaccines—Seth
Berkley, M.D., Rockefeller Foundarion, and Elizabeth Fuller,
Children's Vaccine Initiative.
(February 3 to 7)
Health 2001—Lincoln Chen,
Rockefeller Foundation.
(April 1 to 5)
,
, _ ,. ,„. ..
mprovmg the Quality of C.vd
*"*<*'f°™~R°^ H?nS°"
and David B. Rottman, both of the
National Center for State Courts,
Williamsburg, Virginia. (March
17 to 21)
. ._.....
International Exhibitions—
.
Noreen Tomassi, Arts International, New York, and Tomas
Ybarra-Frausto, Rockefeller Foundation. (August 4 to 8)
,
. .Health
IT .. , the
,
International
„. „
T. .for
_,
Jlst Century-Lincoln Chen,
Rockefeller Foundation. (August
°
25 to 2y)
Justice in Transition-David S.
MasOn.' B^er
anapohs.
(May V
19™
to^
23)'
i.
Economyinthe 19thand20th
Centuries-John H. Coatsworth,
University,
_Harvard
,
, ' and. Alan M.
Taylor NoithwMem Un.vers.ty.
(June 30 to July 4)
. ,
._.
Managmg International River
Basms lmder^ St™ffening Treaty and Institutional
Arrangements—Albert E. Utton
and F. Lee Brown, both of me
University of New Mexico, Albuquerque. (June 2 to 6)
„,
_..
,
New Perspectives on Film and
Television Training for Developing Countries—Henry
Breitrose, Stanford University.
(May 12 to 16)
_ , ,., _
.. _ .
Rockefeller Foundation Board
°f T.™/'feSTLy"da Mu*k">
Rockefeller Foundation."
(September 6 to 9)
JT^ .
Saence-Based Development
Programs Staff Retreat—
Lincoln Chen, Rockefeller
Foundation. (June 16 to 19)
Teacher development-Maria
Ucelh,
Rockefeller Foundation,
,,.'„,.
.,
,
and Linda Darline-Hammond,
°.
,
National Commission on Teaching and America's Future.
(July 21 to 25)
„
. ,_ .
Unaccompanied
...
,r . _Refugee
° ..
MmOIS: IssuesuiRepatnahonMary Anne Schwalbe, International Rescue Committee, New
York; Mary Diaz, Women's Com-
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mission for Refugee Women and
Children, New York, Meg Gardinier, International Catholic Child
Bureau, New York, Julie C Macdonald, Lutheran Immigration and
Refugee Service, New York, and
BethL Verhey, Children & War
Inmauve, Save the ChUdren, Washington.DC (January 27 to 31)
UNFPA Special Advisory Group
to the Executive Director—Nans
Sadik, United Nations Fund for
Population Activities, and Steven
W Smdmg, Rockefeller Foundaton (December 1 to 5)
Words and Voices: Critical
Practicesof Orality in Africa
and in African Studies—David
William Cohen, University of
Michigan, Ann Arbor (February
24 to 28)
TEAMS

A Model of the Best Apprenticeship Practices for Training Youth
in Skilled Occupations—Clifton
P Campbell, University of Tennessee, Rnoxville (April 23 to 29)
Political and Cultural Dimensions of International Health
Policy: Lessons from the Child
Immunization Initiative—
Judith Justice, University of Callforma, San Francisco (February
6 to 16)
^^8 ** Moral mA PoUtical
Stature of Economic Analysis in
Allocating Health Services—
Paul Menzel, Pacific Lutheran
University, Tacoma, Washington
(July 2 to 12)
Swedish Philanthropy—Jan S
Nilsson, Knut and Alice Wallen
berg Foundation, Stockholm
(October 2 to 6)

A Practical, Scholarly Resource
Book to Enable the Next Generation of Leaders to Understand
and Apply Principles of Common Sense and Accumulated
Experience to Problems Presented by New and Emerging
ViralDiseases-Anna Mane
Skalka, Institute for Cancer
Research, Philadelphia (June
17 to 25)
Advancing Graduate Psychiatric-Mental Health Nursing
Education Internationally—
Marga Coler, Society for Education and Research in PsychiatricMental Health Nursing, Pensacola,
Flonda (May21to30)
The Belen Project—Ruth
Maleczech,Mabou Mines, New
York (October 23 to November 18)
Correlation of Karyotypic, Morphologic and Clinical Features
in Soft Tissue Sarcomas—Juan
Rosai, M D , Memorial Sloan Kettermg Cancer Center, New York.
(September 17 to 23)
DeathoftheFathenAnAnthropology of Changes in Political
Authonty—John Borneman,
Cornell University (July 16 to 25)

Women Workers in the Informal Economy—Marilyn Carr,
United Nations Development
Fund for Women, New York,
(April 14 to 19)
RESIDENTS
Julian Adams (USA), Umverof Michigan, Ann Arbor-a
^ analym]g {he genedCj demQ.
graphic, cultural and social struc^re of a mral population, Aicuna,
loca.ted m northwest Argentina
(with Eduardo E Castilla)
Shulamit Aloni (ISRAEL), Minof Communications, Science
^ m£ ^ Government of
Israel-a book on the struggle for
human n&ts and peace in Israel
Charles Amirkhanian (US A),
Djerassl Resldent ^^ Progranli
Woodside, California—a major
concert Plece mv«Ivmg unusual
percussion sounds
Granville S. Austin (USA),
Washington, D C-a history of .
consttutonal developments in
Indiafrom 1950to 1985
Roberto Geraldo Baru2zi M D
(BRAZIL), Umversidade Federal
de Sao Paulo_a study» «The

Future Directions Committee of
the International Plant ProtectionCongresses-J Lawrence
Apple, North Carolina State Umversify, Raleigh (March 26 to
April i)
LEAD Task Force—Ruben
Puentes, Rockefeller Foundaton
(March 12 to 18)

Panara Indlans A Stone A8e Tnbe
Enters Our World (1973-1996) "
DerekBickerton(USA),UrnV£rslty of Hawau, Honolulu-a
manuscript, "Lingua ex Machma,"
on fae evolution of language and
me neurological infrastructure
whlch supports language (with
William Calvm)

Leadership Training in Gender
and Reproductive Health: Operationalizing ICPD and Beijing
-Claudia Garcia-Moreno,
WHO, Geneva (February 26 to
March 4)

Kai Bird (U S A), Washington,
D C —a biography of William and
McGeorge Bundy
Robert Bonfil (ISRAEL)> Hebrew
University, Jerusalem-a critical
edition of Joseph Ha-Kohen's
"History of the Kings of France
and the Ottoman Sultans "

Dale G. Bottrell (USA), Umversity of Maryland, College Park—a
manuscript, "International Pesncide Problems and Solutions"

Nathan Currier (USA), Juilhard
School—a music composition, "A
Dead Sea Symphony "

Phyllis M. Bramson (USA.),
University of Illinois, Chicago—
artwork, "Arabian Nights "

Peter d Agostino (USA), Ternpie University—a multimedia
project concerning Italian Amencan identity, "@ Vesu Vms "

Caroline Bruzelius (US A),
American Academy in Rome—a
two-volume study on the architec
ture of southern Italy, "The
Churches of the Angevin Kings of
Naples, 1266-1343 "

Lucia Ribeiro de Souza
(BRAZIL), Institute of Religious
Studies, Rio de Janeiro—a manuscript, "Sexuality and Reproducton in the Catholic Church A
Comparative Study of the Perspecnves of Laywomen and the Clergy"

William H. Calvin (USA), Umversity 6f Washington, Seattle—a
study, "Lingua ex Machina," on
the evolution of language and the
neurological infrastructure which
supports language (with Derek
Bickerton)

Luiz Alberto Gomez de Souza
(BRAZIL), Centro Joao XXIII,
Rio de Janeiro—a book on the
role of social and religious movements in the transformation of
Brazilian reality

JaneCaplan(UK/USA),Bryn '
Mawr College—essays on the documentation and interpretation of
personal identity in the modern
European state

Leslie Dunton-Downer (U S A ),
Harvard Society of Fellows—a
full standard opera in three acts,
"Dreams in the Cave of Eros "
(with Augusta Read Thomas)

Gabriel Carrasquilla (COLOM
BIA), FES Foundation, Call—a
study, "The Primary Care Strategy
for Control of Endemic Diseases"

Peter S. Eagleson (USA),
MIT—a monograph, "Ecological
Opumality Hypotheses of Forest
Form and Function "

Mircea Cartarescu (ROMANIA),
J. Isawa Elaigwu (NIGERIA),
University of Bucharest—a cycle
University of Jos, Nigeria—a
of poems, "Back to Nature The ° study, "Civil Military Relations
Lake Como Elegies "
The Future of Democracy in
Africa—The Nigeria Case "
Eduardo Castilla
(ARGENTINA), Oswaldo Cruz
Steven A. Epstein (USA),
Institute, Brazil—a book analyz
University of Colorado, Bouling the genetic, demographic,
der—a manuscript, "Slavery in
cultural and social structure of a
Medieval and Early Modern Italy "
rural population, Aicuna, located
m northwest Argentina (with
Llord Th""138 Evans (AUS'
Juhan Adams)
°
TRALIA), CSIRO Divis.on of
.
Plant Industry, Canberra, AusJuvenal Jose Castillo Martinez
tralia—a manuscript," Plants and
(VENEZUELA), Venezuelan
Population Steps Towards FeedNational Institution of Agriculmg the Ten Billion "
tural Research, Lara—a study,
"Agriculture and Municipality:
Sara Baisai Feresu <ZIMBases of Sustainable Agriculture "
BABWE), University of Zim9
babwe, Harare—a study,
Sushil Chaudhury (INDIA),
"Leptospirosis in Zimbabwe "
Calcutta University—a study,
"The Prelude to Empire British
Ramon U- Florenzano, M.D.
Conquest of Bengal, 1757 "
(CHILE), University of Chile,
Santiago—a book on adolescent
Menzie David Chinn (USA),
risk behaviors and family protecUmversity of California, Santa
nve factors m Chile
Cruz—a study, "Globalization,
Capital Flows and International
Robert Folkenffik (USA),
Competitiveness "
University of California, Irvine—
a manuscript, "Literary Criticism
Carol J. Clover (USA), Umver
and"Theory from Sidney to
sity of California, Berkeley—a
Johnson "
manuscript, "Trials, Movies, and
the Adversarial Imagination "
A"101"0 F^sconi (USA),
Puchase College, SUNY—illustraConstance Congdon (U S A),
ton of Langston Hughes's poem,
Amherst College—a play, "So Far "
"Let America Be America Again "
Marcos Cueto (PERU), Institute
de Estudios Peruanos, Lima—an
historical essay on the factors that
contribute to scientific excellence
in Latin America
*
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Sarah Warshauer Freedman
(U S A), University of California,
Berkeley—a manuscript, "Multiculturalism is the Mainstream
Teacher Research, Writing and
Learning" (with Elizabeth Radin
Simons)

Rosa Linda Fregoso (USA),
University of California, Davis—•
a book examining the ways Chicanos have been represented in
U S mass politics and culture,
"Growing up Tex-Mex "
6 V
Lynda Frese (U S A.), University
of Southwestern Louisiana,
Lafayette—artwork, "The Virgin/Mother Mary Interpretations
of the Female Divine "
Yohanan/riedmann (ISRAEL),
Hebrew University, Jerusalem—•
a study, "Religious Tolerance and
Religious Coercion in the Islamic
Partha S. Ghosh (INDIA), Indian
Council of Social Science
Research, New Delhi—A study,
"Cross-Border Migrations ,n
South Asia Domestic Political and
Regional Security Dimensions "
Joseph Ginat (ISRAEL), University of Haifa—a study, "Bisha by
Fire as a Method of Conflict Resolution among Bedouin and Rural
Societies"
Donald A. Glaser (USA), Universify of California, Berkeley—
a paper or review, "A Transformation Theory of Primate Vision "
Frank Gonzalez-Crussi, M.D.
(USA), Northwestern University—a manuscnpt, "Pilgrimage of
Human Life," a meditation on suecessive passages of human existence.
Douglas Arthur Montrose Graham (NEW ZEALAND), Ministry
of Justice, Parliament of New
Zealand, Wellington—a manuscript, "The Resolution of Indigenous Claims "
Herman Gray (USA), University of California, Santa Cruz—a
study, "Black Cultural Production'
Institutional Formations and Cul
tural Politics "
Virginia H. Gray (USA), Universify of Minnesota, Minneapohs—a study, "The Population
Ecology of State Interest Communities " (with David Lowery)
Dolores Greenberg (U S A),
Hunter College, CUNY—a manuscnpt, "On Common Ground
Environmental Discrimination in
the History of New York City "
FJIZO Grilli (ITALY), International
Monetary Fund, Washington,
D C ^-a study, "Trade Policies of
the European Community "
Mohamed Haddad (TUNISIA),
University of Tunis I, Tunisia—
a translation into Arabic of "La
Memoire Vame " (with Moumr
Khehfa)
Norman Hammond (U K ),
Boston University—a study of the
ancient Maya city of La Milpa,
Belize

Anthony Crawford Hepburn
(U K), University of Sunderland,
England " a study, "The Development and Management of Divided
Cities in the Western World in the
19th and 20th Centuries"
David Hicks (U.S A ), SUNY,
Stony Brook—a manuscript,
"Ethnic Tradition and Conflict in
East Timor (1974-1975) "
Florence Howe (USA), Graduate Center, CUNY—a history of
women's studies in the United
States and selected countries
EvaHung (HONG KONG),
Central University of Hong
Kong—the impact of translation
activities on national culture
Chukwuemeka Ike (NIGERIA),
NlSenan Book Foundation,
Awka— a novel, "Who Is My
Father," based on the phenomenon of fatherless children among
the Igbo of Anambra State,
Nigeria
Wolfgang K.Joklik (US A ),
Duke University Medical Center— a review of the comparative
virology of three genera of the
family Reovindae

Anatoly Khazanov (ISRAEL),
Umversity of Wisconsin, Madi
son— a manuscript, "Nomads,
Sedentaires and MissionariesWorld Religions in the Eurasian
u.w.™
rv
Mounir Khelifa (TUNISIA),
University of Turns I, Tunisia—
a translation into Arabic of "La
Memoire Vaine " (with Mohamed
Haddad)
Kenneth Koch (USA), Columbia
University—a collection of poetry
Janet Laurence (AUSTRALIA),
Sydney— artwork, "Site/Memories':
Thomas Lawson (USA), Callforma Institute of the Arts, Valencia—artwork, "Trophies "
Hava Lazarus-Yafeh (ISRAEL),
Hebrew University, Jerusalem—
a study, "Jerusalem and Mecca
A Comparison between Two
Holy Cities"
Marek Latynski
(POLAND/U S A), Washington,
DC —a book in English on the
role played by Radio Free Europe
in Soviet-bloc target countries,
Poland in particular

AnthonyS. R. Juo (U S A), Texas
A&M University—a textbook on
soil management and plant production in the tropics

Claudia Lazzaro (USA),
Cornell University—a study,
"Cultural Identity and Visual
Representation in 16th-century
Florence "

Naila Kabeer <U K /BANGLADESH), Institute of Development
Studies, University of Sussex, England—a manuscnpt, "The Power
to Choose Agency, Structure, and
Bangladeshi Women Workers in
London and Dhaka "

George Levine (USA), Rutgers
University—a study, "Dying to
Know Scientific Epistemology,
Ethics, and Narrative."

Kveta Kalibova (CZECH
REPUBLIC), Charles University,
Prague—a study, "Population
Census and Ethnicity "
Hihu ^^ (KRAEL), Guttman
Institute of Applied Social
Research, Jerusalem—a study,
"Leisure, Culture, and Communication in Israel 20 Years Later "
•
Ruth Katz (ISRAEL), Hebrew
University, Jerusalem—a manuscript, "Affecting the Mind The
Cognitive Turn in Deliberations
on the Arts"
Michael James Keating
(CANADA), University of Western Ontario—a study, "Asymmetncal Territorial Devolution and
the Accommodation of Minority
Demands in the ] 9th-century and
20th-century State "
David L. Kerns, M.D (USA),
Stanford University School of
Medicine—a special issue of Child
Abuse and Neglect The International Journal on "Establishing a
Medical Research Agenda for
chlld Sexual Abuse »

Alexis Leviun (U S.A), SUNY,
Pittsburgh—an anthology of
20th-century Portuguese poetry
in English translation
David B. Lewin (USA), Harvard
University—a collection of articles
and new writings, "Studies m
Music with Text"
Li Xiang-hui (PRC), Institute
of Genetics, Academia Simca,
Beijing—a study, "Production,
Use, and Biosafety of Transgenic
Plants m V,rus Resistance "
(with Po Tien)
DavidLowery
Low (US
(u SA),
A), UniverUmverDavid
.. ofr-M
_j./-Carolina,
i Au
i
sity
North
Chapel
,,,,
._ , «_,
,*
Hill—a study,
The„Population
„
, ot,-,,
T
,,
Ecology
State Interest
Communines" (with Virgmia H Gray)
Jane Marcus (USA), CUNY
r
A 7Center—a
r\
L ' I
Graduate
biography,
"Nancy Cunard, A Life in the
World Race Politics and the
Woman Public Intellectual"
Karen Oppenheim Mason
(U S A ), East-West Center, Hon, , manuscnpt, «,-.
^
olulu—a
Determi
.
t,.,
,
;.
»
nants
,, ofAsian
,Women
,-, s Empowerment
, »
in Five
Countries.

Shall Mayaram (INDIA), Institute of Development Studies,
Jaipur—a manuscript, "The Pandun Ka Kara The Mahabharata
of a Community of Muslims "
JohnJ.McCusker(USA),
Trinity University, San Antonio—
a study, "The World Market for
Sugar, 1550-1775 AnAnalysisof
Convergence in the Internationa]
Price for Sugar in the Early Modern Atlantic World
James McManus (USA), School
of the Art Institute of Chicagoa novel> «The Wmter Casino »
Yong Soon Min (USA), Universlty of California, Irvine—artworkt "Bridge of No Return
Patrick M. Morgan (USA),
University of California, Imn
manuscript, "Deterrence Theory
^ Practlce Mer fa Co]d War Gary R.Mormino (US A ), University of South Florida, Tampa—
a studV) "Ethnics at War The
Italian-American Experience
and World War II "
Edward Muir (USA), Northwestern University—a series of essays,
"The Fall of Renaissance Italy "
Gopi Chand Narang (INDIA),
University of Delhi, India—a
study, "The Challenge of Western
Theory The Nature of East-West
Encounter in the Indian Context'
Peter M. Nardi (USA), Pitzer
College, Claremont, Californiaa manuscnpt, "A City of Friends
Gay Men and Their Friendships "
Lorie Novak (USA), Tisch
School of the Arts, New York
University—a video installation,
"Collected Visions "
Ingram Olkm (U S A), Stanford
University—a study, "Methods and
Models for Research Synthesis "
Waldemar Otto (GERMANY),
Worpswede, Germany—artwork,
"Man and Measure "
„ .. ,„—,,>
K-AyyappaParuker (INDIA
University of Kerala-an English
translation of his Malayalam poems
,
.
JosephE.Persico(USA),
' *, . New York—amanul
Guuderland,
«„
„
™
DeweyThe
,scnpt,
r Truman
., vs ,,-,,„.„
^sons *f
U?nd of *e 1948
Election
Upset"
MariliaPulquenoFutre
Pinu^mnpTTTr.AM
heiro
(PORTUGAL),r,A^
Cidade
Univers.tana Lisbon-a study,
.,UtoP'aS »d Wondo Tales ,n
Post-Classical Greek Literature
Microbiology,
..„
"' Chinese Academy
, '
of
Sciences,
Beiiine—a
study,
..„
,
*
,
„
', or/Biosafety
^Production,
„, Use and
' 9
Transgenic
Plants
in Virus„Resis
tance " (with Ci Xianghui)
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Rosalie Pedalino Porter (U S.A),
READ Institute, Amherst, Massachusetts—a study, "Language,
Learning and Politics Reevaluanng
a 30 Year U S Education Poky "

Barbara Sicherman (USA),
Trinity College, Hartford—a
manuscript, "Engaging Texts
Reading, Gender and Identity in
American Culture, 1860-1917 "

Krsto Prelec (USA),
Brookhaven National Laboratory—a study of light ion accelerators for cancer treatment

Brenda R. Silver (U S A.), Dartmouth College—a study, "Mrs
Woolf Goes to Hollywood Virgima Woolf as Cultural Icon "

Monroe E. Price (USA),
Cardozo School of Law— a study,
"National Responses to Media
Globali2ation "

Candace Slater (USA), Umversity of California, Berkeley—a
study, "The Nature of Amazonia
The Amazon as Metaphor for the
Natural World "

Peter Quartemnain (USA),
University of British Columbia,
Canada—a manuscript, "A Tradition of Marginality American
Women Poets since 1970 "
Vicente L. Rafael (USA), Umversity of California, San Diego—
a study, "Formations of the
Philippines, 1890-1990 "
Bharati Ray (INDIA), Calcutta
Umversity-a study, Saralaand
Rokeya Some Issues in the
'Woman Question' in Early Twen
tieth-Century Bengal"
Dorothea G. Rockburne
(USA), New York City—art
work, "Creating a New Geometry
to Define Outer Space in Two
Dimensional Terms,"

Elizabeth Radin Simons (U.S A ),
University of California, Berkeley—a manuscript, "Muluculturalism is the Mainstream Teacher
Research, Writing and Learning "
(w]th Sarah Warshauer Freedman)
Anna Deavere Smith (USA),
Stanford University—a study for
other actors and a nonfiction
book/performance piece, "The
Press and Presidency Project."

Sergei I. Serbin (UKRAINE),
Ukrainian State Maritime Technical University, Nikolayev—a
study, "The Improvement of Practical Systems of Ecologically Clean
Burning of Fuels Using Plasmachemical and Pulsating Action "
Alix Kates Shulman (U.S A.),
New York City—an autobiographical manuscript, "The Sam
and Dorothy Show A Memoir "

Ann Vasaly (USA), Boston Um
versity—a study, "Personality and
Power Paradigmatic Narrative in
Livy's First Pentad "

Joseph Vining (U S.A.), Umversity of Michigan, Ann Arbor—a
manuscnpt, "Retribution and
Reality "

Bianca Tarozzi (ITALY), Umversity of Verona—a collection of
poetry

Peter Dale Scott (U S.A ), Umversity of California, Berkeley—
"Verging," the third volume of a
lone poem

Ibolya Vari-Szilagyi (HUN
GARY), Institute for Psychology,
Hungarian Academy of Sciences,
Budapest—monographs on social
representation of success in recent
Hungary and on legal socialization
and citizenship education

David Spiegel, M.D. (U.S A.),
Stanford University—a manuscript, "Supportive Therapy for
Cancer Panents "

Seymour B. Sarason (USA),
Yale University—a manuscnpt,
"How Schools Migh t Be Governed
and Why "

James C. Scott (U S A), Yale Umversity—a study, "State Spaces
The Social Engineering of Rural
Settlement and Production in
Southeast Asia "

Sim Van der Ryn (USA),
Ecological Design Institute,
Sausalito— a monograph on
ecological architecture

Susan Sontag (U.S A.), New York
City—a novel, "In America "

Haya Stier (ISRAEL), Tel Aviv
University—a monograph about
work, welfare and family life
among inner-city minority populations (with Marta Tienda)

Laura Elise Schwendinger
(USA.), San Francisco Conservatory of Music—music composition, "Songs of Heaven and Earth "

Inese Vaidere (LATVIA), University of Latvia—a study, "Regional
Policy in Latvia The Chance to
Create New Job Opportunities "

JefVerschueren (BELGIUM), Belnan National Science Foundation,
Annverp-astudy, "Theory Formanon in Linguistic Pragmatics "

Richard Rorty (USA), Umversity of Virginia, Charlottesvdle—
replies to 10 to 15 articles written
about his philosophical views

Rcgina M. Schwartz (USA),
Northwestern University—a
study, "Communion and Community The Eucharist in Renaissance Literature."

Mihai Ursachi (ROMANIA),
lasi, Romania—a book describing
his 10 years political exile m the
United States

Augusta Read Thomas (USA),
Eastman School of Music, Rochester—a standard opera in three acts,
"Dreams m the Cave of Eros"
(with Leslie Dunton-Downer)
Cecelia Tichi (USA), Vanderbilt
University—a study, "American
Bodies, American Environment"
Marta Tienda (USA), University of Chicago—a monograph
about work, welfare, and family
life among inner city minority
populations (with Haya Sher)
OyewaleTomori (NIGERIA),
World Health Organization,
Harare—a study, "The Society
and the African Health Scientist A
Dialogue of the Partial Deaf"
N. Frank Ukadike (USA), Umversity of Michigan, Ann Arbor—
a study, "A Questioning Cinema
Conversations with Black African
Filmmakers "
Serena UnT <U s* >>Detrolt
Institute of Arts-a series of leetures on the conservation of
"Tobias and the Three
Archangels" by Nen di Bicci
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Wang Xiaoming (PRC), East
China Normal University, Shanghai—a study, "China's Modern
Culture and the Genesis of Her
New Literature"
Charles H. Webb (USA), Indiana University, Bloomington—a
series of descants andfreeharmomzations for hymns of all faiths
Charles Westoff (U S A ), Pnnceton University—a study, "Demographic and Health Implications
of Birth Spacing in Africa'
David Wiggins (UK), University
of Oxford—a book on the philosophy of morality
Rkhard WUson <U S A >- Vassar
College-a symphony to be performed by the American Symphony Orchestra
Wmiam C Wimsatt (USA),
University of Chicago—a manuscript, "The Evolution of Generalive Structures "
Michael Woods (USA), Pittsbw& Post-Gazette/Toledo Blade,
Washington, D C —a manuscript,
"Combating World Hunger The
Untold Story of CGIAR."

Rice Biotechnology
1997 appropriation of$4,775,000
in addition to previous funding
for allocation by the officers to
continue support for the Foundation's international program on
ncebwtechnology.
Agricultural Genetics Institute,
Hanoi, Vietnam $4,750 to enable
staff member Phan To Phuong,
selected by the Institute, to receive
traimngmncebiotechnologyat
the International Laboratory for
Tropical Agncultural Biotechnology/Scnpps Research Institute,
La Jolla, Cal,forma
Agriculture Research
Organization, Bet Dagan, Israel
$23,180forusebyitsVolcam
Center, Institute of Field and
Garden Crops,forresearch on
the effect of genes affectoig root
development and osmotic adjustment on nce productivity under
conditions of drought stress
NiranjanBaisakh,Cuttack,
India $22,000 for a Dissertation
Fellowshipm Rice Biotechnology
for research on nce transformat,on at the International R,ce
Research Institute, Manila, Philippmes under the direction of Swapj-.

AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES
Crop Biotechnology
, , ,
,
BiotechnologyforMarginalLandFoodCrops
1997 appropriation of$600 000
in addition to previousfunding
forallocationbytheofficersto
continuebmldmg and strengthenmgbiotahnologyresearchnetworks working on tropicalfood
crops grown on marginal lands.
... , . , , , „
,
Brazilian Agricultural Research
Enterprise, Brasiha Brazil
$30,000 for research on the
genetic diversity of cassava
Brazilian Agricultural Research
Enterprise, BrasQ.a, BrazU
$43,000forastudyoftheuseof
DNA markers for phytogeny
reconstruction in the genus Mamhot and analysis of genetic diversitym cassava,tobe undertaken by
Biotechnology Career Fellow Luiz
J.C.B CarvaUio under the direcnon of Barbara A Schaal, Department of Biology, Washington
University, St Louis, Missouri
Haryana Agncultural Uruversny, Hisar, India $64,825 for
research on mapping and molecular tagging of genes for disease
resistance in sorghum
. ,
Haryana Agricultural Umversity, Hisar, India $44,700 for a

study of mapping and molecular
tagging for genes for disease resis^ £ ^^ tQ be under.
taken by B.otechnology Career
FeUow ^^ § BoQra undef ^
dueaion of c,mt Ma^j D
ment of Plant Pathology and
Microbiology, Texas A&M Umverslty) College Station, Texas
International Center for Tropical Agriculture, Call, Colombia
$J 70)OOQ for research Qn fte con.
stmctlon of a molecular
of
^^ ^ devek)
t of PCR.
based markers ^ melr US£ m
cassava improvement
International Institute of Tropical Agriculture, Ibadan, Nigena
^^ w s
an ana, of
mformat]On documented under
^ ^^^^ Stud of
Cassava m Africa
Yvonne Lokko, Accra, Ghana.
$60,000 to conduct research at the
International Institute of Tropical
Agriculture, leading to a Ph D
degree from the University of
^^ Qn ^
ana] rf
hos{ ,ant res]stance ,o ^^
^^ mosalc disease
Scripps Research Institute,
La Jolla, California $302,992 for
res£arch Qn (he
c
£r.
mg rf

GAMBIA, Canberra, Austraha
$100,000towardthecostsofdissemination of techniques for rice
transgenesis and molecular biology within the international nce
biotechnology network.
Central Research Institute for
Food Crops, Bogor, Indonesia
$75,000 for research on markerassisted discovery and transfer of
"wild" quantitative trait loci into
Indonesian nce cultivars
Central Research Institute for
Food Crops, Bogor, Indonesia
$115,000 for use by its Research
Institute for Food Crops Biotechnology for research on the population genetics of the rice blast
pathogen and rice improvement
m Indonesia
China National Rice Research
Institute, Hangzhou, China
$17,000 to enable staff member
Han-Wei Mei, selected by the
Institute, to receive training in rice
biotechnology at Texas A&M Umversify, College Station, Texas
China National Rice Research
Institute, Hangzhou, China
$15,950 74 for research leading to
the application of novel strategies
to rice improvement in China
China National Rice Research
Institute, Hangzhou, China
$60,000 for research on DNA
marker-assisted selection
for
hybnd nce
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China National Rice Research
Institute, Hangzhou, China
$25,000 for the purchase of journals and periodicals for use by the
CNRRI Research Library
. _, . .
,
China National Rice Research
Institute, Hangzhou, China
$10,000 for research on the genetic
diversity and geographic distribution of rice blast fungus in China
_, . . .
. ..
Chinese Academy of Agncul^ Sc'ences' uBel)lng'Chma
$10'000 for use by its Biotechnol°® Refarch Center f°I "*
research project titled, F.eld
test of transgemc rice Mmghui
63 with Xa21 gene in China "
.
Chuiese Academy of Agncultural Sciences, Bering, Chma
$40>000 for ™ ^lts Biotedinol°«f Research C^nter for resefch
to Protect nce Plants a8amst leP"
d°Pteran msects
Chinese Academy of Agricultural Sciences, Beijmg, China
$25f°for™b?lts B'otechnology Research Center toward the
costs of ^borative research m
"ce b-otechnology between the
Center and the International Laborator? ^ T™pical Agricultural
Biotechnology, La Jolla, California
Chinese Academy of Sdences
Beijmg, Chma $30,240 for use by
•« Institute of Genetics for
rf earrch to comPlete ™d W^
the RFLP maP of nce
Chinese Academy of Sciences,
BeiJm8' Chma $20,000 for use by
lts Instfte <* Microbiology for
rese"ch °"the 8enetlc en8meer'"& °jnce for resistance to rlce
dwart Vlrus
Chinese Academy of Sciences,
Bei'mS>Chma S20'°u00 [or uf ^
lts InsU5Ute of Microb.ology for
research on nce yellow stunt""«
Chinese Academy of Sciences,
Beijing, China $1,300 for use by
lts Shanghai Institute of Plant
Physiology for research on regulanon of expression of the nce waxy
(Wx) 8ene
Chinese Academy of Sciences,
Beijing, China $20,000 for use
by lts institute of Genetics for
research on the improvement
of insect resistance in nce
John Ddle, Rock Hill, South
Carolina $55,000 toward the costs
of publication of Rice BiotechnologyQuarterly
Foundation-administered
project: $1,401 toward the costs
of a reglonal meeting of the
International Rice Biotechnology
Program held in New Delhi, India,
m November 1996

Foundation-administered
project $205,000 toward the costs
associated with implementing the
Foundation's program for the
genetic improvement of developing-country cereals
Foundation-administered
project: $350,000 toward the costs
associated with the eighth annual
meeting of the International Program on Rice Biot&hnology held
in Malacca, Malaysia, September
15-20,1997
Foundation-administered
project: $37,600 for administrative support of the Rockefeller
Foundation biotechnology program in India

Haryana Agricultural University,
Hisar, India $45,500 for a study of
genes from nee panicle involved in
drought-induced male sterility to
be undertaken by Biotechnology
Career Fellow Inder Singh Sheoran
under the direction of H S Saini,
Insmut de Recherche m Blologle
V4 ^ Umverslty of Montreal,
Quebec, Canada

Huazhong Agricultural University, Wuhan, China $20,000 for
research on the genetic manipulation of antifungal substances
fr^m
bacteria

Fudan University, Shanghai,
China $40,000 for use by its
Baoshan Biotechnology Station
for research on rice anther culture
Fudan University, Shanghai,
Chma $40,000forresearch on
rice resistance to brown planthopper and bactenal blight
G. B. Pant University of Agriculture and Technology, Pantanagar, India. $43,100fora
Biotechnology Career Fellowship
m Agricultural SciencesforJatinder Kumar to enable him to con, research- on the
, genetic
duct
diversity of Himalayan rice blast
populations under the direction of
R S Zeigler at the International
Rice Research Institute, Manila,
Philippines
G. B. Pant University ofAgriculture and Technology, Pantanagar, India $25,000 for research on
the genetic diversity of Himalayan
rice blast populations
Gyeongsang National University, Chmju, South Korea $60,000
for research on the identification
and isolation of nce genes
Haryana Agnculturai University, Hisar, India $28,300 renewal
of award for a study of Agrobactenum-mediated transfer of useful
genes in Basmati nce to be undertaken by Biotechnology Career
Fellow Vijay K Chowdhury,
under the direction of Thomas K
Hodges, Department of Botany
and Plant Pathology, Purdue University, West Lafayette, Indiana
HaryanaAgriculturalUiuversity, Hisar, India: $44,700 for a
study of genetic transformation
of Basmati nce using novel genes
that can potentially improve
drought and salt tolerance to be
undertaken by Biotechnology
Career Fellow Rannder K Jam
under the direction of Ray Wu,
Section of Biochemistry, Molecular & Cell Biology, Cornell University, Ithaca, New York.

Huazhong Agricultural University, Wuhan, China $100,000 for
research on the application of
molecular markers to hybrid
nce breedmg
Huazhong Agricultural University, Wuhan, China $44,300 for a
study of utilization of new resis
tance sources to lmprove Mag.
tance to fangal pathogens in
cereals (mcludlng wheat and nce)
by genet]c engmeermg to be
undertaken by Biotechnology
Career Fellow Llao Yu-Cal mdel
me Section of Paul Christou,
Laboratory for TransgemcTechnolo& & Metabolic Pathway
Engineering, John Innes Centre,
Nnrwirh
worwicn,UnitpH
united KmoHnm
Kingdom
Indian (^^^ of Agricultural
ResearCh, New Delhi, Ind,a
$17>QOO for US£ by 1(g Dlrec,orate
of ^ Research to enab,e s(aff
member Umesh Kumar Reddy,
selected by me Directorate, to
receive tramm8 m nce biotechnol°gy at !exas A&M University,
CoUege Statlon'Texas
Indian ^^^ of Agnculturai
Research, New Delhi, India
$50'000 for use ^lts Research
Complex for the North East Hills
Re8lon for research on the geneUc
manipulation of rice for increased
productivity
Indial1 ^^^ of Agricultural
Research, New Delhi, India
$358 30foruse Vlts Research
Complex for the North East Hills
Re®on for research on the transfer
of male sterflt>'m mdlca nce
through protoplast fusion
Indian huaMe of Science) Ban.
ga]oM) Indja $g3_970 for research
on cloning developmentally
important genes from Arabidopsis
thaliana and Oryza saliva
ImUan j^^e of Technology,
Rharagpur, India $55,000 for use
by [ts Biotechnological Research
^ Extension Foundation for
research on ^ product]On of
transgemc indica nce plants with
useful genes
Indian Institute of Technology,
Kharagpur, India $47,500 for a
study of development of PHY

genes as markers for photopenodinduced genie male sterility in nce,
to be undertaken by Biotechnology Career Fellow Debrabata Basu
under the direction of Peter H
Quail, Department of Plant Biol
ogy, University of California,
Berkeley, California.
Indira Gandhi Agricultural University, Raipur, India. $43,000 for
research on marker assisted selec
tionforgall midge resistance in nce
Indira Gandhi Agricultural
University, Raipur, India $28,702
for a Biotechnology Career Pellowship in Agnculturai Sciences
forSanjayK Katiyar to enable
him to conduct research on
marker-assisted selection for gall
midge resistance in rice under the
direction of John Bennett, at the
International Rice Research Insti
tute, Manila, Philippines
Indonesian Institute of Sciences,
Bogor, Indonesia $43,470 for use
by its Research and Development
Centrefor Biotechnology for
research on the transformation
of Indonesian cultivars of rice
Institute of Biotechnology,
National Center for Natural
Science and Technology, Hanoi,
Vietnam $60,070 for research on
molecular mapping of quanbtative trait loci (QTLs) for root traits
related to drought resistance in
upland rice
Institute of Biotechnology,
National Center for Natural Sci
ence and Technology, Hanoi,
Vietnam $46,300 for a study of
molecular mapping of QTLs for
root traits related to drought resis
tance in upland nce to be undertaken by Biotechnology Career
Fellow Nguyen Due Thanh under
the direction of Henry T Nguyen,
Department of Plant and Soil
Science, Texas Tech University,
Lubbock, Texas
Institute of Crop Breeding and
Cultivation, Chinese Academy of
Agncultural Sciences, Beijing,
Chma $10,000 for research on
nce bacterial blight resistance
genes in China
International Center for Tropical Agriculture, Call, Colombia
$160,000 for research on nce
genetic mapping and disease
resistance
International Rice Research Institute, Manila, Philippines $500,000
for the continuation of research on
the application of biotechnology to
nce improvement
John Innes Centre, Norwich,
England $100,000 toward the
costs of establishing a nce transformation training and technology development center
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King Mongkut's Institute
of Technology Ladkrabang,
Bangkok, Thailand $15,000for
research on Thai nce genetic
transformation by Agrobacterium
^h"13" C0"6^'Bronx'New
York- *100'000 forresearch on
improvement of the carotenoid
content of nce endosperm
A-N- ***"" Majumder,
Calcutta, India $46,300 for a
Biotechnology Career Fellowship
in Agricultural Sciences to study
mositol metabolism in relation
to environmental stress in rice
(Oryza sativa) under the direction
of Hans Bohnert, Department of
Biochemistry, University of Anzona, Tucson, Arizona
Madan Mohan>New Delhl>Indla
$6'921 to cover over expenditures
incurred in the travel and per
diem items of his Biotechnology
Career Fellowship
*
National Center for Genetic
Engineering and Biotechnology,
Bangkok, Thailand: $848 for a
studX ofthe organization of large
DNA fragment clones in the rice
genome to be undertaken by
Biotechnology Career Fellow
Somvong Tragoonrung under
the direction of Non Kurata, Rice
Genome Research Program,
National Institute of Agrobiological Resources, Tsukuba, Japan
National Center for Genetic
Engineering and Biotechnology,
Bangkok, Thailand $29,744 for
research on the development
of a two-line hybrid system for
Thai nce
** Tuan **&**< Hanoi>Vlemam
$2 !'234fora Dissertation FellowshlP m *"* Biotechnology for
research on Ae analysls of blast
pathogen populations and rice
blast resistance in Vietnam, at the
International Rice Research
Institute under the direction
of Hei Leung
Ohio State University, Columbus>Objo $80>000forresearch
on me determination of receptor
binding properties of vanous
delta-endotoxins of midguts of
nce stem borers and leaf folders
Osmania University, Hyderabad,
Indla $77'619 for researdl on &e
genetic engineering of nce for
insect resistance
Osmania University, Hyderabad,
Indla $28>300 for continuation of
a studY of genetic engineering of
nce for resistance to insect pests to
be undertaken by Biotechnology
Career Fellow K Venkateswara
Rao, under the direction of
Thomas K Hodges, Department
of Botany and Plant Pathology,
Purdue University, West
Lafayette, Indiana

Peking University, Beijing,
Chma $30,000forresearch on
disease resistance genes of rice
_.... . D. D
.
Philippine Rice Research
iInstttute,
»•£» \i
i
nu
i
Maligaya, Philippines
$29,000forresearch on map
based cloning of tungro resistance
genes in nee
Pondicherry University,
Pondicherry, India $45,500 for
a study of genetic engineering of
genes encoding defense protein
for the management of sheath
diseases in rice to be undertaken
by Biotechnology Career Fellow
Natarajan Sakthivel under the
direction of S Muthuknshnan,
Department of Biochemistry,
Kansas State University, Manhattan, Kansas
Punjab Agricultural University,
Ludhiana, India $70,000 toward
the costs of research on molecular
muter-aided selection for the
transfer of bactenal blight resistance genes into nce
Purdue University, West
Lafayette, Indiana $50,000 toward
the cost of research on the regeneration of nce plants from callus,
ceUs and protoplasts
Rice Research Institute,
Bangkok, Thailand $10,300 to
enable staffmember Hathairat
Urairong, selected by the Institute,
to receive training in rice biotechnology at the International Rice
Research Institute, Philippines
Rice Research Institute,
Bangkok, Thailand' $10,300 to
support work to be carried out at
the International Rice Research
Institute to increase and characterize the doubled-haploid and
recombmant mbred nce populatons produced at the Ubon Rice
Research Center, Thailand
Rutgers University, Piscataway,
New Jersey $ 100,000 for research
on plastid engineering for rice
improvement
Scripps Research Institute, La
Jolla, California $83,273 toward
the costs of establishing a nce
transformation training center
Shandong Agricultural University, Taian, China $20,000 for
research on the establishment of
efficient nce transformation sys
tems and bioengineered resistance
of rice to insects
SouthChinaAgricultural
University, Guangzhou, China
$30,000forresearch on detecting
and following the inheritance of
important rice genes by linkage
with molecular markers
SouthChinaAgricultural
University, Guangzhou, China
$1 ,285 86 for research on molecu
lar mapping of genes controlling

cytoplasmic male sterility and fertihty restoration in nee
South China Agricultural
University, Guangzhou, China
emnnnc
L on i_thejdeveli
$40,000 for research
opment of an artificial chromosome vector system for map-based
cloning of nee genes
Swiss Federal Institute of
Technology, Zurich, Switzerland
$ 150,000 for research on the
genetic engineering of provitamin
A biosynthesis in nee endosperm
Tamil Nadu Agricultural
University, Coimbatore, India
$I9'500 to enable staff member
P Nagarajan, selected by the Umve™*/>to receive tralnmg m nce
biotechnology at Texas A&M Urnversity, College Station, Texas
Tamil Nadu Agricultural Uni*«** Coimbatore, India
$27>500 for research on markerasslsted selecuon for leaf folder
resistance m nce
Tamil Nadu Agricultural
University, Coimbatore, India
$52-700 for research on maPPm8
resistance genes to yeUow stem
borer m nce
Tamil Nadu Agricultural
University, Coimbatore, India
$55>600 for research on markerassisted selectlon for droa^
resistance improvement m nce
Tami] Nadu Agricultural
University, Coimbatore, India
$44'700 for a study of molecular
marker-assisted selection for
drou^ resistance improvement
m ramfed lowland nce (Or>™
sahva L >to be undertaken by
Biotechnology Career Fellow
Ranganathan Chandra Babu
under *<= direction of Henry T
N^n' Department of Plant and
Soil Science, Texas Tech Umver
sity, Lubbock, Texas
Tata Institute of Fundamental
Research, Bangalore, India
$70,000 for use by its National
Centre for Biological Research for
research on the molecular biology
and transformation of nce in India
Tata Institute of Fundamental
Research, Bangalore, India
$ 1 8,250 to enable staffmember
Ganga Rao, selected by the Institute,
to receive training in nce biotechnology at the International Laboratory
for Tropical Agncultural Biotechnology/Scnpps Research Institute,
La JoDa, California
Texas A8dM University, College
Station, Texas $50,000 for use by
the Texas Agncultural Experiment
Station for research on the development of an integrated map of
the rice genome

Tribhuvan University, Kathmandu, Nepal $91,450 for use by
its Institute of Agriculture and
Animal Research for research on
, ,
,
the charactenzahon and unprovement of Nepalese nce germplasm
using molecular techniques
5
M
University of Costa Rica,
San Jose, Costa Rica $ 16,805 to
enable staff member Gnselda
Arietta Espinoza,
selected by'the
r
University, to receive training in
nce biotechnology at the International LaboratoryforTropical
Agricultural Biotechnology/
Scripps Research Institute, La
Jolla, California

Universityof Madras, Madras,
India $70,000 for research on the
biological control of the nce blast
fungus, Pyncularm gnsea

University of Delhi, NewDdhi,
India $48,100forastudyofantisense RNA-med,ated resistance to
viral diseases in nce to be undertaken by Biotechnology Career
Fellow Manchikatla V Rajam
under the direction of Claude M
Fauquet, International Laboratory
for Tropical Agncultural Biotechnology/Scnpps Research Institute,
La Jolla, California

C°ast *175>95° ^ researcJT
the application of biotechnology
to the ™provement of African
nce varieties
Zhejiang Agricultural Univer^ Hangzhou, China: $60,000
for research on rice genes for
resistance to bactenal and fungal
disease

University of Dhaka, Dhaka,
Bangladesh $700 for research on
the genetic manipulation of local
Bangladeshi nce vaneties to
mcrease their tolerance to salt

University of the Philippines,
Los Banos, College, Laguna,
Philippines $31,294 for research
on improving insect resistance
m rice
„ . . ,,._.
University
of Wisconsin,
\^f»H.ort»-i Wisconsin
\\Tir-f~nnfm
I Q C\f for
Madison,
$8,000
KS™ch on ^ *™«,
** donmS of a nce blast resistance gene
West Africa Rice Development
Association, Bouake, Ivory

Zhejiang Agricultural University, Hangzhou, China $60,000
for research on major soil related
stresses of rice.
Zhejiang Agricultural University, Hangzhou, China- $60,000
for research on insect resistance
evaluation in transgemc rice

University of Dschang, Dschang,
Republic of Cameroon $13,050 to
enable Mane-Noelle Ndjiondjop,
Biosafety and Intellectual
selected by the University, to
Property Rights
receive training in nce biotechnol1995 appropriation of$300,000
ogy at the International Labora- for allocation by the officers to
tory for Tropical Agricultural
help developing countries impleBiotechnology/Scnpps Research
ment effective systems foi dealing
Institute, La Jolla, California
with the btosafety and intellectual
property rights issues entailed in
University of Hyderabad, Hydertne ^e ofplant genetic engineerabad, India $7,125 to enable staff
mgand its products.
member G Madhun, selected by
the University, to continue train- , Cornell University, Ithaca,
ing in nce biotechnology at the
New York $20,000 toward the
International Laboratory for
costs of an International Biosafety
Tropical Agncultural BiotechnolWorkshop m Chennai, India,
ogy/ Scripps Research Institute,
July 21-26,1997
La Jolla, California
TInternational.Centre
_ foi,Genetic
_
University of Hyderabad, HyderEngineering and Biotechnology,
. abad.India $19,112forastudy,
Vienna, Austria $27,000forthe
"Community of Rice Researchers
development of decision support
m India. A Study of the National
systemsforsafety assessment of
Rice Biotechnology Network."
genetically modified crop plants f
University of Hyderabad,
Hyderabad, India $75,460 for
research on the anthocyamn
biosynthetic pathway and disease
resistance m nce
University of Madras, Madras,
India. $44,700 for a study of development of methods for standardization, entry and access of
Magnaporthe gnsea lineage data
in the rice blast database to be
undertaken by Biotechnology
Career Fellow S S Gnanamanickam under the direction of Sally
A Leong, Department of Plant
Pathology, University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin
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National Center for Genetic
Engineering and Biotechnology,
Bangkok, Thailand $100,000
toward the costs of establishing a
facility for the introduction of
genetically engineered crop plants
m Thailand

»

Rockefeller Foundation Biotechnology Career Fellowships 1993
appropriation of $1,140,000
(joint with HS and PS) in addition to previous fundingfor allocation by the officers to assist
excellent young scientists based in
the Third World to become leadersm the development and application of biotechnology that offers
promise for improving the living
conditions ofpoor people.
HuazhongAgriculturalUniversity, Wuhan, China $44,300 for a
studyoftheuseofStreptomyces
genesthatareinvolvedinthe
biosynthesis of antifungal anubioticsforncebiotechnologytobe
undertaken by Biotechnology
Career Fellow Deng Zixin under
the direction of D A. Hopwood,
Genencs Department, John hines
Centre, Norwich, United Kingdom
. .. , _
.
NattonalCropExpenmentStaturn, Rural Development Administration, Suwon, South Korea
$31,450 for a study of markerassisted discovery and transfer of
wild QTLs into elite nee culnvars
using advanced backcross QTL
analysis to be undertaken by
Biotechnology Career Fellow Ahn
Sang Nag under the direction of
Susan R McCouch, Department of
Plant Breeding and Biometry, Cornell University, Ithaca, New York
University of Connecticut,
Storrs, Connecticut $400,000 to
support the China Bridges
International Fellowship programs
University of the Punjab, Lahore,
Pakistan $45,300 for a study of
expression of Bt toxin genes in rice
to be undertaken by Biotechnology
Career Fellow Sheikh Riazuddm
under the direction of Milton P
Gordon, Department of Biochemistry, University of Washington,
Seattle, Washington
Zhongshan University,
Guangzhou, China $45,300 for a
study of polymorphisms of the
nee genome and molecular map
ping of disease resistance genes to
be undertaken by Biotechnology
Career Fellow Zhang Shang-Hong
under the direction of M A
Saghai Maroof, Department of
Crop and Soil Environmental Soences, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University,
Blacksburg, Virginia
North Korean Agriculture
1997 appropriation of$710,000
for allocation by the officers to
train North Korean agricultural
scientists and to identify United
States and other Asian experts
and nongovernmental organizations willing to cooperate in helping North Korea address key
agricultural issues over the
medium term.

GRANTS IN AID

FELLOWSHIPS

Center for Research and
Advanced Studies of the
National Polytechnic Institute,
Mexico City, Mexico $90,000 for
research on engineering alu
m""™ tolerance into cereals
Center for Research and
Advanced Studles of Ae National
polytechmc institute, Mexico
Q(y> M£X]CO mmforresearch
on me production and evaluation
of virus-resistant potatoes
Harvard University, Cambndge,
Massachusetts $20,000foruse by
^ ^ ^^ ^
as
ofmin.-conferencesonfood
security in Asia

Aarti, Haryana Agricultural Umversity, Hisar, India dissertation
fellowship for research in plant
molecular genetics under the
direction of Henry T Nguyen,
Plant Molecular Genetics Laboratory, Texas Tech University, Lubbock, as part of a Ph D program
at Haryana Agricultural University, Hisar, India

Institute of International Development and Education in Agriculture and Life Sciences,
Beltsville, Maryland $20,000
toward the costs of preparation of
a
h> 'AffK^UK m
chma m<)
International Maize and Wheat
Improvement Center, Mexico
City, Mexico: $15,000 to support
an International Symposium on
Genetics and Exploitation of Heterosis in Crops, held m Mexico
City, Mexico, August 1 7 22, 1 997
Kasetsart University, Bangkok,
Thailand $28,000 to enable staff
member Salak Phansm, selected
by the University, to receive trammg in cassava biotechnology at the
Swiss Federal Institute of Technology, Zunch, Switzerland
Millennium Institute, Arlington,
Virginia $25,000 to support the
strategy and action project for
Chinese and global food security
Tata Institute of Fundamental
Research, Mumbai, India.
$ 10,000 for use by its National
Centre for Biological Studies
toward the costs of convening a
workshop on plant development
Texas A&M University, College
Station, Texas $25,000 to support
participation by Chinese nationals
at me symposium, "Agriculture,
Trade and Sustainable Develop
ment m Pacmc Asla Chma *n<i Its
Trading Partners "
United States Department of
Agriculture, Beltsville, Maryland
$1()j000forusfi b ^ ^
Genome Research prQgramrf^
Agricultural Research Service for
support of travel of Third World
scientists to attend the Plant and
Animal Genome VI meeting held
January 18-22, 1998, in San Diego,
California

Antonio Andres Alfonso,
Philippine Rice Research Institute, Nueva Ecija, Philippines fellowship for advanced training in
plant molecular biology leading to
the PhD degree under the direc
tion of Maureen Hanson, Plant
Cell and Molecular Biology Program, Cornell University, Ithaca,
New York.

Research Institute, La Jolla, California, as part of a Ph D program
at me University of the Witwatersrandi Johannesburg, South Africa
Fu Xiangdong, Zhejmng Agnculrural University, Hangzhou,
China dissertation fellowship for
research in plant molecular biology under the direction of Paul
Chnstou, Laboratory for Transgemc Technology and Metabolic
Pathway Engineering, John Innes
Centre, Norwich, England, as
part of a ph D degree program at
Zhejiang Agricultural University,
Hangzhou, China

Tarun Kant, University of
Rajasthan, Jaipur, India dissertation fellowship for research in rice
genetics under the direction of
Thomas K Hodges, Department
of Botany and Plant Pathology,
Edna YrayArdales, University of ^ purdue University, West
the Philippines, Mindanao, Davao
Lafayette, Indiana, as part of a
City, Philippines postdoctoral felPh D degree program at the Umlowship for advanced study in
verslty of Rajasthan, Jaipur, India
plant pathology under the direc
nonofJanE Leach, Department
Hirut Kebede, Biodiversity Instiof Plant Pathology, Kansas State
tute, Addis Ababa, Ethiopia postUniversity, Manhattan, Kansas
doctoral fellowship for advanced
study in plant molecular biology
Shavindra Bajaj, University of
under me direction of Henry T
Delhi, New Delhi, India postdocNguyen, Department of Plant and
toral fellowship for advanced
Soll Sclenc£; Texas Tech Unlver.
study in plant genetics under the
Sity, Lubbock, Texas
direction of Ray Wu, Section of
Biochemistry, Molecular and Cell
Muhammad Sarwar Khan, Um
Biology, Cornell University,
versity of Agriculture, Falsalabad,
Ithaca, New York
Pakistan postdoctoral fellowship
for advanced study in plant genetBijoya Bhattacharjee, ICAR
lcs under me dlrectlon of Pal
Research Complex for NEH
Mallga> Department of Genetics,
Region, Maghalaya, India for
Rutgers University, Piscataway,
a dissertation fellowship for
NCW jersevresearch in plant genetics under
the direction of Bernard) MulhPushpa Kharb, Haryana Agriculgan, Department of Life Science,
tural University, Hisar, India postUniversity of Nottingham, Engdoctoral fellowship for advanced
land, as part of a Ph D degree
study in plant genetics under the
program at North-Eastern Hill
direction of Tun Hall, Department
University, Shulong, India
of Biology, Texas A&M University,
College Station, Texas
E. Chandrakanth, Osmania University, Hyderabad, India postLi Xinqi, China National Hybrid
doctoral fellowship for advanced
Rice Research and Development
study in plant molecular biology
Center, Changsha, China postunder the direction of Keerti S
doctoral fellowship for advanced
Rathore, Laboratory for Crop
study in plant genetics under the
Transformation, Texas A&M Um'
direction of Susan R McCouch,
versity, College Station, Texas
Department of Plant Breeding and
Biometry, Cornell University,
Ashok Kumar Chhabra,
imaca] New York.
Haryana Agricultural University,
Hisar, India postdoctoral fellowUtpal Nath, Tata Institute of
ship for advanced study m plant
Fundamental Research, Bangabreeding and genetics under the
lore, India postdoctoral fellowdirection of Gary Hart, Departship for advanced study m plant
ment of Soil an d Crop Sciences,
molecular biology under the
Texas A&M University, College
direction of Enrico Coen, Genencs
Station, Texas
Department, John Innes Centre,
Norwich, England
Vincent Ngepwung Fondong,
Institute of Agronomic Research,
Ngo Luc Cuong, Cuu Long
Buea, Cameroon' dissertation
Delta Rice Research Institute,
fellowship for research in plant
Omon, Cantho, Vietnam fellowpathology under the direction of
ship for advanced training in
Claude M Fauquet, International
entomology leading to the Ph D
Laboratory for Tropical Agnculdegree under the direction of
tural Biotechnology/Scnpps
EliseoP Cadapan, Department
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of Entomology, University of the
Philippines, Los Bafios, College,
Laguna, Philippines.
Nguyen Anh Tuan, Cuu Long
Delta Rice Research Institute,
Cantho, Vietnam: fellowship for advanced traming in plant genetics leading to the Ph.D. degree
under the direction of Richard
Jefferson, Center for the Application of Molecular Biology to
International Agriculture, Australian National University, Canberra, Australia.
Nguyen Duy Bay, Cuu Long
Delta Rice Research Institute,
Cantho, Vietnam: fellowship for
advanced study leading to the
Ph.D. degree in plant genetics
under the direction of Henry
Nguyen, Plant Molecular Genetics
Laboratory, Texas Tech University, Lubbock, Texas.
Ashwani Pareek, University of
Delhi, New Delhi, India: postdoctoral fellowship for advanced
study in plant molecular biology
under the direction of Ralph Quatrano, Department of Biology,
University of North Carolina,
Chapel Hill, North Carolina.
Qian Xiaoyin, Fudan University,
Shanghai, China: dissertation fellowship for research in plant molecular biology under the direction
of Andrew H. Paterson, Department of Soil and Crop Sciences,
Texas A&M University, College
Station, as part of a Ph.D. degree
program at Fudan University,
Shanghai, China.
Mamta Rai, Indian Agricultural
Research Institute, New Delhi,
India: postdoctoral fellowship for
advanced study in plant molecular
biology under the direction of
Hans Bohnert, Department of
Biochemistry, University of Anzona, Tucson, Arizona,
Malabika Roy, Bose Institute, Calcutta, India: postdoctoral fellowship for advanced study in plant
genetics under the direction of Ray
Wu, Section of Biochemistry, Molecular and Cell Biology, Cornell
University, Ithaca, New York.
Ashok Kumar Sarial, Haryana
Agricultural University, Hisar,
India: postdoctoral fellowship for
advanced training in plant breeding
and genetics under the direction of
Henry T. Nguyen, Plant Molecular
Genetics Laboratory, Texas Tech
University, Lubbock, Texas.
Parveen Kumar Sharma,
Haryana Agricultural University,
Hisar, India: postdoctoral fellowship for advanced study in plant
pathology under the direction of
Pamela Ronald, Department of
Plant Pathology, University of
California, Davis, California.

Vijay Kumar Sharma, University
of Delhi, New Delhi, India: postdoctoral fellowship for advanced
study in plant molecular biology
under Ae direction of Michiel van
Lookeren Campagne, Centre for
pknt Br£edmg and Reproduction>
Wageningen, Netherlands.
Ram Chander Yadav, Haryana
Agricultural University, Hisar,
India: postdoctoral fellowship for
advanced study in plant molecular
biology under the direction of
Pamela Ronald, Department of
Plant Pathology, University of
California, Davis, California.
SMALLHOLDER CROP
MANAGEMENT CAPABILITY
IN AFRICA
Research Fellowships in the
Agricultural Sciences
1997 appropriation of$500,000
in addition to previous funding
for allocation by the officers to
recruit outstandingyoung agricultural scientists from developed
countries to assist grantee institu(ions in achieving their crop productivify goals.
JosePh Dories, Venice, Florida:
$184,000 for a research fellowship
in maize breeding to work on
maize improvement programs for
Kenya and other African countries.
Elizabeth Dyck, Orono, Maine:
$3>°°° for a research " soil science
ln Ken>'aBevedy D_ Mclntvre> Brooktondal£; New York: $U5>000 for
rfe,earch in agronorny ^ ^
National Banana Research Pr°Ject
m UgandaForum on Agricultural Resource
Husbandry in Sub-Saharan Africa
1997appropriation of$900,000
;„ aadition to previous funding
fgr alhcation ty the officers to
strengthen graduate education at
selected faculties of agriculture in
eastern and southern Africa
throuSh «" African-directed
competitive grants program that
encourages faculty members and
students, in collaboration with
nonuniversity personnel, to
undertake multidisciplinary field
research on crop and resource
management.
A^K* University, Mutare, Zimbabwe: $118'000 to suPPort Phase'
™° research on soil management
°Ptioasforimproved groundnut
production in Zimbabwe.
E8erton University, Njoro,
Kenya: $74'700 to suPPort
research on overcoming constramts to increased groundnut
production.
Foundation-administered
projecfc $100)000 ,o support
Fomm In_Country Workshops

held in Kenya, Malawi, Uganda
and Zimbabwe in September 1997.

University of Malawi, Zomba,
Malawi: $20,000foruse by Bunda
College of Agriculture to continue
Foundation-administered
support for the second phase of
project $56,600 to support an
research investigating the potenintroductory workshop to be held
nal for adoption of maize-based
in Uganda on research methods
agroforestry technologies by
and data analysis for agronomists.
smallholder farmers in southern
Malawi.
International Biometic Society
Group Kenya, Nairobi, Kenya:
University of Malawi, Zomba,
$5,000 to support the Fifth ScienMalawi:-$80,000 for use by Bunda
tine Meeting of the East, Central
College of Agriculture to support
and Southern African Network of
research technology to build
the International Biometric Society.
African soil fertility using indigenous resources.
Kenyatta University, Nairobi,
Kenya: $89,000 for use by its
University of Malawi, Zomba,
Department of Zoology to supMalawi: $101,552foruseby
port studies on the impact of agroBunda College of Agriculture to
forestry and intercropping on
continue support for research on
insect pests, their natural enemies,
constraints to and potential for
and arthropod biodiversity in
improving the productivity of
coastal Kenya.
Malawi's grain legume subsector.
Makerere University, Kampala,
University of Malawi, Zomba,
Uganda: $105,000 for use by the
Malawi: $5,000 for use by Bunda
Department of Crop Science to
CoUege of Agriculture for a prepasupport the development of an ration grant for a research project
integrated pest management syson an analysis of efficiency con.
tern for cowpea in Uganda.
straints of sma]] agricultural busiMakerere University, Kampala,
ness enterprises in Malawi.
Uganda: $105,405 to support the
University of Malawi, Zomba,
project, Better banana-based agriMalawi: $84,000 for use by Bunda
culture in Uganda (BetBan): Idencollege of Agriculture to support
tifymg the limiting nutrients as a
phase one of tr,e proposal, "Intebasis for rehabilitating degraded
grated Management for Striga
banana fields.
Control in Malawi: CharacterizaMakerere University, Kampala, tion of Agroecosysterns ofMaJawi
Uganda: $15,000foruse by its
m Relatl°n to S?Jf Blolo&r' ^
Faculty of Agriculture to farther
°^ ^ Contro1 PraCtlCeS'
the development of its programs.
University of Nairobi, Nairobi,
Makerere University, Kampala,
Kenya: $5,000 for use by the FacUganda: $160,500 to support
ulty of Agriculture for a prepararesearch on the effects of soil
«*»> 8™"° suPPort a Preliminary
moisture, plant population,
^ on distribution, abundance
and cultivars on physiological
and diversity of nematodesassociprocesses, yield and yield
ated with common beans (Phaseocomponents of bananas.
!us M?™ L) and their effect on
bean growth and nodulataon m
Makerere University, Kampala,
small-scale farms in Kiambu and
Uganda: $68,160 for use by the
Siaya, Kenya.
Department of Crop Science to
. . ,„. , ,
support research on the effect of
Uravemty of Zimbabwe, Harare,
soilmoisture, plant population
Z-mbabwe: $79,530 to support
and cultivar on physiological
research on crop-protection manprocesses yield and yield compoagementinmaize-basedcropping
nents of bananas,
systems in the Chmyika Resettlement area.
Makerere University, Kampala,
.
Uganda: $87,588 for use by its
Umvers.ty of Zmibabwe, Harare,
Facultyof Agriculture and
Zimbabwe: $77,770to support
Forestry to support research on
research on f^ated crop manthe integrating offorestlegumes
aSement ln me Chm^ Resettleinto maize/elephant grass systems
men area'
for optimizing peri-urban smallUniversity of Zimbabwe, Harare,
holder dairy farming.
Zimbabwe: $86,000 to support
Moi University, Eldoret, Kenya:
research on the effect of agro$120,600 to support the project,
r", c',. , " " '.
PREP - a strategy for replenishing fie d <*tabhshment of ex-tissue
productivitytolowfertility
culture cassava.
patches in smallholders fields
of western Kenya.
Moi University, Eldoret, Kenya:
$38,300 to support a phosphorus
resource exploratory project for
western Kenya.
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Integrated Banana Research
to identify problems caused by
in Uganda
storage insect pests, particularly
1997 appropriation of$600,000
the larger grain borer in farmin addition to previous funding
stored gram
for allocation by the officers to
define the factors constraining
Charles Chan&a> Wooster> Oluo
bananaproduction in Uganda,
$14>248 to enable him to complete
devise improved technologies to
a doctoral Pr°grara at Ohl° State
overcome those constraints and
University while conducting
evaluate their suitability to farm
research on malze streak ™us
conditions.
Foundation-administered
Florence Muranga, Kampala,
P^6* $10>000 toward admmlsUganda $9,130 to support
tratlve costs associated with impleresearch on banana starch phys.o- ° menting the Foundation's program
cochemical properties
for
Malze Pest Management
Foundation-administered
International Centre of Insect
project: $8,000
Physiology and Ecology, Nairobi,
, toward costs assodated with the Uganda banana ' ^"^ $400>000 to suPPort lts
research program
Soclal Sclences Department
International Centre of Insect
International Institute of TropPhysiologyandEcology,
ical Agriculture, Ibadan, Nigeria:
Nairobi, Kenya. $122,250 to sup$364,980 for research on introgressport its collaboration with the
m8 genes for Stn& hermonthica
Uganda National Banana
resistance from teosmte to maize
Research Program on related
International Maize and Wheat
socioeconomic studies
Improvement Center, Mexico
International Institute of
Clty' Mexico *66'465 for research
Tropical Agriculture, Ibadan,
on ""rogressing genes for Stnga
Nigena $363,880 to continue its
hermonthica resistance from
collaboration with the Uganda
teosmte to maize
National Banana Research ProKenya Agricultural Research '
gram on conducting biological
Institute, Nairobi, Kenya
surveys and diagnostic and control
$1 10)000 for research on resls.
research on bananas in Uganda
. tance to the parasitic weed Stnga
International Institute of Tropim AincaFI malze
calAgriculture, Ibadan, Nigena
Purdue University, West Lafayette,
$6,200 to continue research into
Indiana $200>000 for res£arch Qn
the genetic variability m the High,he genet]C engmeenng of Stnga
land Banana in Uganda
resistance in African maize

Fjivironmental Action Team,
Kitale, Kenya $49,540 to continue
support for adaptive research
on biological alternatives for soil
fertility management for maize
production

Muguga, to support research on
the integrated use and effects of
manure with modest application
of inorganic fertilizers on soil
properties and maize production
in the central Kenya highlands.

Foundation-administered
project: $10,000 to cover admmistrative costs associated with the
soils management program

Kenya Agricultural Research
Institute, Nairobi, Kenya $50,000
to continue support for screening
trials of legume species for adaptability to varying agroecological
conditions and land-management
systems in Kenya

International Institute of .
University of Chicago, Ch1Cago,
TropicalAgriculture, Ibadan, fflmois $100>000forresearch Qn
Nigena $5,000 to support attencontrol of m£ product]0n of the
dance of developmg-country
malze Stnga seed germmatlon
nationals at the 1 3th Symposium
stimulant
of the Nematological Society of
Southern Africa
UniversityofHohenheim,
Stuttgart, Germany $10,000 for
Kenya Agricultural Research
research on mtrogressmg genes for
Institute, Nairobi, Kenya
Stnga hermonthlca reslstance
$75,000 to support an evaluation from teosmte to maize
of a tissue-culture-based system
of banana plantlet distribution to
Soils Management to Overcome
smallholders
Yield Constraints
1997 appropriation of$2,400,000
NationalAgriculruralResearch
in addition to previous fundingfor
Organization, Kampala, Uganda
allocation by the officers to identify
$62,100 to continue support of
and evaluate ways ofovercoming
research on nutrient demand and
soils-based limitations to sustainnutnent cycling in banana-based flfcfe, economtccropytAds inprin.
cropping systems
cipal agricultural soils ofeastern
Management ofMa ize Pests by
and southern A1™>Smallholders
Association for Better Land
1997 appropriation of$ 1,300,000
Husbandry, London, England
in addition to previous funding
$90>00() (o contlnue me deyd
forallocationbytheofficersto
ment of its Land Husbandry Netreduce yield losses caused by pests
work Project formerly ^Qvm as
in smallholder maize-based cropme Organic Matt£r Management
ping systems.
,
Network Project, based in Kenya
Centre for Agriculture and BioDepartment of Agricultural
sciences International, WallingResearch and Technical
ford, England $77,575 for use by
Services, Lilongwe, Malawi
its Institute of Biological Control
$80i000 to contmue support for
for a survey of farmers m Kenya
malze agronomy research

Kenya Agricultural Research
Institute, Nairobi, Kenya $84,260
to continue support for the coordmation of soil management
projects at sites in Kisn, Kitale
and Katumani

Ministry of Finance, Malawi,
Lilongwe, Malawi $40,000 to provide consultancy support to agricultural policy analysis in the
Malawi Government

Kenya Agricultural Research
Institute, Nairobi, Kenya. $9,074
to support attendance of two
researchers at an international
workshop on green manure and
cover crops for smallholders in
tropical and subtropical regions
held in Brazil, April 6-13,1997

Research Extension and Marketing for Integrated Development,
Nairobi, Kenya $29,500 to supa port the exploration of the use of
a soil fertility kit to enable smallholder farmers to select appropriate fertilizer types for improved
food security in the Siaya District
of Kenya

International Centre for
Research in Agroforestry,
Nairobi, Kenya $200,000 to continue support for research on the
biophysical, social and economic
limits to sustainable soil management in eastern Africa
International Crops Research
Institute for the Semi-Arid
Tropics, Andhra Pradesh, India
$56,222 to support research in
Malawi on methodology to
develop practical soil fertility technologies through farmer research
partnerships
International Maize and Wheat
Improvement Center, Mexico
City, Mexico- $250,000 to continue
the development of a soil fertility
research network to improve the
productivity of smallholder maizebased cropping systems in countnes of southern Africa
Kenya Agricultural Research
Institute, Nairobi, Kenya
$120,000 to continue support for
on-farm research in improved soil
management at sites of the Kisu
Regional Research Centre

Kenya Agricultural Research
Institute, Nairobi, Kenya
$121,290 to continue support
for on-farm research in improved
soil management at the Kitale
Regional Research Center

Kenya Agricultural Research
Institute, Nairobi, Kenya $25,000
for use by the ISNAR/KARI/
MIAC collaboration to support
natural resources management
and reg]onal research program
priority setting
Kenya Agricultural Research
Institute, Nairobi, Kenya $4,000
for use by its National Agricultural
Research Laboratories to support
a workshop on post-diagnostic
methodology development in
farmer part]Clpatory research
m Kenya
Ministry of Agriculture,
Zimbabwe, Harare, Zimbabwe
$176,500 for use by the Department of Research and Specialist
Services to continue support for
soil fertility research
Ministry of Agriculture,
Zimbabwe, Harare, Zimbabwe
$175,000 to continue support
for institutional reform in the
national agricultural research
system of Zimbabwe

Siaya Community Oriented
Development Programme,
Siaya, Kenya $61,200 to support
the exploration of use of soil ferulity kits to enable smallholder
farmers to select appropriate
Kenya Agricultural Researchfertl]]7er^forlmproved
Institute, Nairobi, Kenya
$80,000 for use by the National
Dryland Farming Research
Tropical Soil Biology and FertilCentre-Katumam to support
ity Programme, Nairobi, Kenya.
collaboi ation on agricultural/
$9,100 to support attendance of
resource modeling and apphcathree scientists from Africa at a
tions in semiand Kenya
workshop hosted by the Global
Change and Terrestrial EcosysKenya Agricultural Research
tems impacts Cen^I m Bogor>
Institute, Nairobi, Kenya
Indonesia
$ 144,200 for use by its National
Agricultural Research Center,
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Tropical Soil Biology and Ferhlity Programme, Nairobi, Kenya
$330,000 to continue support for
its networking and research activi
ties m Africa
Umversity of Nairobi, Nairobi,
Kenya $26,740 for use by its
Department of Soil Science to sup
port research on nutrient replenishrnent, banana restoration and
legume inoculant improvement
University of Nairobi, Nairobi,
Kenya $26,000 for use by its
Department of Soil Science to
support phase three of the Rhizo
bium Ecology Network of east and
southern Africa

0

tional agricultural research institutes and, in the process, to help
those institutes (1) enhance their
outreach to national agricultural
research systems and (2) mcorpo
rate farmer knowledge into problem identification and research
strategy formulation
o
Brian Murray Belcher, St Ger
mam, Manitoba, Canada
$136,300 to enable him to study
forest livelihood strategies and the
dynamics of forest related devel
- opment pro)£Cts m Indonesla>
wmle located at me Q,^,. for
international Forestry Research
Bogor> Indonesia

Christopher Michael Edmonds,
University of Zimbabwe,
San FranclscOi California
Harare, Zimbabwe $79,810to
$11 1,300 to enable him to study
continue support for research to
m£ sustainablhry of nce based
promote integration of soybean
production systems m unfavor
m smallholder cropping systems
able ramfed environments, while
in Zimbabwe
Jocated at we ]nternauorlai R^
VdlageEnterpnseZoneAssoci
Research Institute, Los Banos,
ations International, Chicago
° P^PP^es
Illinois $130,OOOtosuPportthe
David Stuart Edmunds Denver,
continuation of its work m Malawi
Colorado $1 25 200 to enable him
on agricultural research and food to studyforestllvellhood strategies
security
^^ devolution of forest manage
Paul Woomer, Nairobi, Kenya
ment to local Pe°Ple ln Indonesia,
$91 ,200 to conduct research m
Utm America and east Africa,
Kenya and Uganda on nutrient
whde located at the Center for
replemshment, banana restora
International Forestry Research,
tion and legume inoculant
Bo8or' Indonesia
improvement
Foundation-administered
Wye College, Ashford, England
P™)64* $50>000foradmm'Stra
$50,000 to support soils research
Uve exPenses of the program
mAfrlca
International Livestock
Initiative for Development and
Research Institute, Nairobi,
EquitymAfncanAgnculture
Kenya $22,500forpublication
1996 appropriation of$950,000
costs of the proceedings of the
for allocation by the officers to
Social Science Research FeUow
empower a group ofkeyagncul
sh'P program workshop held at
the
rural leaders m southern Africa to
16 International
nternationa Livestock
ivestoc Centre
take command of the problems of
Tor ^^ m November 1994
smallholder agriculture, develop
Nancy Leigh Johnson, St Paul
soluttonstothoseproblemsand
Minnesota $104 300 to enable her
act to implement solutions
to study institutional and market
Foundation-administered
development for community
project $109,000 for the develop
management of hillside watershed
ment phase of the Initiatives for resources, while located at the
Development and Equity in
International Center for Tropical
African Agriculture program
Agriculture, Call, Colombia Q
University of Zimbabwe Harare, ">osePh Oluoch Otieno> ^"^
Zimbabwe $820,000 for use by its
Nyanza, Kenya $125, 175 to enable
Department of Agricultural Eco
hlm to study me dynamics of sweet
nomics and Extension to support ' potato production, marketing
the program
md processing in Uganda, while
located at the International Potato
Social Science Research
Center project in Kampala, Uganda
Fellowships in Agriculture
1996 appropriation of$650,000
Career Development Fellowships
in addition to previous funding
m ^ Agricultural Sciences
for allocation by the officers to
1994 appropriation of$400,000
build a cadre ofoutstanding
for allocation by the officers to
North American and African
asstst "gn^ltural institutions in
social scientists having experience
Keny«> Matawt' USanda and
as members ofmultidisciplmary
Zimbabwe-the African focus
teams of national and tnternacountnes under Agricultural
Sciences—toretain highly pro
ductive staff.

Joseph G Mureithi Nairobi
"Kenya $102,300fora Career
Development Fellowship to
conduct research in soil science
in Kenya
a
Fehx I Nweke, Ibadan, Nigeria
$19,550fora Career Development
Fellowship in the Agricultural Sci
ences to conduct research°while at
Michigan State University on the
data from the Collaborative Study
of Cassava in Africa
Cornell University, Ithaca, NewYork
1997 appropriation of$950,000
for useby its Albert R. Mann
Library to create a transportable
electronic library ofthe agricultural

Essential Agricultural Library
1991 appropriation of$350,000
for allocation by the officers to
complete the identification ofa
core agricultural sciences library
fordevelopmgcountnesandto
facilitate production of the full
text in electronicformat
Cornell University, Ithaca,
NewYork $140,617 for use by
its Albert R Mann Library to test
the feasibility of and pre produc
non planning for an agricultural
compact disklibraryforthe
developing world
GRANTS IN AID
Harvard University, Cambridge,
Massachusetts $80,000 for use by
the Harvard Institute for Interna
tional Development to provide
technical assistance to policy units
in the Ministries of Economic
Planning and Development, and
of Agriculture of the Government
of Malawi
International Livestock
Research Institute, Nairobi,
Kenya $45 000 to develop in col
laboration with the International
Maize and Wheat Improvement
Center and other international
agricultural research centers and
national agricultural research sys
terns, a spatially referenced crop
and livestock production database
for eastern and southern Africa
International Maize and Wheat
Improvement Center, Mexico
City, Mexico $16,600 to facilitate
participation by maize scientists
from east Africa at international
symposia
Kenya Agricultural Research
Insdtute, Nairobi, Kenya $20,000
to support an international con
ference of participants in the col
laborative project monitoring
nutrient transfers to quantify the
productivity and sustamabihty of
agroecosystems theNUTMON
project held in Nairobi, February
' ' .„„_
'

Kenya Agricultural Research
Institute, Nairobi, Kenya $15,000
to support in county costs associated with participation in the Wye
College External Program by *
members of its Socio Economics
^d Biometrics Division
Agnes Kihuram, Nairobi, Kenya
$ 16,500 to support research on
post harvest spoilage of sweet
potato storage roots in Kenya
Ministry of Agriculture, Zunbabwe, Harare, Zimbabwe
$250,000 for use by the Depart
ment of Research and Specialist
Services to continue support for
soil fertility research
Njeru, Nairobi,
Kenya $2,700 to support a study,
Technical Change and Entrepreneurship in a Marginal Area The
Case of Agricultural Innovators in
Mbeere, Eastern Kenya
„ , .... „
Sod and Water Conservation
Soclet?' Ankra)r'Iowa *10'°°°to
suPPort Pf clPatlon of mvlted
speakers from developing co un
tries in the symposium, "Global
Challenges in Ecosystem Manage
ment in a Watershed Context'
r,
,., . „, ,
University of Nau-obi, Nairobi,
Kenya WOO for use by its
Department of Soil Science to
support student participation in a
research project offieldmonitor
ing of seasonal surface soil loss and
erosion mduced nutrient losses in
maize iegume based cropping
systems in Kenya
a
University of Nairobi, Nairobi
Kenya $9,500 for use by its
Department of Geography to sup
port student participation in its
joint project with the University of
Berne, Developing Natural
Resources Management Tools for
Use by j^d Users, Planners and
Policymakers at Site, Catchment
^j j^ver Basm Scaies
University of Zimbabwe, Harare,
Zimbabwe $62,000 to support the
establishment of a nitrogen fixa
uon facility
„
,„ . -s
Umversity of Zimbabwe, Harare,
Zimbabwe $170 000 for use by its
Department of Soil Science and
Agricultural Engineering to sup
port the implementation of a fer
tihzer based soil management
package for small scale producers
m Zimbabwe
Wagerungen Agricultural University Wagenmgen, Nether
lands $8,000 for use by its
Department of Terrestrial Ecology
and Nature Conservation toward
the costs of a workshop and
preparation of a book on the ben
efits and costs of wildlife in Africa
Wye College, Ashford England
$42,000 to support training in its
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External Programme of six members of the Socio-Economics and
Biometrics Division of the Kenya
Agricultural Research Institute
FELLOWSHIPS
Rachel Chikwamba, Scientific &
Industrial Research & Development Centre, Harare, Zimbabwe
fellowship for advanced training in
agronomyleadmgtothePh D
degree under the direction of Kan
Wang, Department of Agronomy,
Iowa State University, Ames, Iowa
Daphrose Gahakwa, Ministry of
Agriculture, Kampala, Uganda
fellowship for advanced training
in maize genetic engineenngleadmg to the Ph D degree under the
direction of Paul Chnstou, John
Innes Centre/University of East
Anglia, Norwich, England
Elkana M. Nyambati, Kenya
Agricultural Research Institute,
Kitale, Kenya fellowship for
advanced training m soil management leading to the PhD degree
under the direction of Lynn E Sollenberger, Department of Agronomy, University of Florida,
Gainesville, Florida
Management of
Natural Resources

Colegio de Postgraduados,
Montecillo, Mexico' $70,000 for
use by its Center for the Humid
Tropics m Veracruz for research
on natural resources management
m the wetlands of the low
Papaloapan River watershed
Community Development of the
Tuxtlas Veracmz> Mexlco
$25]000 ,0 contmue supportfora
project to validate and promote
^0^ farming pTltctices for
malze.based systems among smallho,ders m ^ Stafe of Veracruz
Foundation-administered
project. $30;000 to supportpro.
Jed des]gn> coordlnat]On and
monltonng of a multi-inshtubonal research program m
manure CQver crops TOth sma]1.
holders m southeast Mexlco
Foundation-administered
ject $72>m to rt admm.
^^ ^ network actmtles
Interdisciplinary Group for
Appropriate Rural Technologies, Michoacan, Mexico- $55,000
to support the validation and diffusion of MEMIS, a framework to
evaluate the sustamability of natural resources management systems in Mexico

Linea Bi6sfera, Chiapas, Mexico1
Natural Resources Management
$30>000 to contmue suPPort for
—Mexico
activities related to the project,
1996 appropriation of $2,200,000
"GMCC s^16™ Assessment of
m addition to previous funding
melr Potenbal and contribution
for allocation by the officers to
toward a sustauiable agriculture "
evaluate potentially sustainable,
Maderas dd Pueblo del Sureste,
natural resource management
MaderaS; Mex]co $50)000 {o CQn.
systems for small farmers m
taue
for
a
con.
diverse marginal areas ofMexico
cemed wth eva]uatlon md
through collaborative partnerva]idat,on of agricultural techskips ofsmallholders, researchers
nol fof ^ farmers m
and members ofnongovemmenchimalapas, Oaxaca, Mexico
tal organizations.
Majomut Union of Cooperative
Autonomous University of
Farmers ^ canmwMa of
Chapingo, Chapingo, Mexico
^^ Growers> chlapas> Mex.
$80,000 to support project design,
1CQ $100>000 to contmue
n
coordination and monitoring of a for a project> Research and Pro.
multi-msntutional research promo{lon of Adequate Technology
gram in green manure cover crops for ^^ Cu]tlvatlon m me
with smallholders in southeast
R rf Los Mtos de Chiapas
Mexico
National Autonomous UniverAutonomous University of
sityof Mexico, Mexico City,
Chapingo, Chapingo, Mexico
Mex]co $7aoooforuse b ,,s
$5,000 to support the consolidaSchool of Sclence to continue
uon and expansion of its Agroresearch Qn sustamable manage.
ecology Program
ment of natural resources ln me
Autonomous University of
community of San Nicolas ZoyatChapingo, Chapingo, Mexico
lan>State of Guerrero, Mexico
$20,000 to continue support for
Servidos para e, Desarro.]0)
the project, Sustainable DevelopIxmiquilpan, Mexico $23,000 to
ment of Agro-Ecosystems in the
contmue support for natura,
South of the State of Smaloa,
resources management improvejointly earned out with the
m£nt m me Valley of Mezqmtali
National Institute on Forest and
Stat£ of Hldalgo> Me3aco
Agriculture Research

Agroforestry—
Curriculum Development
1994 appropriation of$500,000
for allocation by the officers to
encourage the development of
sustamable agriculture systems in
Latin America and Southeast
Asia by establishing independent,
graduate-levelprograms m agroforestry in Mexico and Thailand
that can serve regional needs.
Autonomous University of
Chapingo, Chapingo, Mexico
$50,000 to support the consolidation and expasion of its Agroecology Program
GRANTS IN AID
Sarvador Hernandez Daumas,
Oaxaca, Mexico $8,000 in support
of research to validate a computer
model of an agroforestry system
appropnate for tropical grass
International Centre for
Research in Agroforestry,
Nairobi, Kenya $22,000 to support soil fertility recapitalization
and replenishment project activities in Vihiga and Siaya Districts
of Kenya
, ,
Network for Stu<Les on Rural
Development, Chapingo,
Mexico $150,000 to support the
project, Natural Resource Management m Mexico Consolidation
of the Network
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Proyecto Sierra Santa Marta,
Veracruz, Mexico $8,000 to support a workshop on control of
pests and diseases of maize and
other important crops based on
local resources for smallholders in
southeast Mexico
Technical Institute of Agricultale No' 16> 0.™**™ R°°>
Mexlco $15'°°°to suPPort ^
project, Management of Fallow
Vegetation for Multistrata AgroForestry Systems, to be conducted
in collaboration with the Forestry
Community of Maya Region
Vicente Guerrero Rural Development Project, Tlaxcala, Mexico $19,000 to strengthen its
Peasant-to-Peasant program

HEALTH SCIENCES
Population-based Health Care
Vaccines
1997 appropriation of$1,300,000
madditiontopreviousfunding
for aUocation by theofficers to
support global disease-control
efforts and other activities related
to the development, distribution
and licensure ofvSccmes.
World Health Organization,
Geneva, Switzerland $52,000
for use by its Children's Vaccine
. Initiative in support of an mternational conference on the global
supply of new vaccines
Public Health Schools
Without Walls
1997appropriation of$1,300,000
(joint with PS) in addition toprevious fundingfor aUocation by
the officers to continue support
forfield-based,graduate-degree
trainingfor public health officers
in Zimbabwe, Uganda, Ghana
and Vietnam, as well as exploratory activities in other countries.
Foundation-administered
project: $50,000 for operational
expenses of the Public Health
Schools Without Walls Initiative
Foundation-administered
project $ 175,000forcollaborative
network activities among the Pubbc
Health Schools Without Walls sites

Clinical Epidemiology
1997 appropriation of $9,200,000
in addition to previous funding
for aUocation ^ the officers to
continue supportfor core activi^ Of the international Clinical
Epidemiology Network (INCLEN)
and ^ operattons o/jNCLEN,
Inc., including its transition
tgward tnstitutlonai autonomy
and stability.
Hanoi Medical College, Hanoi,
Vietnam $60)000 ,o support me
development of its activities in clim^ epldermology md publlc health.
Harvard University, Cambridge,
Massachusetts $50,000 in support
of training fellowships for the
workshopi «Usmg Burden Of Dls.
£ase and Cost-Effectiveness to
Define Nahonal Contio] Pnorlt,es
md Essential Packages of Care "
INCLEN, Inc., Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania $3,686,000 for the
operational costs of its executive
office and for INCLEN program
activities.
INCLEN*, Inc., Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania $ 10,000 for the STD
component of the INCLEN global
meeting in Penang, Malaysia,
February 18-24,1997

National Foundation for the
Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention, Atlanta, Georgia.
Hanoi School of Public Health,
$10)000 to support partlclpatlon
Hanoi, Vietnam. $297,000 in supOf staff from its Division of
port of its Public Health School
International Health at the
Without Walls program activities
international Clinical EpidemiolMakerere University, Kampala,
°®? Network global meeting
Uganda $300,000foruse by its
University of Nairobi, Nairobi,
Institute of Public Health for its
Kenya $4>355 to enable the chm.
Master's in Public Health program.
^ Epldemlologv Unit to upgrade
Makerere University, Kampala, ' its communication capacity
Uganda $13,229 for use by its
University of Newcastle,
Institute of Public Health for furNewcastle, Australia $89,600 to
ther support of George Panyo's
contmue support for lts chnlcal
doctoral study in management at
Epidemiology Resource and
Johns Hopkins University
Training Center
Tanzania Public Health
Association, Arusha, Tanzania
$25,000 in support of the Eighth
International Congress, held
for
October 12-17,1997
University of Ghana, Accra,
Ghana. $142,000 for use by its
School of Public Health for its
Public Health Schools Without for
Wallsprogram
University of Zimbabwe, Harare,
'7.^w,'U^'U,.,n <M^z:
£i A .«
„,..«.*.,•.•«*• of
«f
Zimbabwe
$166,614
in support
its Master's in Public Health traming program
a

University of North Carolina,
chapd ^ North Carol]na
$172l599 to contmue support
M cllmcal Epidemiology
Resource and Trammg Center
University of Pennsylvania,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvan.a
$i86i265 to contmue support
lts clmlcal Epldemiologv
Resource and Training Center
University of Toronto, Toronto,
Ontario,•* Canada $60,700forcore
support of ]ts Health Care Eva]ua.
tlon and Management slal]s pro.
gram, and the training course
in Vietnam

West China University of Medical Sciences, Chengdu, China
$38,500 for use by its Clinical
Epidemiology Unit for a workshop for Chinese medical journal
chief editors
Xavier Pontifical University,
Bogota, Colombia $15,000 .
toward the costs of a collaborative
training project with Vietnamese
physicians m the Kangaroo
Mother Intervention method
Task Force for Child Survival
and Development
1996 appropriation of$250,000
for allocation by the officers to
support global disease-control
-i * ana,other
., activities
.... related
,, ,
efforts
to the development, distribution
and licensure ofvaccines.
TaskForceforChildSurvival
andDevelopment, Atlanta,
Georgia $25,000 toward the
costs of prepanng and distributing
the proceedings of the April 1996
conference, "Children First A
Global Forum "

University of Connecticut,
Storrs, Connecticut $400,000 to
support the China Bridges
International Fellowship programs
GRANTS IN AID
„. , ,_,
Michael Chung, Warren, Ohio
$5'°°°m suPPort °f acresearc,h ,
«udy Exammmg the Sociocultural
Bam,erS *° C"""** *?*&**ln,
"*ural India'M Pf f*6 soad
determinants ot health initiative
_
, . ...
Foundation-adnumstered pro,ect: 'I00'000 to ^tory and
™P *e tfram °f Watend- "lultllateral and nongovenunental
organizations
activities in health
°
Foundation-administered
project: $250,000 for a series of
mejta8s on *<!role'
performance of international
Foundation-administered
project: $55,900fora meeting
of me G]pj,ai Health Equltv jnma.

Task ForceforChild Survival ttve's °
°
^^
'
^ and conandDeveloPment,Adanta,
ceptual working groups
Georgia $30,000 toward the costs
Foundation-administered
of its conference, "Global Disease
project: $8,600 for the translation
Elimination and Eradication as
of a chapter from Swedish to EngPubkc Health Strategies," in
^h and distnbution of Gender
February 23-25,1998
Inequalities in Health
4
Community-Based Prevention
Harvard University, Cambridge,
ofDengue
Massachusetts: $65,000 in support
1993 appropriation of$1,200,000
Of a research project, Health
in addition to previous funding
Inequity in the-Umted States
for allocation by the officers to
A Case Study
phase out supportfor communitybased approaches in Honduras
Harvard University, Cambridge,
and Mexico to integrated control
Massachusetts: $67,507 in support
of the urban mosquito vector of
of a research project China Health
dengue and also yellow fever.
Equity in a Transitional Economy
American Mosquito Control
Association, Lake Charles,
Louisiana $20,000 in partial
support of its Spanish Language
Symposium as part of its annual
meeting to enable developingcountry scientists to participate
as a, means to.promote
11 i .scientific
exchange and collaboration

Harvard University, Cambridge,
Massachusetts- $46,640 for use
by its Center for Population and
Development Studies in support
of a research project, International
Health and Development
m the 21st century
„
,-, . . Cambridge,
„ , ,
Harvard
,,
, University,
„ ''
°
Massachusetts $234,275 in support
Johns Hopkins University,
of the Global Health Equity IninaBalumore, Maryland $17,229 to
five's Ethics and Health Equity
complete support for its assistance
Conceptual Working Group
to
commumty-based
approach
i\j the
viiv, ^(Jiujuuiiiiy
L/aotu auk/Ivjai.ii
__
- __ . . _ . .
to integrated coVol of Aedes
Harvar^ University Cambridge,
c, „Progreso,
Massachusetts:
aegypti.eproject in El
,
u $62,000
u ini support
u
Honduras
of a research project Heath
Inequalities Study of the United
Rockefeller Foundation BioStates 1970-1990
technology Career
tc-wn*w»t/x>'
v^witci AFellowships
C-IMS rrai uy&
__.
«»-r « • x-> i i
1993 appropriation of$1,140000
Harvard University Cambndge,
,
(jomtZtthWAS.PSandSDin
^
nGlobal
TmHealth
l h «Equity
T.T"*
j,.^ to
. previous funding
r ,. for
,
of the
addition
M ' Initiaallocation by the officers to assist
*ve s Gender Health and Equity
„ .young scientists
. . based
„ , in, .
Conceptual
Working
excellent
r
o Group
r
the Third World to become leadHarvard University, Cambridge,
ers in the development and appliMassachusetts: $63,2 10 in support
cation ofbiotechnology that offers
of me Global Health Equity Imtiapromisefor improving the living
tive's Measurement of Health
conditions of poor people.
Inequities Conceptual Working
*
Group
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Harvard University, Cambridge,
Massachusetts $40,409 in support
of a study on equity m health care
financing
Karolinska Institute, Stockholm,
Sweden $31,400 in support of a
research project, Class, Gender
and Health A Comparative
Study of the Pathways of Health
Inequalities in Britain and Sweden
under changing macroeconomic
conditions
Karolinska Institute, Stockholm,
Sweden $86,450 in support of the
Global Health Equity Initiative's
Measurement of Health Inequities
Conceptual Working Group
Ministry of Health and Child
Welfare, Zimbabwe, Harare,
Zimbabwe $ 10,000 for use by its
Blair Research Laboratory in sup
port of a conference and the follow up activities of the African
Initiative of the Independent
Group for Global Health
New England Medical Center
Hospitals, Boston, Massachusetts
$179,354 in support of the Global
Health Equity Initiative's Social
Determinants Conceptual Workuig Group
Pan American Health Organization,Washington,DC $32,275
m support of a seminar "Violence
in Latin America Policy Implications from Studies on the Attitude
and Costs of Violence " *

Committee for Studies on
Women, Family and Environment in Africa, Dakar, Senegal
$88,500 for a study of mtergenerational communication in Senegal
on reproductive health issues

country participation in the conference, "Global Strategies for the
Prevention of HIV Transmission
from Mothers to Infants," held
September 3-6, 1997, in Crystal
City, Virginia

Foundation-administered
project: $50,000 for admimstrative expenses

Chiang Mai University,
Chiang, Mai, Thailand $41,130
for use by its Research Institute for
Health Sciences in support of an
HFV/AIDS intervention for adolescents, The Life Skills Training
for Youth Project

Foundation-administered
project: $50,000 for administrative costs associated with implementing the reproductive health
services research program
PubUc Health Institute, Berkele?' California $299,570 to enable
its Pacific Institute for Women s
Health to continue to provide
technical assistance to African
nongovernmental organizations
conducting research in thefieldof
adolescent reproductive health
Public Health Institute,
Berkeley, California $144,230
to enable its Pacific Institute for
Women's Health to conduct a
community-based study of the
sociocultural context of abortion
in Kenya in collaboration with the
Center for the Study of Adolescence in Nairobi

Sahel Institute, Bamako, Mali
$72,190forastudytobeconducted by its Center for Applied
Research on Population and
Development in collaboration
with the University of Ouagadougou's Research and Training Unit
Transnational Family Research ffl Demography md me ^^
Institute, Moscow, Russia
School of Hyglene and Tropica]
$50,000 in support of a research
Medlcme to lmk adolescent sexu.
project Inequity in the Face of
^ toreproductivehealth and
Death in Russia
fertlhty
outcomes m Ma]l and
University of Cape Town,
Burkina Faso
Cape Town, South Africa: $10,000
University of Ouagadougou,
toward the costs of a conference,
Ouagadougou, Burkina Faso
"The Economics of Tobacco Con$77;800fora study to be conducted
trol Toward an Optimal Mix"
by its Research and Training Unit
World Health Organization,
m Demography in collaboration
Geneva, Switzerland $150,000 in
wth me Instltut du Sahel>s Center
support of the activities of its
for APPhed Research on PopulaGlobal Forum for Health Research tion and Development and the
London School of Hygiene and
Yale University, New Haven,
Tropical Medicine to link adolesConnecticut $ 100,000 for use by
cent sexuality to reproductive
its School of Medicine in support
health and fertility outcomes in
of research on Ebola virus ma
Mali and Burkina Faso
remote endemic region of northeast Gabon
HIV tn the Developing World
1997appropriation of$2,000,000
(jotntwith PS) in addition topreResearch to Improve
vtous fundingfor allocation by
Reproductive Health
fhe offic£rs (g support the search
Improving Reproductive Health
for an HIV (human immunodefiService Delivery
ciency virus) vaccme and to help
1997 appropriation of$6,000,000
developing countries improve
(jomtwithPS) in addition topretheir capabilities for reducing the
vious fundingfor allocation by
spread ofHIV and other sexuallythe officers to support research in
transmitted diseases and mitigate
selecteddevelopingcountriesto
the consequences ofcurrent HIV
identify sustainable models to
infection.
improve the reach and quality of
American FoundationforAIDS
reproductive health services, espeResearch> New York, New York.
ciallyforneglectedpopulations
$15j000 m rt of developmg.
and services.

Institute of Tropical Medicine,
Antwerp, Belgium $130,500 in
support of the biomedical component of a multicenter study on factors determining the differential
spread of HIV in African towns
International AIDS Vaccine Initiative, New York, New York
$230,000 for continued funding
of its activities to ensure development of safe, effective, preventive
HIV vaccines for use throughout
the world
Kenya Medical Research Institute, Nairobi, Kenya $100,000 m
support of a cohort study, Outpatient Clinical Management of HIV
Infected Adults m Nairobi 0
Network of AIDS Researchers
of Eastern and Southern Africa,
Nairobi, Kenya $48,705 in sup
port of a workshop on resistance
tofflV-1,and a symposium to
identify interventions to prevent
mother-to-child transmission
Southern African Network of
AIDS Service Organizations,
Harare, Zimbabwe $10,000
toward the costs of its conference
"AIDS and Sexuality "
University of Manitoba,
Winnipeg, Canada $300,000 for a
collaborative research project with
the University of Nairobi and the
University of Ghent to evaluate
the impact of regular routine
chemoprophylaxis to reduce the
incidence of sexually transmitted
diseases and HIV infection among
women sex workers in Kenya
GRANTS IN AID
(also hsted under Population Saences)
Bangladesh Rural Advancement
Committee, Dhaka, Bangladesh
$ 10,000 for a workshop entitled,
"Women's Health in the Commumty Operationahzing the Cairo
and Beijing Agendas in Bangladesh," held in December 1997

Harvard University, Cambridge,
Massachusetts $50,000 for a study
on men's fertility and reproduclive strategies in rural Gambia to
be conducted in collaboration
with the Gambian Central Statistics Office and Farafenni Health
^^ and me Umted ^ngdom
Medical Research Q^J
International Planned Parenthood Federation, Western
Hemisphere Region, New York,
New York $50,000 to conduct a
project in collaboration with the
IppF Afhca Reglonal offic£ fo
assist ^^ FamJ plann
Associations with integrating
HmSTI preventlon ln famdy
p]annmg programs for wom£n>
men and adolescents usmg a gen.
der-onented sexual and reproduchve health approach
R
Medical Women.s Asso.
dation Nairobj) Kenya $4a
m support of an mtematlonal
congress in November 1998,
"Investing in the Health of
Women and Girls "
National Institute of Allergy and
infectious Diseases, Bethesda,
Mary]and $10]00o to complete a
monograph concerning research
on sexually-transmitted diseases
and adolescents
fwivar Seva Sanstha, New
Delhl_ ,ndia $^6Wfora com.
mumty.based study to learn why
y wom£n r£sort ,o lU {
abortlon m Indla> wher£ me pro.
cedure has been legal for more
than 20 years.
Social Science and Medicine
Africa Network, Nairobi, Kenya
$iaooo toward ^ cost of ^
..^j Soaa] Saences and Heahh
International Conference" being
organized in collaboration with the
Counol on Health Research for
Development and WHO's Health
Systems Research Program
Tu}es CeBte> San Francisco> QJ,.
forma $24)750 ,o £nable ^
International Reproductive Rights
Reseafch Actl(m GrQup tQ dlgtnb.
u{£ Ii000fr££copjes of abook
entitled, "Negotiating Women's
^&ts Women's Perspectives
Across Countries and Cultures,"
in Francophone and Anglophone
sub-Saharan Africa, south and
Southeast Asia, and designated
countries in Central America and
the Caribbean

Youth ^ve Club, Kampala,
Uganda $9,000 to plan modificaCampinas Center for Research
uon of its HIV/AIDS programs
and Control of Maternal and
and activities in response to the
Infant Mortality, Campinas,
findings
of an external evaluation,
Brazil $ 16,1 10fora session on
and to conduct a feasibility study
adolescent reproductive heahh at
concerning the expansion of serthe fourth international conference
vices to girls and to rural areas
on maternal and neonatal health,
held in Brazil in November 1997
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Foundation-administered
project $70,000 toward costs of a
Bellagio conference on community
building held October 20-24,1997.
Urban Institute, New York, New
York: $200,000 for the implementation of the National Neighborhood Indicators Project.
Urban Strategies Council,
Oakland, California: $200,000 to
help the Community Building
Support Center strengthen the
capacity of urban communities to
develop effective communitybuilding strategies.
Next Generation Leadership
1997appropriation^! 350,000
madditiontopreviousfunding
for allocation by the officers to
create a corps of21st-century
American leaders with a sense of
common purpose and the capability required to build a society
committed to fairness and democraticprinciples, andmth the confidence and skills to bring together
others in pursuit of these goals.
Foundation-administered
project $309,000 toward
administrative costs.
Foundation-administered
project: $50,000 toward the development and production of program materials.
BUILDING DEMOCRACY, INTERNATIONAL SECURITY
PROGRAM AND SPECIAL INTERESTS
Building Democracy
National Conversation on Race:
A CommumcationsProgram
1997appropriation of$1,000,000
for allocation by the officers to
develop and implement a commanicotians effort that raises the
visibility and enhances the effectiveness of innovative racial discourse during the year of national
dialogue on race.
Building Community
1997 appropriation of$1,600,000
(jointwith EO) for allocation by
the officers to support a set of
interrelated activities directed
toward (a) strengthening the
National Community Building
Network and expanding its membership; (b) developing an evaluation methodology that enables
both the community-buildingfieldas a whole and local initiatives to
monitor and document progress;
and (c) establishing a more effective community-building presence
in national research and policy
debates on urban resource allocation and other issues affecting the
inner-citypoor.
American Land Institute, Portland, Oregon: $40,000 to support
the socioeconomic mapping of the
Los Angeles metropolitan area by
its Metropolitan Area Program.

Aspen Institute, Washington,
D.C.: $100,000 to support its
Roundtable on Comprehensive
Community Initiatives.
Brookings Institution, Washington, B.C.: $200,000 to support the
project, Forging Metropolitan
Solutions to Urban and Regional
Problems.
^nterforNeighborhood Technology, Chicago, Illinois: $60,000
in support of a series of forums to
identify a range of options for federal policy to enhance cooperation
within metropolitan regions.
Foundation-administered
Pr°Ject: $n-115 toward costs
associated with the Building
Democracy for the 21st Century
program.
Foundation-administered
Ject. $25 OQO toward costs of
a meeting on pub]k po]{cyaad
community building.
Foundation-administered
project: $38,760 toward costs
associated with the development
of a concept paper regarding how
to bring the voice and insights of
community-building practitioners to the po]i ar£M

Foundation-administered
project: $ 10,000 toward the cost
of focus groups and convenings.
Foundation-administered
project: $ 10,000 toward the cost
of nominators.
Foundation-administered
project: $473,300 toward costs
associated with the Next Generation Leadership exploration of the
Building Democracy initiative.
1997 NEXT GENERATION
LEADERSHIP FELLOWS:
Nilofer Ahsan,
faen<
Chicago, Illinois
Linda Asato,
San Francisco, California
Isabela Basombrio,
Detroit, Michigan
Rita Bright,
tion,
Washington, D.C.
Sharon Delugach,
Los Angeles, California
IvanHageman,
New York, New York
Craig Harshaw,
Chicago, Illinois
Steven Hawkins,
Washington, D.C.
for
Chung Wha Hong,
Flushing, New York
^herrilyn Ifffl,
Baltimore, Maryland

Martha Jimenez,
Oakland, California
Anthony Jones,
San FranciscO; California
Nancy Katz,
San Francisco, California
Thomas Kelley,
chapel Hill, North Carolina
Emily Lopez,
Astoria, New York
Lester McCorn,
New Haven, Connecticut
_
Tarso Ramos,
Portland, Oregon
^Sandosham
New york, New York
PaulSchmitz,
Milwaukee, Wisconsin
Jai Sookprasert,
Sacramento, California
wmiam St han
,ndj
lis> Indiana
Rachel Timoner,
San Francisco, California
Roderickvon Lipsey,
Fa])s church v^Ja
GRANTS IN AID
.
.
Amencan leadership Forum,
Stanford, Cahforma: $40,000
toward implementation ot its Initiative for Leadership in Action in
the 21st Century's Round Table.
Bay Area Institute, San Francisco,
California: $ 100,000 in support of
its New California Media Network:
Creating a New Venue for CrossCultural Communication.
Carter Center, Atlanta, Georgia:
$25,000 for use by The America
Project toward the planning
phase of a conference, "Linked
Future: Building Metropolitan
Communities."
Chapin Hall Center for ChilChicago, Illinois: $112,480
toward thefirstyear costs of a
two-year project to produce a volume on power and race in community-change initiatives.
DC Agenda Support CorporaWashington, D.C.: $125,000
to support its capacity-building
activities in the District of
Columbia.
Foundation-administered project $13,300 toward the costs of follow'uP activities related to rae
release of me rePort>. Stori* of
Renewal: Community Building and
the Future of Urban America, and
me development of policy connections to community building.
Foundation-administered projBeUagio'ronference onVommunity
building held October 20-24,1997.
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Harvard University, Cambridge,
Massachusetts. $64,000 to supporttompletion of phase one of
the Harvard Civil Rights Project's
senes of conferences on civj
rights and education pohcy
National Public Radio, Washington, DC $50,000 toward research
and development of an enhanced
approach to the coverage of race
and ethnicity
'
Public Education FundNetwork, Washington, D.C.
$150,000 to support its initiative,
A Conversation About Race and
Education rn America.
University of Maryland, College
Park, College Park, Maryland
$50,000 toward a fund to establish
an endowed professorship in its
Department of Government and
Politics to promote innovative
political-economy strategies for
long-term institutional and system-related change
International Philanthropy
Building Foundation-Like
Organizations
1995 appropriation of$330,000
in addition to previous funding
for allocation by the officers to
support the continued development of foundation-like organizations by building individual
institutions and through sectorbuilding actives.
Asia Foundation, San Francisco,
California $20,000 toward the
sponsorship of the "International
Conference on Supporting the
Nonprofit Sector in Asia" to be
held in Bangkok, Thailand.
City University of New York,
New York, New York $50,000 for
use by its Graduate School and
University Center toward the costs
of the 1998 International Fellows
Program at the Center for the
Study of Philanthropy.
GRANTS IN AID
Foundation-administered project $65,000 to continue building,
through the Philanthropy Workshop, an association of committed
philanthropists with the skills,
frameworks and experiences neeessary to confront significant issues
of this and the next generation.
Foundation-administered
project $150,000 for adrranistranve costs of the Philanthropy
Workshop

International Security
The Atlantic Council,
Washington, D.C.
1<»7 appropriation of$200 000
»<"Wlfto" to previous funding to
facilitate denuclearization of the
Korean Peninsula for the longterm abolition ofweapons of
mass destruction.
Federation ofAmerican Saentuts
Fund, Washington, D.C.
1997 appropriation of$90,409
to strengthen the Biological
Weapons Convention.
New York, New York
1997 appropriation of$400,000
in addition to previous funding to
create new norms and attitudes
toward proliferation and use
ofarms.
GRANTS IN AID
ArmS Control Association,
Washington, D C. $10,000 in
support of the distribution of the
Association's publication, Arms
Control Today, to scholars in the
developing world.
Carnegie Mellon University,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
$100,000 in support of a project
that will explore energy as a means
toward confidence building in
South Asia
, "
Carter Center, Atlanta, Georgia
$150,000 in support of its Conflict
Resolution Program's activities,
particularly those involving nonproliferation and the abolition of
weapons of mass destruction
,
,
Centre for the Study of Developing Societies, New Delhi, India.
$68,900 toward the establishment
of an electronic data collection
and analysis initiative which
would seek to engage in ah ongoing dialogue with individuals
and organizations in the United
States on questions relating to
nuclear nonproliferation
Chemical and Biological Arms
Control Institute, Alexandria,
Virginia $25,000 toward the costs
of a pro)ect mat would organlze a
)Omt indo-Umted States effort to
develop effective policy responses
to me challenge of biological
weapons
Columbia University, New York,
New York $50,000 in support of
me School Of International and
Pub!ic Ag^. Gulf/2000 initiative
intended to open and sustain lines
of communication with Iran
Council on Foreign Relations,
New York, New York $25,000
in support of efforts to develop
communication and cooperation
between the Council and the
Democratic People's Republic
ofKorea

Federation of American Scientists Fund, Washington, DC
$10,000 in support of the Fund's
work to facilitate the effective control of chemical and biological
weapons
Foundation-administered
project $100,000 for the estabhshment of an e-mail network on
South Asia Peace and Security, the
provision of Internet services and
development of prototype CDROMs on conflict resolution
Foundation-administered
project: $11,200 in support of
activities surrounding the International Security program's work in
security and nuclear nonprohfera
ton in south Asia
Foundation-administered
project $13,400 in support of
acbvitoessurroundmgthelnternahonal Security program's work in
security and nuclear non-prokferanon in northeast Asia
Foundation-administered
project $80,000 in support of
activities surrounding the InternanonalSecurityprogram'sworkin
regional security and cooperation,
and nuclear nonproliferation in
the Asia-Pacific region
Harvard University, Cambridge,
Massachusetts $150,000 in supportofastudythatwillexamine
significant nuclear policy issues
related to the future of nuclear
energy and advancing nuclear
disarmament
International Rice Research
Institute, Manila, Philippines
$60,965 in support of a project to
increase nee production in the
Democratic People's Republic
of Korea through scientific collaboration and human resource
development

National Academy of Sciences,
Washington, D C $50,000 in
support of a project on science
and technology cooperation
with India
National Institute of Advanced
Studies, Bangalore, India
$100,000 toward the costs of its
proposal,"Issues on Nonprohferation and Total Elimination of
Weapons of Mass Destruction "
Nautilus of America, Berkeley,
California $10,000 in support of a
systematic review and analysis of
the NAPSNet Daily Report
Search for Co"1™0" Ground>
Washington, D.C. $25,000 in
suPPort of lts Iranian-Amencan
Dialogue project
Sodal Sdence Research Council,
New York, New York. $25,000
m suPPort of me "itonational
dissemination of a study on Ameiflcan nuclear d"P'<>macy with
North Korea
State of *e World Forum>San
Francisco, California $50,000 in
support of its Nuclear Weapons
Abolition Initiative
State of ^ World forum> San
Francisco, California $10,000m
support of its Nuclear Weapons
Abolition Initiative
Twentieth Century Fund, New
York> New Yorlc $50;000 m sup.
port of ^ Nudeaf pollcy Revjew
project
University of Georgia, Athens,
Geor&a $25,000 m
support of afcaslb]1]tystudy of
India-United States cooperation
mragh-technologyconventional
weapons
Global Equity and
Engagement

Middle East Institute, Washing
ton, DC $20,000 in support of
GRANTS IN AID
its exploration and discussions
^pen Institute) Queenstown,
regarding a Track II approach to
Maryland $100,000 for a project
United States Iran relations
of lts Congress.onal Program that
Monterey Institute of Internaconcems mefatureof United
tional Studies, Monterey, CaliforStates foreW asslstance
ma $25,000 in support of a project
interAction: American Council
of its Center for Nonproliferation for Voluntary International
Studies that will aim to draw RussAction Washlngton> D c
lan expertise into discussions sur$ioo,000 for the planning phase
rounding the implementation of
of lts Umted States Globa] Engag£.
the United States-Democratic Peoment project
pie's Republic ofKorea Agreed
Framework.
Monterey Institute of International Studies, Monterey, California $15,000 in support of a project
of its Center for Nonprohferahon
Studies that will examine the influence of individuals and institutions
in Chinese nonproliferation and
arms control pohcy
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Special Interests
651, An Arts Center
(Kings Majestic Corporation),
Brooklyn, New York
1997 appropriation of$500,000
to support continuation ofits
work in promoting an open environment for creative expression
and community partnership.
Rockefeller University,
New York, New York
1997 appropriation of$560,000
to cover operating costs associated
with the preservation and continuing use ofFoundation records
deposited at the Rockefeller
Archive Center.
Black South African Leadership
Development
1984 appropriation of$500,000
in addition to previous funding
for allocation by the officers to
assist the development of Black
South African leadership.
Human Sciences Research
Council, Pretoria, South Africa:
$88,580 toward the costs of its
Centre for Science and Development's project to examine how
government policies on providing
resources to schools affect equity
and the development of a skilled
and representative work force,
particularly in relation to blacks
and women.
University of Cape Town, Rondebosch, South Africa: $15,870 for
the costs of a mobile exhibit
depicting women in science and
engineering to serve as role models
for young women as they make
career decisions.
GRANTS IN AID
ASHOKA: Innovators for the
Public, Arlington, Virginia:
$50,000 toward the Changemakers' Media Project.
Asian Americans/Pacific
Islanders in Philanthropy, New
York, New York: $75,000 toward
its general operating expenses.
Brown University, Providence,
Rhode Island: $100,000 in support
of a critical oral history project by
its Thomas J. Watson Jr. Institute
for International Studies on the
missed opportunities of the Vietnam War.
Consortium for the National
Equal Justice Library, Washington, D.C.: $50,000 toward initial
operating costs of the Library.
Consumers Union of United
States, Inc., San Francisco, California: $200,000 in support of its
Educational Assets Project.
Council on Foundations,
Washington, D.C.: $250,000 in
support of a public education

campaign on the essential role
foundations play in a democratic
society.
Council on Foundations,
Washington, D.C.: $44,600
toward general operating expenses
during 1997.
ETV Endowment of South
Carolina, Spartanburg, South
Carolina: $75,000 toward the costs
of its television series, "Mission to
Planet Earth."
Foundation-administered
project $75,000 to cover the
administrative and travel costs of
15 to 20 participants that attended
the conference, "Communications
and Social Change," held at the
Bellagio Study and Conference
Center in April21-25, 1997.

Susan Gross Solomon, University of Toronto, Toronto,
Canada: $58,3 30 for a study to
be undertaken with Nikolai Krementsov of the Institute of the
History of Science and Technology, St. Petersburg, Russia, of the
grantmaking activities of the
Rockefeller Foundation in the
Soviet Union, 1922-34.
Television Trust for the Environment, London, England:
$150,000 toward the costs of its
multimedia project, Hands On:
It Works.

Independent Sector, Washington, D.C.: $10,000 toward general
operating expenses in 1997.

University of California, Santa
Cruz, California: $135,000 for its
project, Social Change Across
Borders, to set up a summer
institute for leaders of community-based organizations from
Latino communities in the United
States and poorer communities in
Latin America.

Institute for Alternative Journalism, San Francisco, California:
$20,000 (joint with AH) toward
the costs of the Media and
Democracy Congress II.

University of Connecticut,
Storrs, Connecticut: $400,000 to
support the China Bridges
International Fellowship programs.

Krishnamurti Foundation India,
Chennai, India: $92,300 for use by
its Rishi Valley Education Centre
for its education kit project.

Videazimut, Montreal, Quebec,
Canada: $10,000 in support of
preparatory research and dissemination of information
before the Right to Communicate and the Communication
of Rights seminar.

MacNeil/Lehrer Productions,
Arlington, Virginia: $250,000 to
fund the use of the Fishkin deliberative polling mechanism in its Public Issues Forum programming.
National Public Radio, Washington, D.C.: $50,000 toward research
and development of an enhanced
approach to the coverage of race
and ethnicity.
New York Community Trust,
New York, New York: $250,000 in
support of the Neighborhood
2000 Fund, a collaborative effort
to support the work of community development corporations
throughout New York City.
New York Regional Association
of Grantmakers, New York, New
York $20,000 toward general support for the years 1996 and 1997.
Panos Limited, London, England: $25,000 in support of the
Communications and Social
Change project.
Reproduction Health Technologies Project, Washington, D.C.:
$200,000 in support of a public
education campaign on emergency
contraception for low-income
women of color in Los Angeles and
San Diego.
Rockefeller Foundation
Matching Gift Program:
$150,000 toward the RF Matching
Gift Program.

© 2003 '
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Strategic Alliance
Rockefeller Foundation—
The California Endowment
1997 appropriation of$400,000
for allocation by the officers to
help fund the design ofa program
for a strategic alliance between
the Rockefeller Foundation and
The California Endowment,
aimed at building the capacity
of low-income California communities to improve health and
employment outcomes of their
residents.
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Statements of Financial Position

DECEMBER 31

1997

1996
(In Tliousands)

ASSETS

Cash, including restricted bond funds of $1,255 in 1997 and $1,239 in 1996 (Note6)

$

Dividends, interest E nd other receivables
Investments (Notes ' and 2)
Property, net of accumulated depreciation and amortization (Note 3)
Prepaid pension cost and other assets (Note 4)
Total assets

2,817

$

2,251

11,094

8,692

3,058,469

2,701,389

27,340

28,149

32,243

26,519

$3,131,963

$ 2,767,000

$

$

LIABILITIES AND NET AIJSETS

Liabilities:
Accounts payable and accrued liabilities

13,448

9,665

Appropriations by the trustees, approved for specific grantees/purposes
but not yet paid (Note 7)

66,716

63,906

Bonds payable, n;t of unamortized discount (1997: $314; 1996: $326) (Note 6)

27,886

28,414

Deferred Federal excise tax (Note 8)
Accrued post-retirement benefits (Note 5)
Total liabilities

5,815

4,995

17,803

17,546

131,668

124,526

3,000,295

2,642,474

$ 3,131,963

$ 2,767,000

Commitments (Notes 1 and 2)
Unrestricted and tctal net assets (including board-designated amounts of $224,604 in 1997
and $213,582 in 1996) (Note 7)
"
Total liabilities and net assets

See accompanying notes.
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Stotci iici its of Activities

YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 3 1
1997
1996
(In Thousands)
CHANGES M NET ASSETS

Investment return:
Net realized and unrealized gain on investments
Dividend and interest income
Other investment income
Investment expenses (including performance-based fees of
$2,800 in 1997 and $1,092 in 1996)
Net investment return

$

385,290

$ 300,747

124,091

111,525

738

851

510,119

413,123

(15,200)

(11,277)

494,919

401,846

116,573

104,675

10,929

8,890

8,776

6,145

Other expenses:
Approved grants and program costs
General administrative expenses
Provision for Federal excise tax (Note 8):
Current
Deferred
Increase in unrestricted net assets
Unrestricted net assets, beginning of year
Unrestricted net assets, end of year
94

See accompanying notes.
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820

1,633

137,098

121,343

357,821

280,503

2,642,474

2,361,971

$ 3,000,295

$ 2,642,474

Statements of Cash Flows

YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31

1996

1997
(In Thousands)
CASH FLOWS FROM OF CRATING ACTIVITIES

Increase in net assets

$357,821

Adjustments to reconcile increase in net assets to net cash used in operating activities:
Depreciation and amortization
Net unrealized gein on investments

$ 280,503

1,156

1,137

(39,861)

(75,581)

(345,429)

(225,166)

Dividends, interest and other receivables
Prepaid pension cost and other assets

(2,402)
(5,724)

Accounts payable and accrued liabilities

3,783

(3,271)
(5,045)
(10,930)

Appropriations by the Trustees, approved for specific grantees/purposes but not yet paid
Deferred Fedecal excise tax

2,810
820

5,710
1,633

Net realized gain on investments
Changes in opersting assets and liabilities:

Accrued post-retirement benefits

257

(384,590)
(26,769)

420
(3)1,093)
(30,590)

Net sales of investments

28,210

80,824

Property additions
Net cash provided by investing activities

(335)
27,875

(253)
80,571

(540)
(540)

(50,000)

566
2,251

(539)

Net cash used in operating activities
CASH FLOWS FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES

CASH FLOWS FROM F INANC1NG ACTIVITIES

Repayments of note payable to bank
Repayments of bonds payable
Net cash used in financing activities
Net increase (decrease) in cash, excluding cash held in investment portfolio
Cash, beginning o ryear

$ 2,817

Cash, end of year
See accompanying notes.
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(520)
(50,520)

$

2,790
2,251

Notes to Financial Statements

1. INVESTMENTS

As of December 31, 1997, under the terms of various

The Foundation's significant investments are carried

venture capital, real estate limited partnership and

at fair value or contractual values which approximate

other agreements, the Foundation has commitments
to contribute approximately $78.2 million in addi-

fair value. Fair value is the amount at which a financial
instrument could be exchanged in a current transaction between willing parties, other than in a forced sale

tional capital over the next 10 years.

or liquidation. The fair values of financial instruments

2. FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS WITH OFF-BALANCE SHEET

are estimates based upon market conditions and per-

CREDIT OR MARKET RISK

ceived risks as of the statement of financial position

As a result of its investing strategies, the Foundation is

date and require varying degrees of management judg-

a party to various off-balance sheet instruments which

ment. Quoted market prices, when available, are used

may include equity and fixed income futures and

as the measure of fair value. In cases where quoted

options contracts, foreign currency options and for-

market prices are not available, fair values are based on

ward contracts, and interest rate swap contracts. Deriv-

appraisals, quotations of similarly traded instruments,
pricing models or other estimates.

atives are used primarily to maintain asset mix or to

Investing activities are reported on a trade date basis.

The Foundation invests in international securities and

Realized gains and losses are calculated based on the

therefore is exposed to the effects of foreign exchange

specific identification method for both financial statement and tax return purposes.

rate fluctuations predominantly in Japanese Yen, Swiss
Francs, Australian Dollars, British Pounds, German

hedge a portion of currency or interest rate exposure.

96

The Foundation's investment portfolio consists of the following:
DECEMBER 31

1997
COST

1996

FAIR VALUE

COST

FAIR VALUE

(In Thousands)

Marketable securities:
Money market funds
Foreign currency—short-term
U.S. and other government obligations
Corporate obligations
Common stock (including REITs)
Other investments
Subtotal

$ 198,103

$ 197,927

$ 166,122

$ 166,034

368,914
306,823
1,627,179
20,742
2,521,761

9,297

3,443

20,467
2,804,064

344,260
189,456
1,314,491
13,914
2,028,243

12,701
2,305,930

198,383

182,667

363,669

302,128

378,788
307,501
1,890,084

350,590
191,916
1,581,246

Limited partnerships and similar interests:
Real estate
Private equity
Subtotal
Pending securities transactions, net
Total

128,459

143,735

129,965

155,615

326,842
(71,919)

326,402
(71,997)

493,634
(62,412)

457,743
(62,284)

$2,776,684

$3,058,469
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$2,459,465

$2,701,389

NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (CONTINUED)

Marks and French Francs. Foreign currency options
and forward contracts are used to hedge a portion of
this currency risk. The Foundation also employs derivatives to maintain a desired asset mix. For example,
S&P 500 index futures contracts are used in combina-

the duration of a particular portfolio of securities is different from the benchmark, Eurodollar or Treasury

tion with cash invested in money market instruments
to replicate an invest ment in an S&P 500 stock portfo-

Total margin requirements on deposit for futures
contracts were $6.4 million at December 31, 1997
($3.9 million at December 31,1996).

lio. This combination yields the same return, while
often providing for savings on transaction costs.
The Foundation's fixed income managers match the
duration of their portfolio to a particular benchmark
and use duration mdysis to estimate the degree of the
portfolio's sensitivity to interest rate changes. When

note futures or options may be used to adjust the portfolio's duration.

The underlying contract amounts (notional values)
and fair values of the Foundation's derivative financial instruments at December 31, 1997 and 1996, are
summarized below; all are held for other than trading
purposes.

DECEMBER 31

1997

NOTIONAL
VALUE

FAIR
VALUE

1996
NOTIONAL
VALUE

FAIR
VALUE

(In Thousands)

Equity contracts to manage desired asset mix
(contracts primarily based on S&P 500 index):
Futures contracts:
Liabilities

$(51,158)

10

$

Fixed income contracts to manage portfolio duration and interest
rate risk:
Futures contracts:
127,092

(635)

Assets

86,799

232

Liabilities

(10,459)

(48)

(1,126)

39,200

65

50,000

112

883

7

Put and call options:
Assets
Foreign currency c ontracts to hedge foreign exchange exposure in
nondollar securities:
Forward contra :ts:
Assets
Liabilities

86,154

(2,888)

73,198

(347,735)

12,283

(319,637)

2,560

49,825

1,384

156,058

3,647

Put and call options:
Assets
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Changes in the fair values of the Foundation's derivatives are recognized in the statement of activities using
the mark-to-market method, with corresponding
amounts recorded in respective investment categories.
Off-balance sheet financial instruments involve elements of market risk and credit risk. Market risk represents potential loss from the decrease in the value of
off-balance sheet financial instruments. Credit risk
represents potential loss from possible nonperformance by obligors and counterparties on the terms of
their contracts. Management does not anticipate that
losses, if any, resulting from credit or market risk
would materially affect the Foundation's financial
position.

4. PENSION PLAN AND TRUSTEED SAVINGS PLAN

The Foundation maintains a defined benefit pension
plan (the "Plan") for regular salaried employees who
are at least 21 years old and have completed one year of
service or have attained the age of 40. The Plan provides retirement benefits based on years of service and
final-average pay, with benefits after retirement subject to increase under a cost-of-living augmentation
formula. The Foundation makes annual contributions
to the Plan, as needed, based on actuarial calculations,
in amounts sufficient to meet the minimum funding
requirements pursuant to the Employee Retirement
Income Security Act of 1974. Plan assets are invested in
a diversified portfolio of common stocks and fixed
income securities.

The Foundation's two custodians maintain securities
lending programs on behalf of the Foundation, and
maintain collateral at all times in excess of the value of
the securities on loan. Investment of this collateral is in
accordance with specified guidelines. Interest earned
on these transactions is included with other investment income in the statements of activities. The market value of securities on loan at December 31, 1997
and 1996, was $236.9 million and $204.2 million,
respectively.
3. PROPERTY

Expenditures for capital items currently in use are
included in the property account and depreciated on a
straight-line basis over the lives of the respective assets.
At December 31,1997 and 1996, the property account
included the following:

1997

1996

(In Thousands)

Condominium interest
in 420 Fifth Avenue

$ 16,555

$ 16,555

Condominium
improvements

11,162

11,162

Furniture, fixtures
and equipment

4,049

3,714

31,766

31,431

Less accumulated depreciation
and amortization
Property—net

4,426

3,282

$27,340

$28,149
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Net pension expense included the following components for the years ended December 31:
1997

1996
(In Thousands)

Service cost—benefits earned during the year

$ (834)

S (795)

Interest cost on prajected benefit obligations

(3,212)

(3,121)

8,555

9,342

Actual return on plan assets
Net amortization ;ind deferral
Net periodic pension credit

790

(720)

$ 5,299

$ 4,706

Selected information on the Plan's funded status and the amounts recognized in the Foundation's statements of financial position at December 31 follow:
1997

1996
(In Tliousands)

$ 93,066

Plan assets at fair value

(47,706)

Less projected benefit obligation

$87,227
(46,286)

Funded status— surplus

$ 45,360

$40,941

Prepaid pension cost included in other assets

S 30,288

$ 24,989

1997

1996

Assumptions used in accounting for the Plan in 1997 and 1996 as of December 31 were:
Weighted average discount rate

7%

7%

Rate of increase in compensation levels

5%

5%

Expected long-term rate of return on assets

9%

9%

The Foundation also maintains a Trusteed Savings

5. OTHER POST-RETIREMENT BENEFITS

Plan for regular salaried employees under which Foun-

The Foundation provides certain health-care and life-

dation contributions are made to equal employee

insurance benefits for retired employees. Employees

contributions of ap to 5 percent of pay. The combined

are eligible for these benefits when they meet the crite-

contributions are' credited to the employees' accounts.

ria for retirement under the Foundation's pension

These accounts are invested and at termination of

plan. The plans are noncontributory and there are no

employment the employee receives the account balance. The Found ition's contributions to this plan were

cost-sharing features. The Foundation accrues the

$405,000 for 1997 and $361,000 for 1996.

over the years that employees render service.

expected cost of providing post-retirement benefits
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The following table shows the two plans' combined funded status reconciled with the amounts recognized in the Foundation's
statements of financial position:
DECEMBER 31

1997
MEDICAL
PLAN

1996
LIFE
INSURANCE
PLAN

MEDICAL
PLAN

LIFE
INSURANCE
PLAN

(In Thousands)

Accumulated post-retirement benefit obligation:
$ 6,973

$ 1,401

Employees fully eligible

1,450

236

1,559

219

Employees not fully eligible

2,557

322

2,466

287

10,980

1,959

12,835

2,037

_

_

_

_

10,980

1,959

12,835

2,037

-

-

4,839

235

2,516

158

$ 15,609

$ 2,194

$ 15,351

$2,195

Retirees, dependents and surviving spouses
1

Total
Plan assets at fair value
Funded status
Unrecognized prior service cost

(210)

FINANCIAL REPORT

Unrecognized net loss or gain
Accrued post-retirement benefit cost

$ 8,810

$1,531

100

Net periodic post-retirement benefit cost for 1997 and 1996 included the following components:
1997
MEDICAL
PLAN

LIFE
INSURANCE
PLAN

1996
TOTAL

MEDICAL
PLAN

LIFE
INSURANCE
PLAN

TOTAL

(In Thousands)

Service cost
Interest cost
Amortization of
net gain
Total

$251

$55

$306

$259

$ 53

$ 312

801

134

935

862

131

993

(247)

(128)

_

(128)

$994

$993

$184

$1,177

(243)
$ 809

(4)
$ 185
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The weighted-average assumed annual rate of increase
in the per capita cost of covered benefits (i.e., healthcare cost trend rate) is 11 percent for 1998 and is
assumed to decrease gradually to 6 percent by 2002
and remain at that level thereafter. The health-care
cost trend rate can have a significant effect on the
amounts reported. For example, increasing the
assumed health-care cost trend rate by one percentage
point in each yea.' would increase the accumulated
post-retirement benefit obligation as of December 31,
1997, by $1,253,000 ($1,636,000 as of December 31,
1996) and the aggregate of the sendee and interest cost
components of th<: net periodic post-retirement benefit cost for 1997 by $157,000 ($165,000 for 1996).
The discount rate used in determining the accumulated post-retirement benefit obligation was 7 percent
at December 31,1997 and 1996.
6. BONDS PAYABLE

During fiscal 1993, the Foundation issued $20,445,000
in tax-exempt term bonds and $9,815,000 in tax-exempt
serial bonds to fund the acquisition, construction and
furnishing of a new office facility (the "Facility").

Fiscal year ending December 31:
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
Thereafter

$

560
585
610
635
665

25,145
$ 28,200

7. APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES

Appropriations by the trustees are considered to be
obligations when grants are approved (awarded) for
specific grantees; appropriations not released for specific grantees and the appropriation for the budget for
the next year are considered as board-designated net
assets. The majority of approved grants are scheduled
for payment within one year. Administrative costs,
including investment expenses and excise taxes,
account for approximately 23 percent (21 percent in
1996) of the Foundation's total expenses, and are
charged to operations when incurred.

The bond proceeds and related investment income
earned are held by a trustee (the "Trustee") and are disbursed at the direction of the Foundation to fund allowable Facility-related costs, which aggregated $30,593,000
at December 31,1997 and 1996, respectively.
The bonds are rated Aaa by Moody's and AAA by Stan dard & Poor's, arid are backed by the general assets of
the Foundation, '..n addition, the bonds are secured by
the Foundation's ownership interest in the Facility, a
leasehold interest in the Facility, insurance proceeds
with respect to the Facility and certain amounts held by
the Trustee. The nominal interest rates on the serial
bonds range from 4.0 percent to 5.1 percent. The nominal, interest rates attributable to the term bonds are 5.3
percent and 5.4 percent.
The serial bonds mature in various amounts, ranging
from $560,000 :o $880,000 per year, through 2008.
The term bonds are due in 2013 ($5,140,000) and
2023 ($15,305,000). Bond maturities are as follows
(in thousands):
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Appropriations and expenditures for the.ummarized as follows:
APPROPRIATED
FOR SPECIFIC
GRANTEES/
PURPOSES

APPROPRIATED
FOR ALLOCATION
AND NEXT
YEAR'S BUDGET

TOTAL
APPROPRIATED

(In Thousands)

Balance, January 1,1997
Approved grants and program and administrative costs
Lapses and refunds
Expenditures for grants and operations

$ 63,906
132,959
(233)
(129,916)

1998 budget
Balance, December 31,1997

$66,716

$213,582
(136,509)
(1,469)

$ 277,488
(3,550)
(1,702)
(129,916)

149,000

149,000

$ 224,604

S 291,320

& FEDERAL EXCISE TAX

9. USE OF ESTIMATES

The Foundation is a philanthropic organization chartered in 1913 "to promote the well-being of mankind
throughout the world." The Foundation qualifies as a
tax-exempt organization under Section 501 (c) (3) of the
Internal Revenue Code and, accordingly, is not subject
to Federal income tax. Because the Foundation is classified as a private foundation, it is subject to a Federal
excise tax of 1 percent or 2 percent on investment
income (its principal source of revenue) less investment
expenses, and on net realized taxable gains on securities

The preparation of financial statements in conformity
with generally accepted accounting principles requires
management to make estimates and assumptions that
affect the amounts reported in the financial statements
and accompanying notes. Management believes that
the estimates utilized in preparing its financial statements are reasonable and prudent. Actual results could
differ from these estimates.

transactions. In accordance with Section 4940(e) of the
Internal Revenue Code, for the years ended December
31, 1997 and 1996, the Foundation did not meet the
specified distribution requirements and, therefore, was
subject to a Federal excise tax of 2 percent.
Deferred Federal excise tax arises from temporary differences between financial and tax reporting related to
investment income and the difference between the cost
basis and market value of marketable securities.
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